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Introduction

It is perhaps no exaggeration to maintain that the rise of corpus
linguistics in recent years has brought about a revolution in the
study of language whose impact is still to be fully acknowledged
especially in everyday work with languages. By changing the «unit
of currency» (Tognini Bonelli 2001: 1) of linguistic investigation,
corpus linguistics has proved not only an invaluable way of ex-
ploring language structures and use, but it has also opened up
new perspectives in language teaching, in the study of LSP, and
in translation studies. More recently, increasing interest in the
text/discourse dimension of corpus studies is showing the contri-
bution that corpus research can make to the study of literary texts
or to understand the relationship between discourse and society
(Hoey et al. 2007).

While the contribution brought by corpus linguistics to «a
qualitative change in our understanding of language» (Halliday
1993: 24) cannot be underestimated, it is still a matter of debate
whether corpus linguistics should be regarded primarily as a
method that can be applied in a variety of fields, or as a theory,
«because it is in a position to contribute specifically to other ap-
plications» (Tognini Bonelli 2001: 1). To account for the special
status of corpus linguistics as a methodology which is nonetheless
«in a position to define its own set of rules and pieces of knowl-
edge before they are applied», Tognini Bonelli devised the notion
of «pre-application methodology» (2001: 3), thus paving the way
for subsequent interest in the theoretical implications of corpus
studies. Such focus on the theoretical consequences of corpus
findings, which seem to hint at a possible theoretical status of the
discipline as a whole, has led to the notion of «corpus linguistics
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ident and readily available to any user, providing the linguist with
countless instances of repeated social and shared linguistic be-
haviour. This vast amount of data only requires that appropriate
methods are devised to exploit its significance from a corpus lin-
guistic perspective.

It is against this background that the present study aims to deal
with the emergence of a research field labelled «web as corpus».
By no means itself a new theory or approach, web as corpus is best
seen as an umbrella term for a number of methods that look at the
web as their main resource to implement the corpus linguistic ap-
proach. The methods devised to exploit the web’s potential from
a corpus linguistics perspective must not be seen therefore as
competing with other more traditional ways for corpus work, but
as established a useful complement to more practices in corpus
linguistics. Thus, while the notion of the web as corpus apparent-
ly questions fundamental issues within corpus linguistics, it in fact
contributes to the growth of the research field as a whole, indi-
rectly contributing to reshaping our view of language.

Nonetheless some of the questions raised by the very idea of
considering the web as a corpus by virtue of its very nature as a
‘body’ of texts seem to deserve further investigation on both the-
oretical and applicative grounds, and this is what the present
work aims to do. Given such a twofold focus the present work is
mainly intended for people who have an interest using the web as
a corpus, but also interested in the theoretical implications which
the very idea of considering the web as a corpus inevitably raises.
This suggests a wide audience including researchers or students
of languages and linguistics, as well as language professionals of
any kind, especially language teachers and translators.

The twofold focus is also reflected in the structure of the book.
A first chapter exploring the theoretical implications of the
emerging notion of the web as corpus is followed by four chap-
ters discussing different methods to exploit the web’s potential
from a corpus linguistic perspective. The basic assumption is that
while apparently only committed to the practical task of devising
appropriate methods and tools, research carried out under the la-
bel web as corpus may have been contributing to reshaping the
way we conceive of corpus linguistics as a whole in the new Mil-
lennium. Chapter 1 revisits some key issues in corpus linguistics
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as a theoretical approach to the study of language» (Teubert 2005:
2), which means that «corpus linguistics is not merely seen as a
methodology but as an approach (...) with its own theoretical
framework» (Mahlberg 2005: 2).

For the purpose of the present study, such a view of corpus lin-
guistics as an approach, indeed «a new philosophical approach»
(Leech 1992: 106), seems to be the most fruitful to explore the
complex relation between the theoretical implications of corpus
linguistics, and the emergence of new methods to profit from the
web’s immense potential as a linguistic corpus. An approach, as
the very word suggests, is «the act of drawing near» (Oxford Eng-
lish Dictionary), and corpus linguistics as an approach has un-
doubtedly brought us closer to what have been termed «plural-
ist» language models, which overcome the dualisms and monisms
of the past and point to a new dimension where repeated language
behaviour seems to bridge the gap between the brute facts of in-
dividual parole/performance/instance and the abstraction of
langue/competence/system (Stubbs 2002: 238-242; Stubbs 2007:
127ff). Indeed, by allowing us to look at language from a new
point of view, the corpus linguistics approach, does not only pro-
vide «new and surprising facts about language use», but also –
and more crucially – «can help to solve paradoxes which have
plagued linguistics for at least one hundred years (...) and there-
fore help to restate the conceptual foundations of our discipline»
(Stubbs 2007: 127).

An approach needs, however, to be implemented through
methods, where a method is seen as a specific way (from the
Greek –odos), a set of steps, a procedure for doing something.
Thus, in a Janus-faced position between theory and method, the
corpus linguistic approach seems to stand in an osmotic relation
between a theory, i.e. a «contemplation» (Oxford English Dictio-
nary), of the nature and reality of language, and several methods
(i.e. ways) to explore that reality. With this in mind, one can see
how then corpus linguistic approach can profit from the web as a
pervasive medium. Corpus linguistics has increased our aware-
ness of the fact that repetitions across the language behaviour of
many speakers are a significant fact for the study of language, and
one which can be fruitfully. As a social phenomenon whose cur-
rency is language, the web makes such repetitions immediately ev-
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such as «authenticity», «representativeness», «size» and «con-
tent» in the light of the web as a «spontaneous», «self-generating»
collection of texts. The chapter also explores the new issues such
as «dynamism», «reproducibility», «relevance and reliability»
that the notion of the web as corpus possibly raises. Chapter 2 fo-
cuses on search methods as an issue of major concern when the
web is considered as a corpus in its own right with particular ref-
erence to the different roles played by the linguist in empirical in-
ductive research based on corpora and on uses of the web for lin-
guistic reference through ordinary web search engines are exem-
plified. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 introduce tools devised to ex-
ploit the web’s potential from a corpus linguistics perspective
showing how different ways of using the web as a corpus do not
only help to overcome the obvious limitations of the web as a lin-
guistic resource but also provide linguistic information that is par-
ticularly appropriate in specific contexts and for specific tasks. Fi-
nally particular attention is given to the creation of several gener-
al reference mega-corpora from the web for such languages as
Italian, German, English, Spanish, Chinese and Russian, in Chap-
ter 5. These corpora fall into the «mega-Corpus – mini-Web» cat-
egory in the map drawn by Baroni and Bernardini for Web as/for
Corpus research (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 13), and seem to
bridge the gap between the corpus linguistics community and
those researchers who are fascinated by the promises and possi-
bilities offered by the web as a corpus but are not going to give up
high methodological standards.

Without the aim of providing an exhaustive list, the methods
and tools discussed in the applicative sections of this work were
selected so as to exemplify different ways of using the web as a
corpus, drawing on the possible meanings of the umbrella term
web as/for corpus suggested by Baroni and Bernardini (2006:
13ff). The steps thus taken chart a process of decreasing depen-
dence on the typical gateway to information on the web (i.e. or-
dinary search engines), from the web as corpus surrogate, to the
web as corpus shop to the mega-corpus mini-web. This final step
signifies a Copernican revolution in our way of conceiving of cor-
pora, corpus tools and methods for corpus work under the impact
the of web, with the notion of web as corpus apparently giving way
to the new horizons of the corpus as web.
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Chapter I

Corpus Linguistics And The Web: 
Old and New Issues

Introduction

This chapter revises some key issues in corpus linguistics in the
light of the properties of the web as a spontaneous, self-generat-
ing collection of texts, and explores some of the new issues which
the emerging notion of the web as corpus seems to raise. The ba-
sic assumption is that the challenge of using the World Wide Web
in corpus linguistics does not aim to push key questions onto the
background, but rather «serves as a magnifying glass for the
methodological issues that corpus linguists have discussed all
along» (Hundt et al. 2007: 4). Section 1 and Section 2 discuss the
relationship between corpus linguistics and the web as a ‘body’ of
texts. Section 3 revisits authenticity, representativeness, size and
content, in order to envisage the «changing face» of corpus lin-
guistics under the impact of the World Wide Web, while Section
4 explores some new issues such as dynamism, reproducibility,
relevance and reliability.

1. Corpus linguistics and the web

In the opening page of a recent volume on Corpus Linguistics and
the Web, the editors wonder «why should anyone want to use oth-
er than carefully compiled corpora?» (Hundt et al. 2007: 1). This
is indeed a legitimate question which is undoubtedly relevant to
the object of the present study. Why should one even consider
taking the risk of using a database as anarchic and chaotic as the
World Wide Web? Why should linguists, translators, language
professionals of any kind, turn their attention to a collection of
texts whose content is largely unknown and whose size is hardly
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2. The web as a corpus shop: researchers using the web as a corpus
shop, select and download texts retrieved by search engines to create
«disposable corpora» either manually or in a semi-automatic way (e.g.
using a toolkit which allows crawling and extensively downloading
from the web such as BootCaT);

3. The web as corpus proper: researchers using the web as a cor-
pus proper purport to investigate the nature of the web, and more
specifically they look at the web as a corpus that represents web Eng-
lish;

4. The mega-Corpus mini-Web: the most radical way of under-
standing the web as corpus refers to attempts to create a new object
(mini-Web/mega-Corpus) adapted to language research and combin-
ing Web-derived (large, up-to-date, web-based interface) and Corpus-
like features (annotation, sophisticated queries, stability).

This overview shows how rich the relationship between cor-
pus linguistics and the web can be and undoubtedly testifies to the
liveliness of this exciting research field. And yet this is probably
not the whole story. While the reasons for turning to the web as a
corpus were no doubt mainly practical (size, open access, low
cost) at the outset, there appear to have been also other less obvi-
ous reasons for taking the patently risky direction of using the web
as a resource for linguistic research. It can be argued, indeed, that
if the web has been considered as the corpus of the new Millen-
nium (Kilgarriff 2001), this must also be due to qualitative con-
siderations concerning the nature of the web itself, so that there
may have been deeper reasons for turning it into an object of lin-
guistic investigation. We stand no longer «at the brink of a new
age», as Nelson foresaw over 25 years ago (Nelson 1981), but
deeply immersed in it. And in this new age, it is perhaps the web
that presents «the most provocative questions about the nature of
language» (Kilgarriff 2001). Language is indeed «at the heart of
the Internet» (Crystal 2006: 271) and as a «social fact», rather
than simply a «technological fact», where «the chief stock-in-
trade is language» (Crystal 2006: 271), the web may paradoxical-
ly have been brought to the attention of many linguists as the
largest text collection in the world almost against their will. Hence
the convergence between a social phenomenon existing indepen-
dently from linguistic investigation (the web) and the corpus lin-
guistics approach, where the web is seen as a huge amount of texts
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measured? As the editors of the above mentioned volume argue,
there are a number of obvious answers to these questions. For
some areas of investigation within corpus linguistics, such as lex-
ical innovation or morphological productivity, or for investiga-
tions concerning ephemeral points in grammar, one might need a
corpus larger than the mega-size corpora of the BNC type. Then
there are language varieties for which carefully compiled corpora
are not always viable, but which are extensively represented on
the web. Finally, the technological development itself has result-
ed in the emergence of new textualities, such as chat rooms, blogs
and home pages, along with the re-mediation of traditional gen-
res, which call for new attention, since they seem to blur old dis-
tinctions between written/spoken, formal/informal registers and
require new categories of approach. Last, but not least, there is
the problem of updating, which requires that profit and loss are
carefully balanced in the compilation of a conventional corpus,
which obviously runs the risk of being already out of date when it
is finished (Hundt et al. 2007: 1-2).

Starting from these considerations, it is self evident that the
notion of the web as corpus is, in the first place, nourished by
practical and opportunistic reasons, which have resulted in dif-
ferent meanings of the expression Web as Corpus, corresponding
to different ways to exploit the web’s potential from a corpus lin-
guistics perspective1. In rather general terms, most uses of the
web in corpus linguistics research can be summed up under the
label «web as/for corpus» (De Schryver 2002; Fletcher 2007), de-
pending on whether the web is accessed directly as a source of on-
line language data or as a source for the compilation of offline cor-
pora. More precisely, in their introduction to the collection of pa-
pers resulting from the First International Workshop on the Web
as Corpus (Forlì, 14th January 2005), Baroni and Bernardini (2006:
10-14) focus on four basic ways of conceiving of the web as/for
corpus: 

1. The web as a corpus surrogate: researchers using the web as a
corpus surrogate use the web for linguistic purposes either via a stan-
dard commercial search engine, mainly for opportunistic reasons (e.g.
as a reference tool for translation tasks), or through linguist-oriented
metasearch engines (e.g. WebCorp or KwiCFinder);

4



though some branches of linguistics have always been to some ex-
tent corpus-based (i.e. based on the study of a number of authentic
texts), and concepts such as corpus and concordance have been for
many years the daily bread of scholars studying the Bible or Shake-
speare’s works (Kennedy 1998: 14), corpus linguistics as a distinct
research field is a fairly recent phenomenon which rests on certain
basic assumptions about what a corpus is, and also, perhaps more
crucially for the purpose of the present study, of what a corpus is
not. «A corpus», according to Sinclair’s seminal definition «is a col-
lection of naturally-occurring language chosen to characterize a
state or variety of a language» (Sinclair 1991: 171). In modern lin-
guistics this also entails such basic standards as machine readable
format, finite size, sampling and representativeness (McEnery and
Wilson 2006: 29). Thus, Francis observes, an anthology such as The
Oxford Book of English Verse cannot be properly considered a cor-
pus, neither can, despite its name, the Corpus Iuris Civilis instigat-
ed by the Emperor Justinian in the 6th century (1992: 17). And
while it is doubtful whether a collection of proverbs can be con-
sidered a corpus in its own right (Tognini Bonelli 2001: 53), it may
eventually be considered as such if it is the object of linguistic re-
search carried out using corpus linguistics tools. The notion of
«corpus-hood»2 seems therefore to defy simple definitions based
on the corpus-as-object alone and is best approached from a wider
perspective including considerations on both form and purpose
(Hunston 2002: 2), the latter being a fundamental criterion in dis-
criminating between a linguistic corpus and other collections of
language texts (Francis 1992: 17).

Nonetheless, owing to the growing popularity, or rather «re-
markable renaissance» (McEnery and Wilson 2001: 1), of corpus
linguistics in the last decades of the 20th century, there has been
in recent years greater and greater pressure to identify explicit cri-
teria for corpus creation and corpus investigation and to define
«good practice» in corpus work. Thus, each new study in corpus
linguistics rests – implicitly or explicitly – on a definition of cor-
pus that is based on fundamental criteria and standards. There is
obvious consensus that «authenticity» of language data and «elec-
tronic format» are the basic sine qua non of a corpus in the mod-
ern linguistics sense of the word, while differences may emerge
concerning other aspects. Regardless, however, of the definition
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in electronic format which both «tantalize and challenge linguists
and other language professionals» (Fletcher 2007: 27).

With advent of the web in the new Millennium, the relation-
ship between (corpus) linguistics and information technology
seems thus to have entered an exciting stage which can be envis-
aged in terms of a role reversal between ‘giving’ and ‘taking’.
While web technologies in the past drew extensively on language
research through computational linguistics and natural language
processing, it seems that today the relationship has been reversed
in a sort of «‘homecoming’ of web technologies, with the web now
feeding one of the hands that fostered it». (Kilgarriff and Grefen-
stette 2003: 336-7). In this context, it is to be expected that such
characteristics as multilinguality and multimediality, dynamic
content and distributed architecture, seen as very likely to become
standards for linguistic resources in the 21st century (Wynne
2002: 1204), and which are all clearly linked to the emergence of
the web as a key phenomenon of our times, should affect the way
we conceive of a linguistic corpus. Even more crucially, perhaps,
such changes can be seen from a wider perspective as signifying a
deeper «measure of convergence of technologies and standards in
several related fields having in common the goal of delivering lin-
guistic content through electronic means» (Wynne 2002: 1207),
and possibly mirror also changes taking place in society at large
under the impact of the new technologies.

It is against this background that the web’s nature as a body of
texts, which provides the material basis for its controversial and
intriguing status as a corpus, deserves some further investigation
from the perspective of corpus linguistics as a whole.

2. The web as corpus: a «body» of texts?

The very idea of exploring the possibilities of treating the web as a
linguistic corpus presupposes a view of what a corpus is, and pos-
sibly entails a redefinition of what a corpus can be. If we start from
the Latin etymology of the word, virtually any collection of more
than one text can be called a corpus, but the term has acquired
more specific connotations in modern linguistics than this simple
definition implies (McEnery and Wilson 2006: 29). Indeed, even
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readable and searchable authentic texts, thus opening up new
perspectives and offering new challenges.

Acknowledging the undisputable role that the web can play, and
has actually been playing so far in corpus linguistics, and acknowl-
edging its potential as a ready-made corpus can however by no
means obliterate the difference between the textual mare magnum
which constitutes the web and a corpus where texts are gathered
«according to explicit design criteria, with a specific purpose in
mind, and with a claim to represent larger chunks of language se-
lected according to a specific typology and with a specific typology»
(Tognini Bonelli 2001: 2). While taking for granted the qualitative
difference between the web and a corpus designed and compiled as
an object of language study, it seems nonetheless still possible to
break this impasse by pointing out the fundamental difference be-
tween attempts at answering the «ontological» question relating to
what a corpus is – which implicitly points to a «deontological» no-
tion of what a corpus should be – and more empirical, yet legitimate,
attempts to test the web’s potential as a corpus by answering the
practical question «Is corpus x good for task y?». As Kilgarriff and
Grefenstette have argued in their influential editorial for the 2003
special issue of Computational Linguistics on The Web as Corpus: 

We wish to avoid the smuggling of values into the criterion of cor-
pus-hood. McEnery and Wilson [following others before them] mix
the question «What is a corpus?» with «What is a good corpus [for cer-
tain kinds of linguistic study]?», muddying the simple question «Is
corpus x good for task y?» with the semantic question «Is x a corpus
at all?». The semantic question then becomes a distraction, all too like-
ly to absorb energies that would otherwise be addressed to the practi-
cal one. So that the semantic question may be set aside, the definition
of corpus should be broad. We define a corpus simply as a «collection
of texts». If that seems too broad, the one qualification we allow re-
lates to the domain and contexts in which the word is used, rather than
its denotation: A corpus is a collection of texts when considered as an
object of language or literary study (2003: 334).

Going for a «broad definition of corpus» as «a collection of
texts when considered as an object of language or literary study»,
implicitly shifting the notion of «corpus-hood» to the intention of
the researcher rather than seeing it as intrinsic to the text collection

9

chosen as a starting point, issues such as representativeness, size,
sampling, balance, design and purpose always enter the debate at
different levels whenever the notion of corpus is at stake. Ac-
cordingly, the idea of considering the World Wide Web as a
ready-made corpus by virtue of its very nature as a collection of
authentic texts in machine readable format is called into question
by the rigorous standards of corpus design. It is not surprising
therefore that in a publication aimed at clarifying and spreading
the «good practice» of corpus work, Sinclair explicitly declares
that «[a] corpus is a remarkable thing, not so much because it is
a collection of language text, but because of the properties that it
acquires if it is well-designed and carefully-constructed», consis-
tently denying corpus dignity to the web: 

The World Wide Web is not a corpus, because its dimensions are
unknown and constantly changing, and because it has not been de-
signed from a linguistic perspective (Sinclair 2005).

Notwithstanding doubts concerning the hypothesis of using
the web as a corpus, made explicit by one of the founding fathers
of contemporary corpus linguistics, linguists from all over the
world have been increasingly turning their attention to the web
not only as a source of language text for the creation of conven-
tional (well designed and carefully constructed) corpora, but also
as a corpus in its own right. The relationship between corpus lin-
guistics and the web seems thus to have become all but marginal,
to the extent that this could well be envisaged as a new stage in
the penetration of the new technologies in corpus linguistics. Ac-
cording to Tognini Bonelli, the computer was, at first, only a tool
for speeding up processes and systematising data; then it offered
a methodological frame by providing evidence of patterns of reg-
ularity which would never have been noticed or could not have
been elicited by mere introspection; finally, information technol-
ogy immensely contributed to the creation of new corpora, sim-
plifying the work of corpus builders and potentially turning cor-
pus linguistics from an area of investigation for specialists only to
a research field virtually open to all (Tognini Bonelli 2001: 43ff.).
Today, the web itself seems to claim the right of being considered
as a corpus by virtue of its very nature as a collection of machine
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corpus will happily coexist for a long time, providing the linguis-
tic community with a wider spectrum of resources to choose from.

3. The corpus and the web: key issues

While the emerging notion of the web as corpus apparently ques-
tions some basic standards in corpus linguistics, it provides in fact
an opportunity to further explore some of the theoretical and
methodological issues on which the good practice of corpus work
rests. Such issues can be profitably revisited from the perspective
of the web in order to envisage, if possible, the «changing face»
of corpus linguistics under the impact of the World Wide Web.
The most relevant for the purpose of the present study are au-
thenticity, representativeness, size and content and will be dis-
cussed in the following pages.

3.1. Authenticity

It is a basic assumption of corpus linguistics that all the language
included in a corpus is authentic, and certainly the most prominent
feature of the web to have attracted the linguists’ attention is its
undisputable nature as a reservoir of authentic «purposeful lan-
guage behaviour»: a collection of authentic texts produced in au-
thentic human interactions by people whose aim «is not to display
their language competence, but rather to achieve some objective
through language» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 9). However eas-
ily available as a collection of texts in machine readable format,
there would have been no reason for turning to the web as an ob-
ject of linguistic study had it not been comprised of authentic texts,
which are the result of genuine communicative events, produced
by people going about their normal business. Attention to the web
as a source of linguistic information must therefore be seen as
deeply rooted in the context of that «growing respect for real ex-
amples» (Sinclair 1991: 5), namely the revival of attention paid by
linguists to authentic language in use, which can be well considered
as a resurgence in popularity of early  20th century, ante-litteram,
corpus-based methodologies (such as those by American struc-
turalism and field linguistics) regaining prominence also owing to
the new possibilities offered by computer data storage (Mc Enery
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itself, Kilgarriff and Grefenstette have contributed to the emer-
gence of a scientific community determined to exploit the ines-
timable potential of the web «when considered as an object of lan-
guage or literary study» (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette 2003: 334).
Committed to the practical task of seeing whether the web could
be profitably used as a corpus, research carried out under the label
«web-as-corpus» has apparently been limited only to the practical
question of seeing whether, as Kilgarriff put it, a web corpus is
«good» for a certain task, while in fact each new study in this con-
troversial field has imperceptibly contributed to reshaping the way
we conceive of a corpus in the new Millennium. As a result it is per-
haps no longer simply a matter of highlighting the advantages and
disadvantages of using the web as a corpus, but it may also be nec-
essary to reinterpret some key issues in corpus linguistics in light of
the specific properties of the web as a spontaneous, self-generating
collection of texts, and to explore the new issues that the emerging
notion of the web as corpus possibly raises.

Drawing on the most common definitions of a corpus in the
literature produced over the last fifteen years it is clear that some
issues have become of paramount importance in determining the
nature of a corpus as an object of language study; and if we do not
simply equate a corpus to «an helluva lot of texts», as Leech sug-
gests (Leech 1992: 106), these issues have to be carefully consid-
ered when exploring the position of the web as a corpus and have
to be re-addressed from a new perspective. With this in mind, it
can be argued that the challenge of using the World Wide Web
in corpus linguistics does not aim to push key questions onto the
background, but rather «serves as a magnifying glass for the
methodological issues that corpus linguists have discussed all
along» (Hundt et al. 2007: 4). Indeed, no development in web-as-
corpus studies can question the fundamental tenets of corpus lin-
guistics, neither is it the aim of research focused on the web as cor-
pus to replace traditional corpus linguistics. As any other field of
human knowledge, linguistic research can only profit from the
force field created in the tension between traditional theoretical
positions and the new tools and methods developed to meet prac-
tical needs, between the gravitational pull of existing standards
and the promises of the web. It is therefore more than desirable,
and probable, that corpus linguistics and studies on the web as
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reason for being cautious. Owing to its nature as an unplanned un-
supervised unedited collection of texts, authenticity in the web is of-
ten related to problems of «authoritativeness». Everyday experi-
ence suggests that authentic in the web often means inaccurate (mis-
spelt words, grammar mistakes, improper usage by non-native
speakers), i.e. not reliable from the linguistic point of view. As a con-
sequence it is of crucial importance that linguists purporting to look
at the web form a corpus linguistics perspective become familiar
with some of its basic features so that they can profit from its po-
tential without running the risk of being tangled in the web itself.

3.2. Representativeness

Closely related to authenticity is the «vexed question» (Tognini
Bonelli 2001: 57) of representativeness, which can be considered –
on the basis of the most widely accepted definitions of a corpus –
as being perhaps even more important than authenticity in corpus
design. Reference to some of the most frequently quoted defini-
tions such as those by Francis, Biber or McEnery and Wilson,
shows that representativeness is almost invariably mentioned as the
key issue. According to Francis, for instance, a corpus is «a collec-
tion of texts assumed to be representative of a given language, di-
alect, or other subset of a language, to be used for linguistic analy-
sis» (Francis 1992: 17, my emphasis), whereas Biber et al. state that: 

A corpus is not simply a collection of texts. Rather a corpus seeks to
represent a language or some part of a language. The appropriate design
for a corpus therefore depends upon what it is meant to represent. The
representativeness of the corpus, in turn, determines the kinds of re-
search questions that can be addressed and the generalizability of the
results of the research (Biber et al. 1998: 246, my emphasis).

Similarly, McEnery and Wilson see sampling and representa-
tiveness as the goal to which the four main characteristics of the
modern corpus are subordinate: 

A corpus in modern linguistics, in contrast to being simply any
body of text, might more accurately be described as a finite-sized body
of machine-readable text, sampled in order to be maximally represen-
tative of the language variety under consideration (McEnery and Wil-
son 2001: 32, my emphasis).
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and Wilson 2001: 2 ff). Thus the web-as-corpus issue, as a more or
less legitimate offspring of corpus linguistics, is one of the many
outcomes of the prominence gained by language study grounded
in empiric data rather than in introspection; of language study in-
terested in what Saussure called parole rather than in langue; of fo-
cus on the instance as the only way to get evidence of an otherwise
invisible system; of language study more focussed on visible actual
performance than on invisible potential competence. If then, to
paraphrase Sinclair, it has now become fashionable to look out-
wards to society rather than inwards to the mind (Sinclair 1991: 1)
in the search for linguistic evidence, the web seems to be there
ready at hand just to provide such evidence of language use as an
integral part of the «society» it mirrors. Furthermore, as it is often
the case with research domains related to some form of technolo-
gy, there may have been mutual influence between the exponential
growth of easily accessible authentic data in electronic format
caused by the digital revolution and preference for empiricism, so
that it is probably not far from the truth to state that also the web
itself as a repository of huge amounts of authentic language in elec-
tronic format freely available with little effort has contributed to
making the corpus linguistics approach so popular and virtually ac-
cessible to all.

It could be argued, then, that the authenticity of the web real-
ly makes it «a fabulous linguist’s playground» (Kilgarriff and
Grefenstette 2003: 345), a hitherto unavailable open space to ex-
plore the interplay between what is formally possible in language,
and actual linguistic behaviour. Its very unplanned inclusiveness
makes it a place where data gained through introspection can be
tested against the background of what has been actually per-
formed. A simple Google search for phrases could easily demon-
strate, for instance, how the web can make repetitions across the
language behaviour of many speakers immediately visible, thus
highlighting not only the repetitive and routine nature of lan-
guage, but also providing evidence for what Teubert has recently
defined as the «autopoietic» and inherently «diachronic» nature
of the discourse (Teubert 2007)3.

In this context, however, it is important to remember that while
authenticity is the most obvious strength in the similarity between a
corpus and the web, it is also one of the latter’s major flaws, and the
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As in the case of authenticity, the issue of representativeness in
corpus linguistics is not devoid of implications in terms of lin-
guistic theory as a whole. As Tognini Bonelli argues, «representa-
tiveness is the natural correlate of the language model upheld by
Firth, Halliday and Sinclair» (Tognini Bonelli 2001: 57). Accord-
ing to these scholars, repeated events noticed in language samples
at the level of individual performance are an essential element in
the formulation of generalization about language, relating to what
could be defined in Saussure’s words as langue or in Chomsky’s
words as I-language. This is what makes representativeness so
crucial. It is on the representativeness of the corpus that the val-
ue of generalizations about language informed by the corpus lin-
guistic approach ultimately rest. This is also why early criticism of
corpus linguistics by Chomsky was focused precisely on the issue
of representativeness. The typical charge against corpus linguis-
tics was precisely that, however large a corpus, the data would on-
ly be a small sample of a potentially infinite population, and that
any corpus would be intrinsically unrepresentative and «skewed»: 

Any natural corpus will be skewed. Some sentences won’t occur
because they are obvious, others because they are false, still others be-
cause they are impolite. The corpus, if natural, will be so wildly skewed
that the description would be no more than a mere list (Chomsky
1962: 159; quoted in Aijmer and Altenberg 2004: 8).

While Chomsky’s much quoted criticism of early corpus lin-
guistics – which might be equally applied to any other type of sci-
entific investigation based on sampling – was to some extent valid
criticism, it can also be considered as a ‘child of its times’, and
therefore ‘more true’ at the time of early corpora than today.
Where Chomsky sees irreducible qualitative difference between
limited performance and potentially unlimited competence, so
that performance could never yield significant insight into com-
petence, corpus linguistics has made us see how the two things are
rather found on a continuum, with E-language representing «a
crucial, indispensable manifestation of I-language» (Leech 2007:
135), and I-language made somehow discernible as a summation
of E-language events tending to infinity. As Halliday has persua-
sively argued through his powerful weather/climate metaphor,
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A crucial issue in determining the value of a corpus as an ob-
ject of linguistic study, the notion of representativeness concerns
«the kind of texts included, the number of texts, the selection of
particular texts, the selection of text sample from within texts,
and the length of text samples» (Biber 1992: 174). It also entails
careful considerations concerning the users of the language which
a corpus aims to represent, a task which Sinclair aptly considered
«hardly a job for linguists at all, but more appropriate for the so-
ciology of culture» (Sinclair 1991: 13). More recently, Sinclair
himself has stressed again the same point by stating that «the con-
tents of a corpus should be selected [...] according to their com-
municative function in the community within which they arise».
Putting it more simply, he has voiced these concerns through the
following questions: 

What sort of documents do they write and read, and what sort of
spoken encounters do they have? How can we allow for the relative
popularity of some publications over others, and the difference in at-
tention given to different publications? How do we allow for the un-
avoidable influence of practicalities such as the relative ease of ac-
quiring public printed language, e-mails and web pages as compared
with the labour and expense of recording and transcribing private
conversations or acquiring and keying personal handwritten corre-
spondence? How do we identify the instances of language that are in-
fluential as models for the population, and therefore might be weight-
ed more heavily than the rest?» (Sinclair 2005).

Such detailing of criteria for representativeness seems howev-
er to have paradoxically also fostered greater awareness of the
utopian and almost mystical nature of representativeness in cor-
pus design, which is reflected in metaphors such as Kilgarriff’s
«Pandora’s box» (2003: 333) or Leech’s most recent «Holy Grail»
(2007: 134-136). Undoubtedly a thorny issue, if it is not to be re-
garded, «as an act of faith» (Leech 1991: 27), representativeness
must at least be seen as a work-in-progress. As Biber’s concept of
«cyclical fashion» (1993: 243) suggests, linguists should become
aware of its «scalar» nature, i.e. of the possibility of reaching, and
the necessity of aiming at, a certain degree of representativeness
of data, even when it is clear that absolute representativeness is
definitely out of reach (Leech 2007: 140).
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other major areas of language use which are underrepresented,
while certain varieties are definitely overrepresented. As a conse-
quence, even if the web’s textual universe, at least as far as the
English language is concerned, largely overlaps with the non-elec-
tronic textual universe of the English language, its status as a «rep-
resentative sample» is in Leech’s opinion non-existent: 

It is a textual universe of unfathomed extent and variety, but it can
in no way be considered a representative sample of language use in
general (Leech 2007: 145).

As Leech’s most recent contribution on the issue shows, it is
clear that the notion of representativeness as it is generally con-
ceived of in corpus linguistics can only pertain to corpora which
have been designed and created out of selection from carefully cho-
sen material. This is not the case with the web which already exists,
independently of the linguist’s intentions, as the result of a wide
range of (but not all) everyday activities which imply knowledge ex-
change, communication, interaction, and for which the web is
proving more and more a privileged mode. Paradoxically, howev-
er, this is where its real potential for representativeness also lies.
The web is not constructed by a human mind, but is the direct re-
sult of a number of human interactions taking place – significantly
from a linguist’s perspective – mainly through written texts which
in the very act of their production are made available worldwide as
authentic machine readable texts. Accordingly, the web’s textual
content inevitably reflects – if not actually represents – the inter-
national community at large in real time. In some way it could be
argued, as recent research has, that the web can be considered as
«an increasingly representative and unprecedented in scale ma-
chine-readable sample of interests and activity in the world» (Hen-
zinger and Lawrence 2004: 5186). Even though such a view of rep-
resentativeness is not necessarily significant from the point of view
of language, it cannot be dismissed as altogether irrelevant. The in-
creasing prominence of the web in contemporary culture, the very
fact that it is «directly jacked into the culture’s nervous system»
(Battelle 2005: 2), along with its evident ability to mirror changes
in real time thanks to its intrinsic dynamism, seems on the contrary
to mitigate the problems arising from lack of representativeness in
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the relationship between «visible» instances of language use and
the «invisible» system can be compared to the relationship be-
tween the weather, relating to the next few hours or days, and the
climate as the summation of each day’s weather (Halliday 1991:
41-42). With the possibility of handling many millions of words
(or weather reports, to keep Halliday’s metaphor), modern com-
puterised corpora have greater possibilities than in the past of al-
lowing insight into the language system (the climate), or at least
into the social, public, shared features of that system, as pluralist
positions such as those recently put forward by Stubbs suggest
(Stubbs 2002; Stubbs 2007).

As to how these concerns are related to the web as corpus, this
remains nonetheless a difficult question. Certainly the standard of
representativeness is the one that most puzzles those who claim
corpus dignity for the web. As Leech has recently argued, it seems
that «the web as corpus makes the notion of a representative cor-
pus redundant» (Leech 2007: 144), and indeed early research in
the field, mainly within computational linguistics, seemed to dis-
pense altogether with the notion of representativeness on the
grounds that the researcher’s effort could be more profitably de-
voted to the solution of practical problems (Kilgarriff and Grefen-
stette 2003: 343).

Exploring the web’s potential for representativeness remains
therefore the most crucial concern for scholar interested in inves-
tigating the value of the web as a corpus-like collection of texts.
The real problem is that the notion of representativeness is the is-
sue more closely bound up with the organic metaphor of the cor-
pus-as-body, based as it is on the assumption that each part of a
body can be representative of the whole. As a consequence, while
the enormous size of the web and its inclusiveness apparently
make it a gateway to a potentially representative heterogeneous
amount of language events, its imbalances and potential unrepre-
sentativeness impair its value as a language resource. While it is
true that the web gives access to a wide range of genres, some of
which are undeniably well-established in the written medium,
such as academic writing, and others are newly evolving and clos-
er to speech, such as blogs, it is also true that it gives little access
to private discourse, such as everyday conversation, telephone di-
alogues, and the like (Leech 2007: 144-5). Furthermore, there are
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from mathematician and physicist Lord Kelvin (1824-1907) on the
poverty of knowledge which is not based on exact measures: 

When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express
it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot ex-
press it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory
kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in
your thoughts advanced to the state of science (Lord Kelvin, quoted
in Bray 1996: 993).

Puzzled with the qualitative implications of the quantitative
questions at hand, scholars and Internet research groups have
nonetheless long been engaged with the intrinsically frustrating
task of «measuring the web». Even though it is self evident that
all results are of a particularly ephemeral nature, an overview of
research in the field can be useful to give us at least a sense of
scope of the «colossal» corpus – as a now famous article in the
Economist (20th January 2005) dubbed the web.

When it comes to the web’s size, the basic question both from
the perspective of information technology and from the perspective
of linguistics, is simple and extremely complex at the same time.
What is the current size of the web? And, more specifically, how
many running words does the web contain when considered as a
text corpus? Any answer to the above questions is by necessity ap-
proximate and ephemeral, owing to the intrinsically dynamic na-
ture of the web. It is not surprising therefore that the difficulties
faced by people engaged in the task of answering such questions
have been compared from the outset to those of the cartographers
of centuries past, struggling with the impossibility of mapping ter-
ritories that were still largely unknown (Bray 1996: 993).

In a much quoted pioneering study published in Nature,
Lawrence and Giles (1999) estimated that in the World Wide
Web there were at least 800 million publicly accessible pages,
amounting to 6 Tb of text (mark-up and white space excluded),
which, according to calculation by Meyer et al. (2003), meant over
800 billion words. In 2000 a study conducted by Inktomi & Nec
Research Institute verified that the web had grown to at least 1 bil-
lion unique documents (Inktomi 2000), while in 2002 Google
claimed to index 3 billion pages. In 2003, on the basis of Google’s
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the corpus linguistics sense of the word. Certainly the web cannot
be considered a representative sample of language use in general,
but its scope, variety, and above all its immense size seem to legit-
imize the opinion that these characteristics can counterbalance the
limits of representativeness, so that the web’s impossibility of be-
ing representative of nothing else but itself does not altogether de-
stroy its value as a source of linguistic information from a corpus
linguistics perspective.

3.3. Size

Intrinsically related to representativeness, the issue of size is
equally fundamental in determining the value of a corpus as an
object of language study and affects the kind of generalizations
that can be made out of corpus data.

While enormous size and virtually endless growth are the most
notable characteristics of the web when compared to traditional
corpora, this is precisely where its limitations as an object of scien-
tific enquiry lie, if it is to be considered as a source of data for quan-
titative studies. As McEnery and Wilson suggest, the notion of cor-
pus should by default imply «a body of text of a finite size» (2006:
30), whereas the web is by its very nature bound to perpetual ex-
pansion. This may have gained the web a reputation as «the ulti-
mate monitor corpus» (Bergh 2005: 26), i.e. a corpus which – ac-
cording to Sinclair’s definition – «has no final extent because, like
language itself, it keeps on developing» (Sinclair 1991: 25). As
such, a monitor corpus can be a more opportunistic and less bal-
anced corpus, one where «quantity of data replaces planning of
sampling as the main compilation criterion» (Kennedy 1998: 61).

The main problems with the web as a corpus are thus related
precisely to its being non-finite. The impossibility of estimating its
size exactly results in uncertainties and doubts concerning its val-
ue as an object of scientific study, which in turn reflect more gen-
eral anxiety about the impossibility of knowing the web as such in
a satisfactory way. Unsurprisingly, indeed, one of the earliest at-
tempts at establishing the exact size of the web, an effort which en-
tails, as the author acknowledged, «difficult qualitative questions
concerning the Web, and attempts to provide some partial quanti-
tative answers to them» (Bray 1996) opened with a famous quote
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texts which can be literally overwhelming in terms of running
words, and hence potentially useless5. Thus, while Sinclair could
safely suggest, in the early 90s, that «a corpus should be as large as
possible, and should keep on growing» (Sinclair 1991: 18), looking
at the web as a corpus in its own right makes linguists revise such
slogans as «the larger the better». That bigger is better is a truth that
cannot hold when big actually means gargantuan and uncontrol-
lable as is the case with the World Wide Web. This is the case not
only from a corpus linguistics perspective. Also from the point of
view of information retrieval it has been explicitly argued that with
the exponential growth of the Internet it is becoming disputable
whether «bigger is better», even though it is undeniable that a large
quantity of data accessible through the web can be of great help
when seeking unusual or hard-to-find information (Sullivan 2005).
The same applies to linguistics where «sheer quantity of linguistic
information can be overwhelming for the observer» (Hunston
2002: 25). Nonetheless, there is also ample evidence, especially
from Natural Language Processing research carried out using the
web as a corpus, that probabilistic models of language based on
very large quantities of data, even if very «noisy», are better than
ones based on estimates from smaller and cleaner datasets (Keller
and Lapata 2003; Nakov and Hearst 2005). Moreover research on
the web as corpus has proved particularly useful in cases where oth-
er resources only provided sparse data (Keller and Lapata 2003). It
is on the basis of such evidence that further research on the web as
corpus has been encouraged, leading to the creation of specific
tools and methods to fully exploit the web’s real potential.

3.4. Content

The exponential growth of the web since its inception in the ear-
ly 90s has also had a great impact on its content, another key is-
sue to be explored when determining the web’s value as a corpus.

A natural correlate of representativeness, which depends on
decisions concerning what should go in and what should be left
out of a corpus, the issue of content in corpus linguistics is often
related, unfortunately, also to practical considerations such as
text availability, copyright issues, technical problems (Hunston
2002: 27) which more often than not affect choice in designing
corpora. Nonetheless the content of a corpus is what ultimately
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claim, Kilgarriff and Grefenstette estimated 20 Tb of non-markup
text amounting to 2000 billion words of running text (2003: 337).

Regardless of the temporary nature of these figures, they are
nonetheless indicative of the steady dramatic growth of the web
as a repository not only of information but, more crucially for the
linguist, of language text. Taking as a new starting point more re-
cent estimates of the web’s size amounting to at least 11.5 billion
pages as of the end of January 2005 (Gulli and Signorini 2005), it
could be calculated that the World Wide Web contains nearly 80
Tb of text, which amounts to a multilingual collection of texts of
over eight trillion (8 000 billion) words4. Assuming that out of this
huge collection of texts nearly one third were written in English,
(see estimates for language distribution in 3.4.1.), there could be
something in the range of over 2.500-3000 billion words of Eng-
lish on the web, «a virtual English supercorpus ready for use by
enterprising linguists in all manner of language research» (Bergh
2005: 26). A more conservative but up-to-date and fairly reliable
estimate, as far as English language only is concerned, is about 1
trillion words, i.e. the size of the training corpus used by Google
when releasing their Web1IT data set in September 2006 (Offi-
cial Google Research Blog 2006).

Whatever its exact size, it is clear that the web presents linguists
with a collection of texts definitely larger than any other existing
corpus and certainly larger than they need, which alters altogether
the meaning of size as a basic corpus issue. In the early days of cor-
pus linguistics, anyone could testify to what extent size mattered. It
was a pains-taking task to reach the minimum size required for a
corpus to yield significant evidence. Even today, when corpora are
enriched by extensively downloading from the Web, the «Shandi-
an paradox» of creating something which seems to be getting old at
a faster pace than it grows is still everyday experience for corpus lin-
guists, leaving corpus compilers with the strange feeling of working
at something which could be deemed old or inadequate by the time
it is released. When it comes to the web as corpus, however, the role
played by size seems to be reversed. If early corpus linguists had to
strive for size, with the dimension of the corpus being of prime con-
cern to researchers constantly asking themselves «is the corpus we
are building large enough?», the web as corpus revolution seems to
push the problem to the other extreme by providing a collection of
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when confronted with the web, than the words of one of the most
influential supporters of the web as corpus: 

First, not all documents contain text, and many of those that do are
not only text. Second, it changes all the time. Third, like Borges’s Li-
brary of Babel, it contains duplicates, near duplicates, documents
pointing to duplicates that may not be there, and documents that claim
to be duplicates but are not. Next, the language has to be identified (and
documents may contain mixes of language). Then comes the question
of text type: to gain any perspective on the language we have at our dis-
posal in the web, we must classify some of the millions of web pages, and
we shall never do so manually, so corpus linguists, and also web search
engines, need ways of telling what sort of text a document contains: chat
or hate-mail; learned article or bus timetable (Kilgarriff 2001).

While these may sound like arguments against the web as cor-
pus, for Kilgarriff this is precisely where the challenge really lies:
«For the web to be useful for language study, we must address its
anarchy» (Kilgarriff 2001). Anarchy is thus the original sin of a vir-
tual space which, as its very name reveals, is global more than any-
thing else on earth. In the World Wide Web anyone, regardless of
country or language, is free to make information and services avail-
able, and this is achieved – significantly from a linguist’s perspec-
tive – mainly through written texts produced and made available,
often in real time, as authentic machine readable format texts. De-
spite therefore the limitations of any attempt to confront the anar-
chy of the web, and with no pretence at exhaustiveness, in the fol-
lowing pages the issue of content has been conveniently split into
three basic components: language, topic, registers and genres.
With reference to such issues current attempts at characterizing
the web have been reported, with the only aim of giving an idea of
scope of the web as a corpus from the point of view of content.

3.4.1. Language When confronted with the idea of the web as a
linguistic corpus, most people would think of it mainly as a mono-
lingual English language corpus, since English has established it-
self as the lingua franca of the Internet. On the contrary, one of
the most interesting characteristics of the web is its multilingual-
ity, which, from a corpus linguistics perspective, means that the
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determines the scope of generalizations that can be made out of
corpus data. As Lee (2001: 37) argues,

[it] is impossible to make any useful generalizations about «the Eng-
lish language» or «general English» since these are abstract construc-
tions. Instead it is far easier and theoretically more sound to talk about
the language of different genres of text, or the language(s) used in dif-
ferent domains.

Texts in traditional corpora are generally classified at least in
terms of topic/domain and genre, an approach which is difficult to
reproduce with the web, even though there seems to be no more
universally accepted typology for classifying texts in traditional cor-
pora than there is for the Internet (Sharoff 2007: 84). As far as the
web as corpus is concerned, however, this issue becomes more in-
digestibile given the intrinsic difficulties of characterizing the web
in any of its aspects. As pointed out by Chakrabati already in the late
90s, «the Web has evolved into a global mess of previously unimag-
ined proportions. Web pages can be written in any language, dialect
or style, by individuals with any background, education, culture, in-
terest and motivation» (Chakrabati 1999: 54). And in the past few
decades the World Wide Web has grown so big and in such an an-
archic fashion, that it is virtually impossible to describe it in terms
of its content (Grefenstette and Nioche 2000: 1). 

Notwithstanding the patent impossibility of reaching any con-
clusive result, researchers have been trying to characterize the
web through a number of parameters such as size, content and
structure (O’Neill 2002). It is hardly surprising, however, that this
remains a frustrating task bound to end up in failure. One might
even conclude that the content of the web can only be envisaged
via negativa, through what one possibly searches there and fails to
find, rather than positively scanning all of its content. Moreover,
when seen from a corpus linguistics perspective, a major flaw of
the web seems to be its intrinsic irreducible anarchism, which
does not only make the 100 million words British National Corpus
comparatively resemble «an English country garden», but, more
importantly, seems to put an end to any hope of relying on the
web as an object of scientific enquiry. Nothing possibly voices
better the puzzlement and bewilderment of the (corpus) linguist
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prises such as Wikipedia, together with the growing number of
personal or corporative homepages or blogs. Nonetheless, the rel-
ative growth of languages other than English does not necessarily
imply that access to the benefits of the Internet are more evenly dis-
tributed around the world, and the persistence of differences in the
«weight» of individual languages on the web points to more gen-
eral problems concerning the so called digital divide between rich
and poor countries. The Internet seems to have rather disappoint-
ed all hopes for a «global village» where even «the poor countries
would be able to benefit, with unprecedented ease, from a myriad
of databases, from training, from online courses, all of which would
provide access to the knowledge society and allow these countries
to catch up progressively with the pack of prosperous nations»
(Mouhobi 2005). The digital divide between first and third worlds
is an issue, which is made even worse by the technical problems re-
lating to the encoding of non-Latin alphabet using a system (ASCII
codes) devised for Latin alphabets only (Crystal 2006). But while
the problem of non-Latin alphabets on the Internet still calls for a
solution to redress imbalances in access to the Internet, the web has
paradoxically proved a language resource precisely for some «mi-
nor» or «endangered» languages (Ghani R. et al. 2001; De Schryver
2002; Scannel 2007; Zuraw 2006). As Fraser Gupta argues: 

There are some imbalances in access to the web (for example, Africa
is especially underrepresented), but every day participation is extended,
and, in any case, the web has given opportunities to writers all over the
world who would previously never have had the opportunity to see their
writing in print. Because of its wide reach, the web has also put writers
and readers in touch with each other who would not otherwise have been
able to share their writing. If we regard the investigation of written lan-
guage as worthy of attention, we must accommodate the huge resources
of written language that we have access to on the web (Gupta 2005).

As far as the present distribution of languages used on the web
is concerned, the most recent estimates of the top ten languages
report that (as of June 2008) English and Chinese were shown at
430 and 276 million Internet users respectively, as the most wide-
ly used languages, followed by Spanish, Japanese, French, Ger-
man, Arabic, Portuguese, Korean, and Italian: 

While interesting, these data are obviously not significant in
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web contains virtually endless corpora in almost any language on
earth. In Crystal’s words,

The Web is an eclectic medium, and this is seen also in its multilin-
guistic inclusiveness. Not only does it offer a home to all linguistic styles
within a language; it offers a home to all languages – once their com-
munities have a functioning computer technology (Crystal 2006: 229).

In the past few years several techniques have been imple-
mented for estimating the number of words available through
web browsers for given languages by applying to the web com-
mon techniques used to estimate the size of a language-specific
corpus based on the frequency of commonly occurring words in
the corpus itself. In their much quoted article published in 2000,
Grefenstette and Nioche estimated English and non-English lan-
guage use on the World Wide Web, thus providing the basis for
further exploitation of the web as a multilingual corpus. Though
clearly faced with a predominantly English language corpus, with
over two-thirds of the pages written in English (Grefenstette and
Nioche 2000: 2), the authors could already notice that non-Eng-
lish languages were growing at a faster pace than English. More
recent estimates by Internet World Stat (2005), reported in a spe-
cial issue of UNESCO The New Courier, clearly show that the
World Wide Web is no longer going to be the predominantly
English speaking world it used to be at the outset, since other lan-
guages are increasingly and significantly represented.

The exponential growth of non-English languages may be sur-
prising but is easily explained with the growth of websites provid-
ing news in different languages (such as newspaper websites), of
governmental official websites, and even of collaborative enter-
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Fig. 1.1. Languages used on the Internet (Internet World Stats).



Taking the presence of Arabic on the Internet as an example,
these estimates suggest that as of June 2008 there were 59,853,630
Arabic speaking people using the Internet, who represented 
5,4 % of all Internet users. This means that out of an estimated
357,271,398 world population that speaks Arabic, 16.8 % use the
Internet. Thus the number of Arabic speaking Internet users has
grown by 2,063.7 % in the last eight years (2000-2008). Even al-
lowing for errors in these figures, they clearly portray an ever-
changing scenario. A significant comparison can be drawn with
estimates dating back to 2000:
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Fig. 1.2. Top 10 Internet languages (Internet World Stats).

themselves since they only provide a snapshot of a constantly chang-
ing reality. As the table below shows, it is mainly in terms of per-
centages that numbers can help us figure out how the World Wide
Web has been changing as an increasingly global and multilingual
environment, with changes in the relative growth of languages pos-
sibly mirroring changes taking place at different levels in society:

Fig. 1.3. Internet users by language (Internet World Stats).

Tab. 1.1. Web pages by language (Pastore 2000)

Web Pages By Language
Language Web Pages Percent of Total

English 214,250,996 68.39
Japanese 18,335,739 5.85
German 18,069,744 5.77
Chinese 12,113,803 3.87
French 9,262,663 2.96
Spanish 7,573,064 2.42
Russian 5,900,956 1.88
Italian 4,883,497 1.56
Portuguese 4,291,237 1.37
Korean 4,046,530 1.29
Dutch 3,161,844 1.01
Sweden 2,929,241 0.93
Danish 1,374,886 0.44
Norwegian 1,259,189 0.40
Finnish 1,198,956 0.38
Czech 991,075 0.32
Polish 848,672 0.27
Hungarian 498,625 0.16
Catalan 443,301 0.14
Turkish 430,996 0.14
Greek 287,980 0.09
Hebrew 198,030 0.06
Estonian 173,265 0.06
Romanian 141,587 0.05
Icelandic 136,788 0.04
Slovenian 134,454 0.04
Arabic 127,565 0.04
Lithuanian 82,829 0.03
Latvian 60,959 0.02
Bulgarian 51,336 0.02
Basque 36,321 0.01



content that can be considered of great value (academic papers, lit-
erary texts, governmental documents) coexists with content which
is of low quality, or worse (Day 2003: 6).

While diversity of web content implies that each page may
range from a few characters to thousands of words «containing
truth, falsehood, wisdom, propaganda, or sheer nonsense»
(Chakrabarti et al. 1999: 54), several attempts have been made to
implement some principles of classification based on topic6. This
is generally performed through directories, which group web
pages on the basis of content into a number of categories. An ap-
parently trivial task, the classification of web pages in directories
relating to their content is something which ordinary search en-
gines have trouble coping with, given the intrinsic nature of the
web as a democratic, or rather anarchic, space, apparently free of
any form of organization and planning.

The earliest attempt at organizing the content of the web from
the point of view of topics was made in the mid-90s by two Ph.D.
students at Stanford University, Jerry Yang and David Filo, who
created the Yahoo directory to help their friends locate useful
web sites. In a matter of months their initially informal project was
incorporated as a fully-fledged company. As Chakrabarti argues,
the success of this enterprise was due to the attempt at «reviving
the ancient art of organizing knowledge into ontologies» – an art
which «descends from epistemology and philosophy and relates
to the possibility of creating a tree like hierarchy as an organizing
principle for topics» (Chakrabarti 2003: 7). The paradigm of
browsing topics arranged in a tree is a pervasive one and the av-
erage computer user is generally familiar with hierarchies of this
kind through directories and files. This familiarity, Chakrabarti
suggests, carries over rather naturally to topic taxonomies.

If not entirely reliable in terms of coverage, directories are
from the linguist’s point of view a simple way to envisage the
web’s content in terms of topics. Even though the content of the
World Wide Web can by no means be reduced to the web pages
indexed by even the largest search engine, the wide range of top-
ics can be easily seen at a glance through a survey of the «directo-
ries» listed by a search engine. Here are, for instance, the topics
covered by Yahoo!:
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These estimates published at the Millennium by Global Reach
give us an idea of how the presence of each single language is sub-
ject to change. One cannot help noticing, for instance, the macro-
scopic growth of Chinese as a language for Internet communica-
tion, moving up from 4th position in these 2000 estimates to 2nd

position in the more recent 2008 estimates, perhaps mirroring the
country’s economic growth. Other languages that have signifi-
cantly changed position are Portuguese and Korean (9th and 10th

position in 2000), which have now overtaken Italian, and Spanish
(6th position in 2000 and now immediately following Chinese as
the third language for Internet communication). Finally, and most
significantly perhaps, one should notice the growth of Arabic,
leaving its 27th position in 2000 to become the 7th language in the
recent 2008 estimates – possibly a further consequence of the
events surrounding September 2001.

The astonishing variety of languages on the web, and the im-
pressive growth of non-English and also non-Western languages,
show the importance of the web as a multilingual environment
which is ready to reflect changes taking place in society at large.
While variety should not make us forget the problems relating to
the «digital divide», it is hardly questionable that from a linguis-
tic point of view the web can be considered as a vast, dynamic,
easy to access, multilingual language resource, whose signifi-
cance is further enhanced by the astonishing diversity of the top-
ics covered.

3.4.2. Topics The web has become such a pervasive communica-
tion medium that there seems to be no field of human activity that
is not some way or other covered by it. This has probably made us
forget that the web has its origins in the world of US defence and
that only subsequently has it developed as a way to share knowl-
edge and research within the academic world. Today it continues
to play a major role in governmental and scientific communication,
but its relative ease of use has meant that it did not take long before
people outside research and political institutions began to develop
other uses for the web, thus turning it into a major facilitator of per-
sonal communication, electronic commerce, publishing, market-
ing and much else (Day 2003: 12). The web has thus become a not
only more inclusive, but also more chaotic, environment, in which



projected into a new set of topics, which are in turn open doors
to other topics: 
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And here are the directories listed by Google: 
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Fig. 1.4. Yahoo! Directory (Reproduced with permission of Yahoo! Inc. ®)

As is well known, each topic label in the directory is in the
form of a hyperlink and is to be considered as a gateway to sub-
directories, in a sort of Chinese box structure. Thus, choosing
«Engineering» from the directory «Science» in Yahoo the user is

Fig. 1.5. Google Directory

Fig. 1.6. Yahoo! Categories (Reproduced with permission of Yahoo! Inc. ®)

From the categories listed above it is self-evident that the role
directories can play in identifying subsets of web pages focussing
on one topic cannot be underestimated. Each directory could –
theoretically at least – be considered as a «virtual» corpus in-
cluding texts all dealing with the same topic, so that to find evi-
dence of usage for a certain phrase in a specific domain (e.g.
Health) one could restrict search to the relevant directory in-
stead of searching the whole web. On the other hand, however,
it should be stressed that «topic» or «domain» are themselves
controversial categories in corpus linguistics. As the EAGLES
(1996) report argues, texts cannot be safely categorized on the
basis of a limited list of topics, i.e. inevitably in terms of text-ex-
ternal criteria. Topic/domain classification should rather be
based on text-internal evidence (such as vocabulary clustering),
and this is certainly not the case with web topic categorization
through directories. Recent studies are in fact questioning exist-
ing Internet classifications and working at new methods for es-
tablishing suitable categories for classifying web texts into do-
main and genre (Sharoff 2007).



engines) themselves are modified so that they can focus not on-
ly on topic and content but also on features of form and style as
a gateway to genres and text-types (Boase 2005: 3-4). As a cate-
gory «ortoghonal to topic» (Boase 2005: 6) genre would thus
make it possible to find documents that match the user’s search
terms from the point of view of topic, including (or excluding)
documents of a given genre or genre cluster.

3.4.3 Registers and genres While the wide variety of languages
and the extreme inclusiveness of topics which characterize the web
have been of paramount importance in making it an object worthy
of the corpus linguistics community’s attention, it is self-evident
that languages and topics can only partially represent the web’s
content in a way that is meaningful from the linguist’s point of view.
In order to take stock of the web as a textual corpus greater atten-
tion must therefore be paid to the issue of register and genre.

From a corpus linguistics perspective, discriminating texts in
terms of genre, register and text-type is a fundamental concern
(Lee 2001), and identifying web genres/registers would certainly
pave the way towards a more methodologically sound use of the
web as a corpus. Indeed, the very impossibility of getting to know
anything about the web in this respect is one of the reasons why its
representativeness from a corpus perspective has been radically
questioned. While the linear organization of most paper docu-
ments and the apparent fixity of most traditional genres can still be
reflected in traditional electronic corpora such as the BNC, a sim-
ilar approach would be hardly applicable to a corpus of web doc-
uments, which are more complex and unpredictable than paper
documents, and where the very notion of genre seem to be under-
going a process of democratization (Yates and Sumner 1997: 3;
Santini 2005: 1). Furthermore, it could be argued, genre and regis-
ter, along with related concepts of text-type, domain and style are
themselves «somewhat confusing terms» (Lee 2001: 37). This
makes it even more difficult to thoroughly map the web from this
point of view.

Apart from the intrinsic difficulty of sorting out the truly
amazing plethora of highly individualized documents which
make up the web, when dealing with the web in terms of genres
and registers some basic prejudices also need to be addressed. It
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Despite their attractiveness, web directories cannot therefore
answer the linguist’s need but partially. As recent research by Biber
and Kurjian has shown, the categorization provided by search en-
gine directories, while considered as indicative in terms of refer-
ence to general topical domain, still remains well behind the mini-
mum standards required for linguistic research (Biber and Kurjian
2007). It is of crucial importance in fact for (corpus) linguists to
identify texts on situational/linguistic grounds, i.e. to know what
kind of texts are included in a corpus (even in a «virtual» one such
as a search engine directory) in terms of register, genre, text type.
A label generically referring only to topic or domain is not enough
for a linguist to discriminate web content, and as the web grows in
size and anarchy, classification of web pages by topic only seems to
be insufficient to maintain acceptable standards of effectiveness
even from the point of view of general purpose information re-
trieval. For this reason greater and greater interest is being paid to
web categorization by genre as a complement to topic classifica-
tion, and it is precisely on this issue that research under way in the
field of information retrieval and the interests of the corpus lin-
guistics community seem to have finally converged.

With the growth of the web as «a massive loosely organized
library of information» (Boase 2005: 1), it has in fact become
more and more evident that topic alone is insufficient for text
categorization and that new forms of «representation» of infor-
mation, including genre, are needed (Crowston-Kwasnik 2004).
Information on the web now so vastly exceeds users’ needs, that
even a common search runs the risk of being frustrating just on
the ground of genre/text-type. What are we looking for, for in-
stance, when we ask a search engine to return results for San
Francisco? Information on the city? Accommodation? Flights?
People searching for information (whether general or specifical-
ly linguistic) do not simply look for a topic but also have implicit
generic (i.e. genre-related) requirements (Kessler et al. 1997: 32).
The problem of matching a user’s query with the relevant an-
swers in terms of text types and genres is anyway bound to re-
main an issue unless more information is integrated by web de-
signers in their web pages, or unless users are taught to formu-
late more explicit and complex queries, or unless – and this is a
crucial point – web information retrieval applications (i.e search
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to electronic) without any further modification of their intrinsic
features (reproduced genres), on the other hand there are text-
types and genres that are undergoing processes of remediation
which make them either hybrid genres (adapted novel genres),
or completely new genres (emerging genres). On the basis of this
evolutionary pattern, and drawing on earlier classifications
(Shepherd and Watters 1998; Crowston and Williams 2000),
Santini (2007) proposes a list of five recognizable genres typolo-
gies: 

1. reproduced/replicated genres,
2. adapted/variant genres,
3. emergent/novel genres,
4. spontaneous genres,
5. unclassified web pages.

In this new and varied context the notion of genre is clearly
undergoing a process of transformation so that traditional crite-
ria for text categorization and genre identification cannot hold.
Previous clear-cut distinctions between spoken/written, for-
mal/informal seem for example inappropriate ways to address
the registers used in most instances of computer mediated com-
munication, whose complexity rather requires multidimensional
approaches. A recent trend within this research field is a defini-
tion of genre based on the notion of «bundle of facets» (Kessler
et al. 1997: 32f). This means that rather than identifying genres
and text-types on the web in terms of their adherence to a priori
determined genres, automatic genre detection systems identify
recurring patterns and generic cues in terms of facets (i.e basic
attributes). Each genre label can thus be determined a posteriori
as a post-coordination of facets, corresponding to a bundle of
co-occurring features, such as first /third person, specialized vo-
cabulary, domain. (Crowston-Kwasnik 2004: 6-7). It goes with-
out saying that these methods for detecting web genres are prov-
ing more flexible and hospitable to the many hybrid genres
which characterize the web as a new medium, and make research
hope for a real possibility to implement genre categorization
within web search systems, from which both information re-
trieval and corpus linguistics would greatly benefit.
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has for instance become something of a commonplace to think
of the web as a writing space that is characterized mainly by
ephemeral writing, while in fact diversity is the only keyword.
Certainly many texts are created in real time and do not under-
go any kind of editing, but others are faithful reproductions of
historical or literary texts. Some of the writing on the web can
give the impression that this is a place where traditional genres
and text-types have been superseded by the new genres of elec-
tronically mediated communication, but there are still also many
traditional genres which have been adapted to the new electron-
ic environment, without losing their basic properties as genres
(e.g. newspapers, academic articles...). Variation of register is
thought to be set permanently at the informal end on the web,
but web texts actually range from the most formal legal docu-
ments to quite informal blogs and chatrooms. Even though, as
has been argued, all attention is drawn to the new – or not-yet-
standard – text types and styles that have clearly emerged in re-
cent years in computer mediated communication, these are in
fact only a part of all the text available on the web (Crystal 2006:
84). From the point of view of registers and genres, the problem
with the web is therefore not so much what it actually contains,
but rather how to discriminate and take advantage of its sprawl-
ing content. In a world where «the dream of creating an infor-
mation-rich society has become a nightmare of information over-
load» because information has exceeded the limits of our ability
to process it and the advantages of a huge store of information
as the World Wide Web seem to be outweighed by the difficul-
ties of accessing them (Kwasnik-Crowston 2000), the problem of
categorizing web content in terms of genre, register and text type
as a complement to topical principles of classification has be-
come a common priority for information retrieval, computation-
al linguistics, and also corpus linguistics. However, methods for
achieving this have not yet been fully established. Researchers in-
volved in web genre analysis have long recognized the need for
new categories of approach, based on the awareness that the
web, as a dynamic environment, is more prone to centripetal
forces which result in constant genre evolution (Santini 2007).
On the one hand it is clear that the web hosts a number of tra-
ditional genres which have simply changed medium (from paper
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In the new scenario the relative importance of design criteria
may well change, as it might become the norm to create a collec-
tion of texts (the corpus) on an ad hoc basis – such as «all 17th cen-
tury English fiction» or all «Bulgarian newspaper texts» – by sim-
ply choosing from within larger existing text archives (Wynne
2002: 1205).

These emerging issues seem to affect the very notion of corpus
in radical ways, prompting a shift away from the somewhat reas-
suring conventional features subsumed by the corpus-as-body
metaphor itself, to a new corpus-as-web metaphor. While the no-
tion of linguistic corpus as a body of texts rests on some correlate
issues such as finite size, balance, part-whole relationship, stabil-
ity, the very idea of a web of texts brings about notions of non-
finiteness, flexibility, de-centering and re-centering, provisionali-
ty. This calls into question, on methodological grounds, issues
which could be instead taken for granted when working on con-
ventional corpora, such as the stability of the data, the repro-
ducibility of the research, and the reliability of the results. Some
of these new issues will be briefly explored in the following pages.

4.1. Dynamism

An important characteristic of the web that has implications for
its supposed nature as a corpus is its inherently dynamic nature.
Firstly, the web is characterized by exponential growth, with new
pages and sites appearing at a significantly high rate. Secondly, the
content of existing documents is continually updated, so that sites
and pages do not only frequently appear but also as frequently
disappear. Thirdly, the very structure of the web is in constant
flux, with new links between documents being continually estab-
lished and removed (Risvik and Michelsen 2002). These factors
have largely contributed to making the web the largest and most
accessible information resource in contemporary society, but
have also gained it a reputation for volatility. No doubt everybody
has experienced such volatility through the so called «broken-
link» problem – the most evident sign of the ever-changing nature
of the web – symbolised by the well known HTTP Error 404 Page
not found message.

With a large fraction of existing pages changing over time, and
a significant fraction of «changes» due to new pages that are cre-
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4. From «body» to «web»: new issues

The attempt at analyzing the web as a linguistic corpus has already
highlighted some characteristics such as constant change, non-fi-
nite size, anarchism, which in turn indicate the necessity of ad-
dressing some radically new issues if the hypothesis of treating the
web as a corpus is to be pursued on sound methodological bases.
It is worth stressing, however, that some of these new issues are to
some extent to be considered as not specifically related to the web
as corpus but rather as a natural consequence of the impact of the
new technologies on linguistic resources as a whole. Some of these
issues can in fact be related to the changes envisaged by Wynne
(2002: 1204) as likely to occur in the way we conceive of language
resources in the 21st century: multilinguality and multimodality,
dynamic content, distributed architecture, connection with web
searching. While it is clear that a corpus is by no means the same as
a text archive, for which Wynne envisaged the above mentioned
changes, these new characteristics of language resources are clear-
ly linked to the shift from real to virtual and with the emergence of
the web as a key phenomenon in contemporary society, thus in-
evitably relating also to the web as corpus. More specifically,
Wynne’s idea of an inescapable shift towards virtual corpora is en-
lightening. The old scenario of the researcher «who downloads the
corpus to his machine, installs a program to analyse it, then tweaks
the program and/or the corpus mark-up to get the program and the
corpus to work together, and finally performs the analysis»
(Wynne 2002: 1205) seems likely to be replaced by a new model
where replicating digital data in a local copy and installing the soft-
ware to analyse the data becomes redundant, as all the processing
can be done over the network. This is also changing notions of per-
manence/stability for corpora. As Wynne, again, argues:

In the traditional model a corpus is carefully prepared, by taking a
sample of the population of texts of which it aims to be representative,
and possibly encoded and annotated in ways which make it amenable
for linguistic research. The value and the reusability of the resource are
therefore dependent on a bundle of factors, such as the validity of the
design criteria, the quality and availability of the documentation, the
quality of the metadata and the validity and generalisability of the re-
search goals of the corpus creator (Wynne 2002: 1205).
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and contributing to a richer notion of intertextuality (Kristeva
1986: 39), by making visible how

(each) new text repeats to a considerable extent things that have al-
ready been said. Text segments, collocations, complex and simple lex-
ical items which were already in use, are being recombined, permut-
ed, embedded in new contexts and paraphrased in new ways (Teubert
2007: 78).

Thus, while the fluid nature of the web is often invoked as one
of the main arguments against using the web as a corpus because a
result computed today may not be exactly reproducible tomorrow,
one is tempted to revive on the other hand a powerful analogy with
water, as Kilgarriff (2001) does in his seminal 2001 Web as Corpus,
arguing that nobody would demand that the chemical composition
of water in a river is exactly the same at each experiment. Nonethe-
less river water is undoubtedly a legitimate object of scientific en-
quiry, and so is the web. As Volk suggests, we only have to learn
how «to fish in the waters of the web» (Volk 2002: 9).

4.2. Reproducibility

One of the most obvious practical consequences for linguistic re-
search of the web’s dynamic nature is the impossibility to repro-
duce any experiment – a really serious problem since it is one of
the basic requirements of scientific research that an experiment
can be replicated/reproduced so that it can also be validated or,
perhaps more crucially for the scientific method, invalidated. This
also applies to corpus linguistics research which aims to be scien-
tific. Accordingly, it is an implicit requirement of a corpus that it
should be stable, so that «the results of a study can be validated
by direct replication of the experiment» (Lüdeling et al. 2007: 10).
While for traditional corpora this is, at least in principle, irrele-
vant, the problem of reproducibility and validation of experi-
ments becomes a crucial issue when using the web as a corpus, es-
pecially when accessing it through ordinary commercial search
engines. As Lüdeling again argues: 

[...] the web is constantly in flux, and so are the databases of all com-
mercial search engines. Therefore, it is impossible to replicate an ex-
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ated over time, the web as a whole is constantly changing, and pre-
cise estimates are not only difficult to produce but also, perhaps,
useless. As Fletcher argues «studies of the nature of the web echo
the story of the blind man and the elephant: each one extrapolates
from its own samples of this ever evolving entity taken at differ-
ent times and by divergent means» (Fletcher 2007: 25). It goes
without saying, then, that existing studies of the web’s fluidity can
only give us a faint idea of what we really mean when we say that
the web is «dynamic». A study carried out in 2004 on a selection
of commercial, academic, governmental and media US sites, esti-
mated for instance how many new pages were created every week
calculating a «weekly birth rate» for web pages of 8%. Then the
authors addressed the issue of «new content», finding that on av-
erage each week around 5% of the page content was really new,
coming to the conclusion that nearly 62% of the content of new
URLs introduced each week was actually new. Finally they esti-
mated the life of individual web pages on the web, by combining
their findings with results from a study by the Online Computer
Library Center (OCLC 2002) to get a picture of the rate of change
for the entire web. On the basis of the two sets of data the authors
could speculate that only 20% web pages is still accessible after
one year (Ntoulas et al. 2004).

While this low rate of «survival» of web pages has made his-
torical archiving and long term access to web content a crucial
concern, prompting the work of institutions such as the Internet
Archive or initiatives such as the Wayback machine, it is also
worth considering how such dynamism affects the web’s poten-
tial as a reservoir of attested usage from the linguist’s point of
view. Web texts certainly change over time but there is no reason
to assume that this perpetual change in content altogether alters
the nature and composition of the whole. If the web is a huge col-
lection of authentic texts which are the result of genuine human
interactions, the source of each single «utterance» or «lexical
item» may vary, but if these are to be considered as evidence of
usage, it may not be of crucial importance whether the source is
one or other document. On the contrary, evidence of attested us-
age found in different web pages at different times would testify
to the social dimension of usage, providing evidence of the au-
topoietic and diachronic nature of discourse (Teubert 2007: 67)
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ture as a dynamic non-linguistically oriented collection of text,
whereas precision is impaired by the intrinsic limitations, from
the linguist’s perspective, of search tools such as ordinary search
engines. If locating an item in a corpus makes sense only assum-
ing a minimum qualitative and quantitative accuracy in the search,
a web search for linguistics purposes would make sense only as-
suming that the search should not return too many «wrong» hits,
called false positives (precision), and should not miss too many
correct items, called false negatives (recall). This is precisely what
makes using search engine hits as a source of linguistic informa-
tion, i.e. using frequency data from a search engine (the so-called
«Google frequencies») as indicative of frequency of a given item
in the web as corpus, more problematic than it might seem at first
glance. To assume a fairly high number of hits for a query as evi-
dence of usage, is not – as we will see later – something which can
be taken for granted. For one thing, reliability and recall are made
problematic by the huge number of duplicates and near-dupli-
cates found by search engines which ultimately depends on the
very dynamic nature of the web. The presence of duplicates on the
web, an issue generally alien to carefully compiled corpora, dra-
matically inflates frequency counts and makes numeric data ob-
tained from hit counts on the web virtually useless from the point
of view of statistics. Thus, while using page hit counts as indica-
tive of the frequency of a given lexical item seems intuitively to be
a cheap, quick and convenient way for researchers to obtain fre-
quency data, the reliability of such data is seriously impaired by
the instability of the web itself.

As to relevance and precision, these are impaired by the very
strategies that enhance the power of search engines as tools for re-
trieving information (not specifically linguistic) from the web. In
order to retrieve as many documents as possible matching a user’s
query, search engines usually perform some sort of normalization:
searches are usually insensitive to capitalization, automatically
recognize variants («white-space» finds «white space», «white-
space» and «whitespace»), implement stemming for certain lan-
guages (as in «lawyer fees» vs. «laywer’s fees» vs. «lawyers’ fees»),
ignore punctuation characters and prevent querying directly for
terms containing hyphens or possessive markers (Lüdeling et al.
2007; Rosenbach 2007). While such features are undoubtedly
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periment in an exact way at a later time. Some pages will have been
added, some updated, and some deleted since the original experiment.
In addition, the indexing and search strategies of a commercial engine
may be modified at any time without notice (Lüdeling et al. 2007: 11).

Furthermore, the wild inconsistencies and fluctuations dis-
covered in the result counts even for common English words via
common search engines (e.g. Veronìs 2005) make us understand
that any linguistic study based on the web as corpus necessarily
calls for some form of validation. This has made the issue of re-
producibility become one of the new key concerns, prompting re-
search on the web as corpus particularly in terms of a reconsider-
ation of tools and methods. Thus, while some researchers using
the web as corpus via ordinary search engines simply validate
their results by repeating the same search at distant intervals in
time (Lüdeling et al. 2007: 11), others have opted for different
methods of using the web as a corpus, i.e. by downloading the re-
sults of the queries submitted to a search engine so as to create a
more stable, and hence verifiable, object.

4.3. Relevance and reliability

The dynamic and fluid nature of the web makes it an apparently
unreliable environment for corpus-based research also from the
point of view of relevance and reliability (Fletcher 2004), which
have also become key concerns for corpus research based on the
web, especially when web data are to be used as a basis of both
quantitative and qualitative evidence (Rosenbach 2007: 168). In
this contest relevance and reliability can be seen in terms of «pre-
cision» and «recall», two issues pertaining to information retrieval
which are often mentioned as worth some consideration in stud-
ies concerning the web as corpus (Baroni and Bernardini 2004;
Fletcher 2007; Lüdeling et al. 2007)7.

The importance of precision and recall even in the most basic
use of the web as corpus is easily explained. While any linguistic
search carried out by means of specific software tools on any tra-
ditional stable corpus of finite size (such as the BNC) will cer-
tainly report only (precision) results exactly matching the query,
and all (recall) the results matching the query, this is obviously not
the case with the web, where recall is impaired by its unstable na-
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6 The word topic is here used as a synonym for domain in the sense of sub-
ject field. Preference for the word topic was suggested to avoid confusion with
the notion of «domain» in Internet technology, where the term refers to part of
the URL used to identify a website.

7 Precision and recall are defined as «measures of effectiveness of search sys-
tems». More specifically, «precision is the ratio of the number of relevant docu-
ments retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved, and recall is the ra-
tio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of rele-
vant documents» (Van Rijsbergen 1979).

helpful when searching for information on the web, they certain-
ly affect the search possibilities in terms of precision and rele-
vance, and accordingly distort frequency data (Nakov and Hearst
2005). Indeed it is out of the necessity to counteract the limits in
terms of relevance and reliability of any use of the web as corpus
based on access via ordinary search engines that the most impor-
tant tools for the creation of web corpora were born.

Conclusion

In this chapter some theoretical aspects relating to the emerging
notion of the web as corpus have been explored by revising key
issues in corpus linguistics in the light of the characteristics of the
web as a spontaneous, self-generating collection of texts, and by
hinting at some of the new issues which the very possibility of us-
ing the web as a corpus seems to rise. While the notion of a lin-
guistic corpus as a «body» of texts rests on some correlate issues
such as finite size, balance, part-whole relationship, stability, the
very idea of the web as corpus introduces notions of non-finite-
ness, flexibility, de-centering and re-centering, provisionality,
which do not only seem to be calling into question the «good
practice» of corpus work, but may also be affecting the very no-
tion of a linguistic corpus in more radical ways. All these issues
will be further explored on applicative grounds in the following
chapters.

Note
1 In the present work both «web as corpus» and «web-as-corpus» have been

used with reference to the research field as a whole. The hyphenated form «web-
as-corpus» has been generally opted for as a noun modifier.

2 The term «corpus-hood» is a neologism first used by Kilgarriff (2003: 334).
3 It should be noted that Teubert (2007) makes explicit use of Google search

to support his views.
4 This calculation is based on an average page length of 7.3 Kb and on an

average of 10 bytes per word (see Meyer et al. 2003; Kilgarriff and Grefenstette
2003).

5 The problem of size is related to the so called Zipfian properties of lan-
guage, according to which nearly 50% of the words in a corpus occur only once.
This requires that a corpus is large enough to contain enough occurrences of
50% of its running words (Sinclair 2005, referring to Zipf 1935).
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Chapter II

Challenging Anarchy. 
The Corpus and the Search

Introduction

In this chapter the potential and limitations of accessing the web
as a ready-made corpus via ordinary search engines are intro-
duced and discussed. In Section 1 some basic issues concerning
web search are surveyed, before providing an overview of how
search engines work in Section 2. In Section 3 some techniques
for exploiting search engines for linguistic purposes are shown. In
this Section the role and meaning which search engine advanced
options can perform from the linguist’s point of view are briefly
discussed before introducing the use of complex queries for lin-
guistic purposes in Section 4.

1. The corpus and the search

Despite an undisputedly controversial status as a linguistic corpus,
the web has often been used as a corpus in recent years, especial-
ly in the field of computational linguistics. As a text collection of
unprecedented size and scope, freely and ubiquitously accessible,
the web was in most cases the obvious source to go to for the so-
lution of typical Natural Language Processing tasks, soon gaining
a reputation as «the largest data set that is available for Natural
Language Processing» (Keller and Lapata 2003: 459)1. While us-
ing the web as a training and testing corpus has undoubtedly be-
come common practice in computational linguistics, with an in-
creasing body of studies showing that simple algorithms using
web-based evidence can even outperform sophisticated methods
based on smaller but more controlled data sources (Lüdeling et al.
2007: 7), awareness of problems and limitations of using such a
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mains, however, an «accidental» corpus (Renouf 2004), which
has imposed itself to the linguists’ attention almost against their
will. Perhaps nothing better than the recently coined phrase «un-
wanted corpus» (Mair 2007: 235) can capture the ambiguous
mood of reluctant acceptance which in most cases surrounds re-
search on the web as a corpus. As Mair again suggests, «the web
will have to be used because it is there, but clearly it is not the
corpus that linguists would have compiled» (Mair 2007: 236).

Reservations are even more crucial when it comes to the ap-
parently widespread practice of using the web as a source of cor-
pus-like linguistic information through an ordinary search engine.
Such concern has recently found expression in a powerful caveat
googlator: 

[W]e seem to be witnessing [...] a shift in the way some linguists
find and utilize data – many papers now use corpora as their primary
data, and many use internet data. These are clearly changes that are
technologically induced, and in an era in which google is now a com-
mon verb, why not? I feel compelled to add, though, caveat googlator!
In the culling of data from Medieval Greek texts for my dissertation,
[...] I ran across some examples that I felt were best treated as having
been altered [...]. Thus I considered them to be attested but ungram-
matical – some examples obtained on the Internet in papers I read now
strike me as quite the same, that is possibly produced by non-native
speakers, or typed quickly and thus reflecting performance errors, and
so on. I have no doubt that we will learn how to deal with this new da-
ta source effectively [...] (Joseph 2004: 382, quoted in Rosenbach
2007: 167).

The pun «googlator» is an overt allusion to the most popular
web search engine, Google. Indeed, there are good reasons to be
cautious when accessing the web as a linguistic resource via com-
mercial search engines, beyond those listed by Joseph. While the
quantity, diversity and topicality of web documents literally
«tantalize» language professionals (Fletcher 2004a: 271), the
problem of locating information that is linguistically both reli-
able and relevant by accessing the web through a search engine
represents a real challenge which seems to outweigh all advan-
tages. Firstly, search engines are not designed for use by lin-
guists, since they impose a limit to the number of results that can
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huge, anarchic and unstable database as a source of linguistic in-
formation remains. The first and most obvious problem is the to-
tal lack of control over the source of the texts, both from the point
of view of their production and from the point of view of their con-
tent, which makes it very hard to assess the «authoritativeness» of
a web page in terms of accuracy of content and representativeness
of form (Fletcher 2004a: 275). Moreover, the content of the web,
as a heterogeneous and non-sampled body of text is so varied that
not only «unpolished ephemera abound along with rare treasures»
(Fletcher 2004a: 275), but online documents often consist of mere
fragments, stock phrases, hot lists, and come in a myriad of dupli-
cates and near-duplicates which are not of use from a linguist’s
perspective. Then there is the already discussed problem of size.
While working with a huge amount of data greatly enhances the
chances of finding enough information for any item, this advantage
is counterbalanced by the fact that dealing with too much data re-
quires an enormous amount of processing power. Last, but not
least, there are the thorny issues of representativeness, the impos-
sibility of relying on any form of linguistically oriented utilities or
linguistic metadata, and the notorious «volatility» of the «web-
scape» (Fletcher 2007). These are no doubt limitations which make
the web a very inhospitable place for serious linguistic research.

While all these drawbacks are clearly acknowledged, it can
nonetheless be argued that a certain feeling of excitement has
been nourished in recent years by the extremely interesting re-
sults obtained at a practical level, so that skepticism and willing-
ness to profit from the «promises and possibilities» offered by
the web as a corpus seem to coexist in the linguistic community.
As Christian Mair has recently argued, «attitudes towards the
web as a corpus span the whole range from enthusiasm to dis-
tinct reserve», a stance clearly reflected in technical papers
which generally focus «as much on the potential as on the haz-
ards of using the web as a corpus» (Mair 2007: 235). In a time
when «working styles in corpus-linguistic research are changing
fast», and the traditional view of «close(d) communities of re-
searchers forming around a specific corpus or set of corpora [...]
is becoming increasingly problematical» (Mair 2007: 233), the
web seems to have entered the scene as an unexpected novelty,
providing (if nothing else) solutions to specific problems. It re-
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reading through a corpus from the common act of reading a text
(2001: 3), is becoming everyday experience for more people be-
yond the corpus linguistics community. This superficial similar-
ity cannot conceal, however, the fundamental difference be-
tween searching a deliberately collected static corpus using spe-
cific tools, and searching texts found on the Internet only by
means of a commercial search engine. In this case the linguist has
not only very scarce control over the corpus itself but also over
the search, since web search tools are designed to address a vari-
ety of needs for which the linguistic form is only a means to an
end, and not – as in the case of the linguist – the end itself. As
pointed out by Bergh, «whereas standard corpora typically come
with software specialized for searches for different linguistic
forms, search engines on the web are designed to find contents,
using the linguistic form only as a means to achieve that goal»
(2005: 27, my emphasis). It would be an oversimplification, how-
ever, to think that the problem posed by search engines is sim-
ply that they are geared towards the retrieval of general infor-
mation from the web rather than towards the extraction of spe-
cific linguistic information. The real problem is that the very
needs which search engines address are evolving. It can no
longer be assumed for instance that search engines are built so
as to answer straightforwardly informational needs. On the con-
trary, as has been argued, in the web context the need behind
the query is often not so much «informational» in nature, but
rather «navigational» or «transactional» (Broder 2002)2. Ac-
cordingly, web search tools are evolving in the same direction,
blending data from different sources and clustering results in the
attempt to guess what the user is really looking for. This is what
makes the web undoubtedly more useful for the average user,
but rather less reliable for linguistic research. The latter could in
fact be labelled – according to Broder’s taxonomy – as exclu-
sively and quintessentially «informational» and does not profit
from strategies aimed at enhancing the ability of web search tool
to meet other needs. It is therefore advisable that linguists de-
termined to exploit its potential as a source of linguistic infor-
mation via ordinary search engines become aware of some tech-
nical and theoretical aspects of web search, starting with the
tools themselves.
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be displayed, and the results themselves are displayed in a for-
mat which is not suitable for linguistic analysis and are ranked
according to algorithms which escape the user’s control. Sec-
ondly, the very strategies that enhance the effectiveness of search
engines for general purposes, such as normalization of spelling
and lemmatization, clearly limit the effectiveness of web search
for linguistic purposes, which of necessity requires greater pre-
cision.

So many obvious drawbacks, however, have not been enough
to stop interest in the use of web data both as a source for the
creation of conventional corpora and as a source of data readily
amenable to linguistic analysis, at least as a complement to more
controlled data sources. Interest in the web for linguistic refer-
ence is on the increase, however, also among language profes-
sionals outside the corpus linguistics community. Besides typical
uses of the web as a source of multilingual encyclopaedic infor-
mation, and as the platform for distribution of resources such as
online glossaries and dictionaries, new uses seem to be emerging
which under the disguise of a casual «let me see how many hits
I find for this in Google» may be bearing the fruits of a linguis-
tically aware use of the web. It is precisely against the back-
ground of this apparent intersection between web search as a
common non-linguistically oriented practice and linguistic re-
search informed by the corpus linguistics approach that it is per-
haps useful at this stage to survey some basic concepts concern-
ing web search itself, before exploring its meaning from the lin-
guist’s perspective.

Even at first glance, the act of searching for information
through a digital database via an ordinary search engine and
reading vertically through the results, which is what typically
happens in the simplest web search, seems to be strikingly simi-
lar to what also happens when searching a corpus through a con-
cordancer. Indeed the so called SERP (Search Engine Results
Page) vaguely resembles a concordance list where the search
item is highlighted within a small amount of co-text, even though
this is by no means the same format as the KeyWordinContext
typical of linguistically oriented tools. It is as if reading «verti-
cally», «fragmented», and looking for «repeated events», which
Tognini Bonelli sees among the features that set apart the act of
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algorithm which takes a number of factors into account, such as the
popularity of the page (measured by the number of other pages
linking to it), the number of times the search term occurs in the
page, the relative proximity of search terms in the page, the loca-
tion of search terms (for example, pages where the search terms oc-
cur in the title page get higher ranking), and even the geographical
provenance of the query (which may prompt a bias to ranking high-
er those web sites which are closer to the user).

It goes without saying that the usefulness of a search engine ul-
timately depends on the relevance of the result set it gives back,
even though relevant can mean something different to the linguist
and to the average user. In such a huge text collection as the web
there may be millions of web pages that include a particular word
or phrase, and obviously some pages may be more popular or au-
thoritative than others. It is precisely the method employed to rank
the results, which varies widely from one engine to another, that
determines the quality of the response. At the moment the most
popular, and to some extent effective, ranking method seems to be
Google’s PageRank which is based on a computation of website
popularity based on a criterion similar to the impact factor in sci-
entific publications. As the Google technology page explains,

Pagerank relies on the uniquely democratic nature of the web by
using its vast link structure as an indicator of an individual page’s val-
ue. In essence, Google interprets a link from page A to page B as a vote
by page A for page B. But Google looks at considerably more than the
sheer volume of votes or links a page receives; for example, it also an-
alyzes the page that casts the vote. Votes cast by pages that are them-
selves «important» weigh more heavily and help to make other pages
«important». Using these and other factors, Google provides its views
on pages’ relative importance. (Google technology: online).

An ingenious system for arranging search results, PageRank
may be «slightly problematic from the point of view of corpus lin-
guistics», since «the ranking of Web pages is likely to favour lin-
guistic constructions which happen to occur on more popular
pages, thereby risking a certain bias in studies based on language
data mined by Google.» (Bergh 2005: 33) On the other hand,
Google’s ranking system, aimed as it is at weighing the «impor-
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2. Crawling, indexing, searching, ranking: 
on search and search engines

It is obviously beyond the scope of the present work to examine
in detail the nature of web search engines, but a brief overview of
how a web search engine actually works may be nonetheless use-
ful in order to clarify the role it can play in supporting linguisti-
cally-oriented research. Most search engines are basically driven
by what could be termed as a «text-based approach» (Battelle
2005: 20). More precisely, search engines are Information Re-
trieval (IR) systems «which prepare a keyword index for a given
corpus, and respond to keyword queries with a ranked list of doc-
uments» (Chakrabarti 2003: 45). The engine thus only connects
the keywords a user enters (queries) to another list of keywords
(index) which represents a database of web pages, to produce a
list of website addresses with a short amount of context3.

Three major steps are involved in performing this task (crawl-
ing, indexing, searching) and these steps correspond to the parts of
the search engine: the crawler; the indexing program; the search
engine. The main task that a web search engine performs is to store
information about a large number of web pages, which are re-
trieved from the World Wide Web itself by a web crawler, or «spi-
der», in keeping with the general metaphor representing the In-
ternet as a «web» of documents. This is the program used by the
search engine services to scan the Internet identify new sites or sites
that have recently changed. Once a new page is identified by the
search engine’s crawler, its content is analysed (i.e. words are ex-
tracted from titles, headings, or special fields called meta-tags) and
indexed under virtually any word in the page – even though most
search engines tend to exclude from the index particularly fre-
quent words such as articles or prepositions, the so-called stop-
words. All data about web pages are then stored in an index data-
base for use in later queries, so that when a user enters one or more
search terms into the search engine, the engine examines its index
and provides a list of web pages matching the query, including a
short summary containing the document’s title and extracts from
the text. In this phase a fundamental and challenging process is in-
volved, i.e. determining the order in which the retrieved records
should be displayed. This process is related to a relevance–ranking
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generally typing in a few words and expecting the engine to bring
back perfect results, ignoring that it is only the act of offering
more data in the query that often dramatically improves the re-
sults (Battelle 2005: 23-25). The way most users generally ap-
proach the act of searching the web through ordinary search en-
gines is thus often naïve, and this may account not only for much
of the frustration experienced by web searchers, but also for the
risk of misusing the web as a linguistic resource. In the following
pages therefore some useful techniques for exploiting search en-
gines for linguistic reference will be discussed.

3. Challenging anarchy: the web as a source of «evidence»

In spite of its intrinsic limitations, the web is often searched as a cor-
pus via ordinary search engines, particularly as a source of evidence
of attested usage. More specifically, as pointed out by Rosenbach,

[a]s any other corpus the web can be used for ascertaining two types
of evidence, i.e. qualitative evidence and quantitative evidence. Qual-
itative evidence is used to show that a certain form or construction is
attested; quantitative evidence addresses the question of «how many»
of these forms/constructions can be found in a corpus. (...) Drawing
such data from the web, in this respect, is similar to «normal» corpus
data, though there are some problems that are specific to web data
(Rosenbach 2007: 168).

While there is no doubt that accessing the web via ordinary
search engines as a source of attested usage is not the best way of
using the web in corpus linguistics, and that it is one that forces
the linguist to develop «workarounds» (Kilgarriff 2007: 147), this
remains the most widespread method of using the web as a cor-
pus. Yet it cannot be denied that «the argument that the com-
mercial search engines provide low-cost access to the web fades,
as we realise how much of our time is devoted to working with
and against the constraints that the search engine imposes» (Kil-
garriff 2007: 147-8). One really runs the risk of wasting time in be-
coming expert in the volatile syntax of search engines, or – as Kil-
garriff suggests – of becoming a «gooleologist». Nonetheless a
better knowledge of search engines and of the options they pro-
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tance» of a web page, can be also seen as a contributing to relia-
bility from a linguistic perspective, in so far as it seems to allow
some confidence concerning the authoritativeness of the web
pages that are ranked higher in the results page.

What is certain is that while most of the working of search en-
gines and web content fall out of the linguist’s control, the only
part of the search that can be controlled is the query. A search al-
ways starts with the user’s query, which is yet another fundamen-
tal difference between web search and ordinary corpus research.
There is no way, via search engines, to start from the corpus itself
to produce frequency lists, or to compare corpora in order to ob-
tain keywords. Neither can the results be ordered according to
criteria other than the ranking system used by the search engine
itself. What is more, no further processing of the results can be
done of those generally allowed by linguistic tools (e.g. sorting,
statistics, clustering...), unless the web pages are downloaded in-
to a corpus to be analysed with traditional corpus linguistics tools.
The only thing that a search engine can do is produce a list of con-
cordance-like strings for a given item, which display a number of
occurrences of a certain word or group of words in context, with
vague indications of frequency. This suggests quite different roles
for the linguist in inductive empirical research on conventional
corpora and when using the web as a corpus. As Sinclair (2005)
suggests, it is the very «cheerful anarchy of the Web» that places
«a burden of care» on the user, and while this is true with refer-
ence to the use of the web as a source of texts for conventional
corpora (as Sinclair meant it), it is even more so in cases when the
web is accessed as a corpus «surrogate». The problem for the lin-
guist is then to turn awareness of all these limits into a resource.
More specifically, the linguists’ task is to learn how to challenge
the anarchy of the web and the limited service provided by search
engines, either by creating their own tailor-made search engines
or by helping ordinary search engines understand what linguists
are looking for. In the latter case it should be borne in mind that
the relevance of the results and their usefulness for the linguist
does not only depend on the nature of the database or on the
ranking algorithm used by the search engine but can also crucial-
ly depend on the appropriateness of the query. Most searchers –
and linguists may be no exception – are instead incredibly lazy,
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search engine; or that any word of a group is accepted (the
Boolean OR operator); or that if a particular word is present in a
web page that page is to be rejected (the Boolean NOT operator).
While the explicit use of the Boolean operators AND, OR and
NOT has been progressively downplayed in most search engines,
and searchers may not even be familiar with them, Boolean search
has been partially replaced in some engines by the use of menus
in the advanced search mode or by a specific query syntax: 
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vide can not only help the linguist profit as much as possible from
the most immediate way of access to linguistic information on the
web, but can also contribute to a deeper understanding of the role
each search option can play in helping the linguist elicit qualita-
tive and quantitative evidence from the web, thus yielding further
insight into the relationship between corpus linguistics and the
web in more general terms. This is the reason why web search de-
serves some attention in the present work.

3.1. An overview of web search options

Even though apparently trivial, the task of searching the web for ev-
idence of usage poses specific problems for the researcher, and re-
quires that cautionary procedures are adopted both in submitting
the query to the search engine and in interpreting the results. The
user needs to take into account basic issues which are related to the
peculiar nature of the web as a huge, dynamic, multilingual corpus,
as well as other problems specific to our gateway to information on
the web, the search engines. As to the latter point, the first step to-
wards a competent use of search engines to access linguistic infor-
mation is a deeper understanding of the search options they provide.
A use of the web as a source for attestated usage is to some extent im-
plicit in the query language of most search engines, which basically
allows the user to look for web pages that contain (or do not contain)
specified words and phrases, together with a rough indication of
how many web pages satisfy these conditions. As Chakrabarti (2003:
45) explains, the simplest kind of query essentially involves a rela-
tionship beween terms and documents such as: 

– documents containing the word X
– documents containing the words X and Y
– documents containing the word X but not the word Y
– documents containing the word X or the word Y

These conditions represent what is generally known as a
Boolean search, which, in the context of web search, refers to the
process of identifying those web pages that contain a particular
combination of words. More specifically, Boolean search is used
to indicate that a particular group of words must all be present
(the Boolean AND operator) in the web pages retrieved by the
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Fig. 2.1. Google’s advanced search user interface.

Thus, by selecting «with all the words» from the pull down
menu of a search engine you are implicitly using a Boolean AND;
by selecting «at least one of the words» you are using a Boolean
OR; by selecting «without the words» you are expressing the
Boolean NOT. It is perhaps also useful to remember that the
Boolean AND is by now a default in most search engines, so that
whenever more terms are entered in the query box these are im-
plicitly linked by an AND operator. Turning our attention more
specifically to Google, one can also input the following symbols
directly in the main query box:

+ (for the Boolean AND)
OR (for the Boolean OR)
- (for the Boolean NOT)

As the advanced search menu shows, Google, like most search
engines today, also provides further search options: search for an



In this case, the significantly low number of matches for «him-
munotherapy» could trigger doubts in the user’s mind, and
prompt checking strategies. In other cases, however, results yield
no such evidence of unreliability of results, since the number of
matches itself can be misleading. See for instance what happens
with a search for the word «accomodation».
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exact phrase, search for pages in a given language, or within a sin-
gle domain (e.g. .uk or .it or .org), or within a specific time-span,
and even restricted to a specific file type. As pointed out by Bergh,
it is the very existence of these «slicing possibilities» that «accen-
tuates Google’s potential as a versatile tool for various forms of
empirical language research» (2005: 34). From the linguist’s point
of view all these «conditions» can in fact be seen as a form of se-
lection from among the wealth of texts that constitute the web and
can to some extent be compared to the creation of a temporary
sub-corpus relating to a specific language environment. This is the
reason why understanding what is the effect of each single oper-
ator upon the web-corpus itself does not simply result in famil-
iarity with the working of web search engines, or in a more effec-
tive exploitation of their potential, but can also give an indirect in-
sight into the web-as-corpus question at a theoretical level.

3.2. Simple search and the limits of «webidence»

The evidence of attested usage that the web can provide has been
labelled by Fletcher as «webidence» (2007: 36). In its most basic
form this could entail a simple web search for a single word. A
patently «low-tech» use of the web for linguistic purposes, a simple
search for a single word is not however devoid of interesting impli-
cations, and provides a good starting point for exploring potential
and limitations of the web as a source of quantitative and qualitative
evidence. A case in point is spell-checking (Kilgarriff 2003: 332): by
alternatively searching the web for two competing spelling forms,
one can for instance come to the conclusion that the word hitting
more matches is very likely to be the one spelled correctly, thus
blending qualitative and quantitative evidence. An already wide-
spread use of the web for linguistic reference, even if not directly
connected with the corpus linguistics approach, using the web as a
spellchecker can nevertheless highlight some typical problems aris-
ing when resorting to web search engines for linguistic purposes.
The first problem obviously relates to the unknown size of the web,
which makes it very difficult to interpret the relative «weight» of fre-
quency of occurrence on the web. See for instance what happens if
we input the word «himmunotherapy», half-guessing its spelling4: 
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Fig. 2.2.

The misspelt word «himmunotherapy» finds only one match,
while the search engine automatically suggests the correct spelling
«immunotherapy», which in fact finds over 5 million matches: 

Fig. 2.3.



new ipse dixit from the linguistic point of view. Showing that a
certain form is attested in a corpus – the web in this case – is one
thing, but showing that it is linguistically acceptable is another. As
far as the web as a corpus is concerned it is not the mere fact of
«being there» that means something. This fact needs to be inter-
preted through an analysis of a number of other factors, such as
the number of matches, the provenance of the results, the co-oc-
currence with other words, and the «authoritativeness» of each
web page, as we will see in the following paragraphs.

3.3. Advanced search as a solution to specific language
questions

Unlike searching the web-corpus for one single word, which does
not seem to promise much to the linguist, searching for «phrases»
is one of the most interesting possibilities offered by ordinary
search engines. This is a very useful option because it can help the
linguist exploit the web as a huge reservoir of attested usage es-
pecially for collocations and testing translation candidates.

3.3.1. Collocation The most common way to use phrase search
for linguistic reference is to check whether a certain sequence of
words actually occurs in a given language, as an indirect way to
explore collocation. Defined by Firth as the tendency of some
words to keep each other’s company (Firth 1957: 11), collocation
is one of the language phenomena more typically related to the
use of language, and therefore one of the areas which even the
most fluent speakers of a foreign language have difficulty in mas-
tering completely.

As an area of language study which can profit from the possi-
bility of testing stretches of language for attestation of usage, col-
location is one of the most rewarding fields of application of the
web as a corpus via ordinary search engines. A case in point is the
example of «suggestive» as a potential collocate of «landscapes»
in the phrase «suggestive landscapes». This phrase comes from an
English tourism text written by an Italian speaker of English as a
foreign language, and can be seen as representative of the «open
choice» principle (Sinclair 1991: 109-110), according to which a
language user may fall into the trap of considering any word vir-
tually entitled to fill a slot in a text, provided that morpho-syn-
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Over 18.400.000 matches cannot, at first glance, be considered
as an invitation to further investigation, and the apparently high
number could be simplistically taken as a sort of confirmation
(webidence) that the word accomodation not only does exist, but
is also widely used, and can therefore be safely spelt with only one
«m». As to the useful tip Did you mean: accommodation?, this is
very likely to be disregarded if the user is not alerted to it. Check-
ing results for the correct spelling «accommodation» shows in-
stead that numbers are relevant only in relative terms, since the
correct spelling «accommodation» finds 115.000.000 matches, a
number about six times higher than the 184.000.000 found for the
misspelt form! A more accurate investigation in the results pro-
vided by the first search, shows that the word «accomodation»
does not even appear highlighted (as is typical of search results)
in the first four matches, which in turn contain non-highlighted
correctly spelled forms. Despite clues undermining too easygoing
acceptance of the misspelt form, further confusion for the user
can come from the case of an official site (www.oxfordcity.co.uk)
and an academic site (accommodation.lboro.ac.uk.) unexpected-
ly featuring an Accomodation Homepage.

Problems such as these are a warning that a lexical item’s mere
existence on the web can never be taken as sufficient condition to
draw conclusions on usage, and that other parameters should be
taken into account if willing to turn to the web as a source of qual-
itative/quantitative evidence. The web cannot be seen as a sort of
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Fig. 2.4.



of the domain restriction option provided by the search engine (see
later in this chapter) which tellingly leads to the reported below re-
sults (Fig. 2.6) .

By slightly modifying the query the number of matches has
dramatically fallen to three, two of which are again linked to Italy,
thus providing clearer evidence of the inappropriateness of «sug-
gestive» as a collocate for «landscapes».
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tactic constraints are observed. More specifically, this use of «sug-
gestive» as a collocate for landscapes seems to be grounded on a
common case of interference, or «shining through» of the source
language into the target language (Teich 2003). While «sugges-
tive» is not even mentioned in Italian-English bilingual dictionar-
ies as a translation candidate for suggestivi, the latter is such a
common collocate of the word paesaggi (meaning landscapes) in
Italian, particularly in the context of tourism, that the English
cognate word «suggestive» is very often mistakenly used as its di-
rect equivalent. A web search for the phrase «suggestive land-
scapes» using Google’s exact phrase match option5 would seem
to provide evidence of this: 
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Fig. 2.5.

The problem then becomes how to interpret these results. In this
case, 356 matches for «suggestive landscapes» could either be mis-
takenly considered as evidence of attested usage, especially if the
user does not consider that 356 is quite a low number when com-
pared with the size of the web in English, or instead provide support
to claims about the unreliability of the web as a source of linguistic
information. At closer inspection, the reliability of these results is
called into question by their very provenance, almost invariably
Italy, which suggests that the phrase is here very likely the result of
a mistranslation from the Italian «paesaggi suggestivi». This could
easily be checked by restricting the search to .uk only pages by means

Fig. 2.6.

3.3.2. Testing translation candidates In recent years, translation
has increasingly become an «ideal field» (Bernardini 2006) for
corpus application, and indeed this is one of the most interesting
areas for exploring uses of the web as corpus via ordinary search
engines. If, as it has been argued, «browsing» monolingual target
language corpora throughout the translation process can help re-
duce the amount of shining through of the source language into
the target language (Bernardini 2006), browsing the web for in-
stances of attested usage could be a simple – yet not simplistic –
way to test translation candidates on the basis of evidence pro-
vided from web.

A very interesting use of advanced search for linguistic pur-
poses can be the evaluation of competing alternatives in terms of
syntax within the noun phrase6. A case from the point of view of
translation is the choice between premodification and postmodi-
fication, a potentially difficult one for a non-native speaker. The
example discussed below, for instance, relates to the choice be-
tween «onset site» and «site of onset», as a translation candidate



These results for «site of onset» do not give however clear evi-
dence of the relevance of this phrase to the general topic of the text,
i.e. cancer. Therefore Boolean search can be used heuristically to
refine the query and enhance the possibility of hitting more rele-
vant matches before jumping to conclusions concerning postmod-
ification as the preferred mode to express this concept. By adding
the word «cancer» to the search string it should be more likely that
the results the engines gives back are from texts some way ad-
dressing this topic, and the new results seem indeed to confirm the
hypothesis and prove to be definitely more relevant, providing
new, clearer evidence of attested usage for «site of onset» in the
context of «cancer»:
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for sede di insorgenza, in the context of a medical text about can-
cer. The preference for premodification or postmodification can
of course be dependent on the register or genre of the whole text,
a factor which could not be easily taken into consideration using
the web as a corpus; nonetheless a preliminary exploration simply
concerning frequency of usage can be carried out on the basis of
data from the web. In this case mere figures (13,100 matches for
«site of onset» vs. 836 matches for «onset site») would seem to
favour postmodification: 
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Fig. 2.7.

Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.9.

The low number of matches (213) seems to suggest that pre-
modification may not be the preferred way to combine the two
words. Moreover, it is of crucial importance to realize that in most
of the occurrences reported the two nouns «onset» and «site» are
separated by some punctuation marks, generally a comma. By
quickly browsing through more result pages it becomes evident

As to the alternative «onset site», the results for the search
string cancer “onset site” are reported below: 



relating to points 3, 4 and 5 in the entry. More specifically, «harsh»,
«hard», «rough» and «rugged» seem to be the most plausible can-
didates. A fifth candidate can instead be obtained by introspection:
searching for equivalence of effect the Italian «aspri» can in this
case be replaced with another adjective (e.g. «forti») thus obtain-
ing «strong» as a new translation candidate for «aspri». Choosing
«landscape» and «scenery» as equivalents of «paesaggi», an evalu-
ation of translation candidates for «paesaggi aspri» should there-
fore consider at least ten competing phrases, resulting from all pos-
sible combinations of «hard», «harsh», «rough», «rugged» and
«strong» with both «landscape» and «scenery». While all formal-
ly possible, the ten combinations may in fact not be all actually
used, and evidence for this can be drawn the web.

The following table reports results for the 10 competing alter-
natives. In order to improve chances of obtaining results both rel-
evant and reliable, the query was progressively refined using both
Boolean search and domain restriction. Thus the ten competing
options were searched first through the whole web, and then by
choosing only results from UK; finally, the words «travel OR
tourism» were added to the query in order to enhance the possi-
bility of retrieving pages related to the tourism sector. The table
also reports data from the BNC as a contribution to an evaluation
of web results:

Tab. 2.1.

Web Uk only travel OR BNC
tourism

hard landscapes 2180 1440 116 0
hard scenery 485 43 2 0
harsh landscapes 826 441 193 1
harsh scenery 468 30 14 0
strong landscapes 507 173 18 1
strong scenery 138 6 1 0
rugged landscapes 66.300 10900 640 3
rugged scenery 51.700 12900 751 1
rough landscapes 1400 121 19 0
rough scenery 660 32 9 0
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that the majority of hits are for «onset, site» rather than for the
noun phrase «onset site», thus further invalidating any assump-
tion concerning attestation of usage for «onset site».

This last example provides a new opportunity to stress the im-
portance of interpreting the results. Not only are the number of
matches or the provenance of results of key importance, but also
their relevance to the required context of use, and their reliabili-
ty, i.e. the degree of precision with which they correspond to the
user’s query. It is equally important that the user remembers that
not all tasks can be equally performed by search engines, which
generally ignore punctuation and consider several variants as one
(either by stemming or by ignoring special characters). This is
what makes, for instance, an apparently similar use of web search
engines aimed at discriminating between noun+noun construc-
tions and noun+’s+noun constructions virtually impossibile
(Lüdeling 2007; Rosenbach 2007) and calls for the necessity of tai-
lor-made web search engines. Also worth mentioning is that the
web has from time to time proved totally unreliable even with
Boolean search. As shown by Vèronis (2005: online), Boolean log-
ic is often defeated by totally absurd results for search strings in-
cluding more than one item7.

A further example concerns the evaluation of translation can-
didates for the Italian phrase «paesaggi aspri»8. In this case our
starting point is the dictionary entry for the Italian «aspri» from
one of the most prestigious and reliable bilingual dictionaries,
which reveals at a glance the problem faced by the translator, even
in an apparently trivial case such as this: 

àspro, a. 1 (di sapore) sour; tart, bitter [...]; 2 (di suono) harsh; rasp-
ing; grating. 3 (fig. duro) harsh; hard; bitter; 4 (ruvido) rough; rugged
[...]; 5 (scosceso) steep; 6 (di clima) severe; raw; harsh. • (ling.) [...] (Il
Ragazzini 2006)

A first selection of translation candidates can be done on intu-
itive grounds, which makes it quite easy to exclude that the Italian
word aspri could in this case be translated with «sour, tart» (relat-
ing to taste), or with «rasping» or «grating» (relating to sound).
Among the translation equivalents offered by the bilingual dictio-
nary the only sensible translation candidate would seem to be those
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A further, more flexible, option is restriction by domain.
While the national top level domains (such as .it for Italy, .fr for
France, .es for Spain, .ie for Ireland and so on) are no more than
a «rough guide to provenance» (Fletcher 2007: 36), they can
nonetheless contribute to the exploitation of the web as a multi-
lingual corpus. Not only can domain restriction help lay bare phe-
nomena like interference, as in the case of «suggestive land-
scapes» discussed above (see 3.3.1), but it can also provide quick
access to parallel documents on the web. For instance, an Italian
equivalent of an English word when a multilingual glossary is not
available or does not contain an entry for it, can be found by ask-
ing a search engine to retrieve .it pages containing that word. See
the following examples, reporting Italian pages featuring the
English term «backscattered» and its translation as an adjective
in the phrase «elettroni retrodiffusi».
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As the figures clearly show, web results outnumber results for
the seven collocations which are not found in the BNC. By refin-
ing the query however there is a significant reduction of occur-
rences which seems to bring web data closer to BNC values. The
only exception is for «rugged landscapes» and «rugged scenery»
which are actually used in contemporary tourism discourse with
increasing frequency despite low frequency in a general reference
corpus such as the BNC. This seems to provide evidence of the
capability of the web to capture changes in language use in – as
the phrase goes – real time. In terms of the authoritativeness and
reliability of the results, a quick glance at some of the web pages
ranked higher in the results page shows that there are many edit-
ed sources, such as pages from the travel section of popular mag-
azines (e.g. travel.guardian.co.uk) or published travel guides.
These results also suggest that evidence of language use obtained
by progressively refining the query towards greater complexity
can be – despite all caveats – considered qualitatively reliable and
quantitatively significant.

3.4. Towards query complexity: other options

3.4.1. Language and domain Among the opportunities offered
by search engines to refine the user’s query, the one most obvi-
ously related to a more specific use of the web for linguistic pur-
poses is restriction by language. For most search engines results
can be limited to one of over 40 languages, ranging from Arabic
to Vietnamese, including Esperanto and Belarusian (see Google
advanced search: online). This may not be however enough to
boost the quality of the results, especially in the case of English,
which is used by many non native speakers on the web. A differ-
ent, and perhaps more useful, option is the provenance utility re-
cently implemented by Google under the main query box: 
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Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.11.

While «the rough and ready regionally differentiated Google
advanced mode search» has already started to provide the basis
for research on change and variation in present-day English, as
can be seen in studies by Christian Mair (2007: 233-247), the use-
fulness of domain restriction is not limited to national/regional
domains. Also very useful is for instance searching only within
academic domains in English speaking countries (such as .ac.uk
and .edu), or within well known portals for the distribution of sci-
entific journals, as an indirect way to control register. Thus in the
search for «site of onset» and «onset site» carried out in the pre-
vious paragraph, further domain restriction to Elsevier, a well
known portal for scientific publications, would have immediately



explore. This is particularly useful, for instance, when testing
longer stretches of a text, or patterns, for evidence of attested us-
age. See what happens with the following translation of a medical
text from Italian into English: 

La frequenza del carcinoma a cellule squamose della mucosa orale
è in rapido aumento; inoltre, il suo comportamento clinico è difficil-
mente prevedibile basandosi solo sui classici parametri istologici9.

The apparently straightforward opening sentence of the
source text poses some problems which cannot be solved only by
reference to a specialized dictionary, and would rather benefit
from access to a specialized corpus. The first clause, for instance,
can be literally translated as «The frequency of squamous cell oral
cancer is rapidly increasing», but a translator may have doubts re-
lating to the phraseology. Do people really say that «the frequen-
cy of something is increasing»? Would people say this when talk-
ing about cancer?

To test this using the web as a corpus, the first step is to see
whether the search string “The frequency of * is increasing” finds
any matches. Almost 50,000 matches for such a long string seem
indeed to be encouraging results, though it would be useful to re-
fine the query by adding the word «cancer», to boost relevance,
and by selecting known sites, e.g. ac.uk sites, for reliability. The
new results seem to be only partially confirmatory: 9,000 hits for
the search string cancer “The frequency of * is increasing” seem
to suggest that the pattern is used in pages also containing the
word cancer, but domain restriction to British academic sites 
results in a dramatic fall in the number of matches, whereas 
American academic sites still seem to provide evidence of attest-
ed usage: 

cancer “The frequency of * is increasing” site: .ac.uk (4 matches)
cancer “The frequency of * is increasing” site: .edu (561 matches)

A further checking procedure is to change the position of the
word «cancer» in the string, allowing for one word preceding it, giv-
en the high probability of cancer being referred to as a specific form
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confirmed the unappropriateness of «onset site» (only one hit fea-
turing, again, «onset, site» rather than «onset site»): 
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Fig. 2.12.

The alternative search for «site of onset» based on similar cri-
teria produces 8 matches, all to be considered relevant and reli-
able because of the co-occurrence with cancer and of the «con-
trolled» provenance of the results.

3.4.2. Wildcards Another meaningful option that can be exploit-
ed from a linguistic perspective is the search for an unspecified
word in a certain position within a phrase. The unspecified word is
represented by an asterisk «*», otherwise called a wildcard, in the
search string. Unfortunately this option, referred to as «fill in the
blank» in the advanced search tips provided by Google, is not ful-
ly supported by most search engines, including Google itself. Typ-
ically, one wildcard in the string should match one word only, so
that multiple asterisks could be used as a sort of «proximity» search
option. Google however has recently changed the processing so
that one single asterisk does not necessarily match a single word.
Despite lack of precision, however, the use of wildcards can be
helpful not only for such tasks as checking phraseology and idioms
(e.g. «a little neglect may * mischief» could be the string to submit
to elicit «breed» if one is not certain about the last but one word),
but also for highlighting areas of co-text which users may wish to



terms of domain, one can thus turn the web into a useful reservoir
of attested usage for longer stretches of text and patterns.

4. Query complexity: web search from a corpus perspective

As the examples provided have hopefully shown, mastering the
advanced search options offered by most search engines can real-
ly contribute to making the «webscape» a less anarchic and less
inhospitable space for linguistic research. There seems in fact to
be evidence that, in spite of its limitations, the web can be con-
sidered as a reliable source of quantitative and qualitative evi-
dence of usage, provided that a few cautionary procedures are
adopted in submitting the query and interpreting the results.

It remains doubtful, however, whether as web searchers lin-
guists have actually learnt how to profit from the opportunities of-
fered by more complex queries to enhance the relevance and re-
liability of their results. While at a theoretical level the World
Wide Web has turned the search into a pervasive paradigm in our
society, a «universally understood method of navigating our in-
formation universe» (Battelle 2005: 4), it seems that, at a more
practical level, search by most Internet users – and linguists may
be no exception – is still extremely naïve. Underestimating the
role played by the query is to reduce the possibility of success. As
Battelle suggests, «the query is the loadstone of search, the runes
we toss in our ongoing pursuit of the perfect results» (2005: 27).
And to the linguist the query can really be the place where the
practice of web search and the linguist’s theoretical approach to
the web as a corpus can fruitfully interact.

The practical use that can be made of search engines’ ad-
vanced options for linguistic purposes has been illustrated in the
previous pages. A further step can now be taken by revising the
role and meaning which web search can play from a linguistic per-
spective. Originally designed to enhance the power of search en-
gines from the point of view of information retrieval, most options
can in fact be seen as performing specific tasks that can be inter-
preted from the point of view of corpus linguistics. Even the very
basic act of searching the web for a single word can be regarded
as the instantaneous creation of a temporary finite subcorpus out
of the virtually endless and incommensurable web-corpus. Push-
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Similarly one could try to solve problems in the rest of the pas-
sage by checking other phrases for attestation of usage, such as
«clinical behaviour», also testing its co-occurrence with the verb
«predict» and «only on the basis of * parameters», along with a
test for the phrase «histological parameters», and so on. By shift-
ing a wildcard back and forth within the search string, by includ-
ing and excluding dubious items, and by refining the query in
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Fig. 2.13.

(breast cancer, lung cancer, etc.). The 3680 matches for the string
“the frequency of * cancer is increasing” would seem again a con-
firmatory result, but restriction to pages from .ac.uk and .edu sites,
as well as to reliable sources such as portals for the distribution of
scientific publications (e.g. Elsevier or Pubmed) provides only 2
hits in both cases, which seems to suggest the opportunity of new
checking procedures.

At this stage one could for instance test the pattern for an al-
ternative to either frequency or increasing. A search for the string
“The * of * cancer is increasing”, for instance, seems to suggest
«incidence» as an alternative for frequency.

In fact “The incidence of * cancer is increasing” finds 22,900
hits in the whole web, 111 in sites ac.uk and 61 hits from one of
the specific reliable websites (site: .pubmedcentral). This finally
suggests that «The incidence of oral squamous cell cancer is in-
creasing» as a suitable opening sentence for the target text.



A user, driven by an information need, constructs a query in
some query language. The query is submitted to a system that se-
lects from a collection of documents (corpus) those documents
that match the query as indicated by certain matching rules. A
query refinement process might then be used to create new
queries. When this classic model is adapted for the web the
matching rules are provided by a search engine.

As Broder’s model makes clear, the starting point is always an in-
formation need, which is generally associated with some task to be
performed, and this need is verbalized and translated into a query
posed to a search engine. By way of example, this basic algorithm
will be now used to represent the procedure previously adopted to
perform a specific task, i.e. the evaluation of translation candidates
for the phrase «paesaggi aspri». In this case the user started from a
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ing to the extreme Stubbs’ idea that each single word or phrase
«creates a mini-world or universe of discourse» (Stubbs 2001: 7),
it can be argued that searching a word can be compared to the
first step in corpus creation. It is as if, albeit only for a few mo-
ments, our virtually endless corpus, the web, complies with finite
size, one of the fundamental criteria of corpus design. It will seem
now obvious, for instance, how the search for the word «ecotur-
ismo» would create a temporary virtual subcorpus from the web,
all made up of texts written in Italian, someway or other relating
to ecotourism. By contrast a search for the word «cancro» would
not necessarily be as precise, and would in fact create a corpus of
pages in Italian dealing with both the terrible disease and the zo-
diac sign. One should resort to the NOT operator (a minus sign
«–» in Google query syntax) to refine the query by excluding ref-
erences either to the horoscope (e.g. cancer –horoscope) or to the
disease (e.g. cancer – patients – disease – treatment). Thus, while
a search for a single word can be compared to the creation of a
sort of sub-corpus, the search for two words (or more) can be read
in terms of co-occurrence and contributes to the creation of a co-
text for each search item. Similarly, the search for phrases, com-
bined with the use of wildcards, can represent the search for col-
locates or patterns. Finally, language and domain restriction can
indirectly be read in terms of constraints at the level of register or
geographical variation. As highlighted in some of the examples
provided so far, it is only by progressively refining the query to-
wards greater complexity that linguists can contribute to improve
the quality of the results. It is therefore on the process of refining
the query that our attention can now be focussed.

The search for linguistic information from the web can be seen
as a specific case of information retrieval. In this specific case the
user’s information need is related to language only and not rele-
vant to the other activities which can be performed on the web,
such as navigation and transaction. Thus the process involved in
the creation of a complex query by the linguist can well be repre-
sented by the basic model for information retrieval as adapted for
the web by Broder (2002: 4).

According to the basic model used in many standard informa-
tion retrieval reference textbooks (e.g. Van Rijsbergen 1979) Infor-
mation Retrieval can be represented as shown in figs 2.14 and 2.15:
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Fig. 2.14. The classic model for Information Retieval (Broder 2002).

Fig. 2.15. The classic model for IR, augmented for the web (Broder 2002).



Here are the first five results out of the 556 retrieved for this
search string.
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working hypothesis, in the form of a number of translation candi-
dates, which in the query language of the search engine were ex-
pressed by the use of double quotes (“harsh landscapes”, “hard
landscapes”) and so on. The query was submitted to the web/cor-
pus and produced a different number of matches for each phrase.
The user then proceeded to a refinement of the query by suggesting
a co-occurrence with travel OR tourism and by restricting the
search to .uk only sites, which got sharply different results for each
phrase, thus giving indication of potentially more reliable transla-
tion candidates. A similar procedure was used to test «onset site» as
a translation candidate for «sede di insorgenza» in the context of
«cancer».

A less obvious use of query refinement can be aimed at devis-
ing complex queries capable of eliciting answers to a specific lin-
guistic problem from the web as a corpus. Starting again from the
already discussed example of «paesaggi aspri», we can see how a
very interesting collocate for landscapes, as a translation candi-
date for «aspri», could be elicited by means of a single complex
query that translates the linguist’s need into the language of ordi-
nary search engines.

In the case of «paesaggi aspri», the phrase was taken a tourism
website dedicated to Sardinia10. The first step to be taken is there-
fore to recreate the context for this phrase in the search string, by
asking the web search engine to give back pages containing the
words travel or tourism (travel OR tourism). Then we can go on
assuming «landscapes» as a prima facie translation for «paesaggi»:
since our translation problem relates to the search of a collocate
for landscapes in the English language, the search string will in-
clude the phrase “* landscape” (with a wildcard in the place of
the adjective). Finally, given that the source text is about Sardinia,
the query will search for pages also containing the words Sardinia
OR Sardegna. A further step is to filter out linguistically unreli-
able pages by selecting only pages registered as .uk, which are
more likely than others written by native speakers. The resulting
search string is the following: 

travel OR tourism “* landscapes” Sardinia OR Sardegna site: .uk
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Fig. 2.16.

A quick glance at the results reveals a very interesting collocate
for landscape in the phrase «rugged landscapes», which is a good
translation equivalent for the source text’s «paesaggi aspri», and
a stunning result for more than one reason. Firstly «rugged» is a
very appropriate adjective in this context and it is one that would
not come naturally to the mind of a non-native speaker; evidence
for this can be sought for again from the web by checking the fre-
quency of «rugged landscapes» or «rugged scenery» in .it sites: 

“rugged scenery” + tourism site: .it (7 matches)
“rugged landscapes” + tourism site: .it (4 matches)

Secondly, this specific case has also provided interesting re-
sults in terms of reproducibility. By submitting the same search
string to a search engine twice more at a year interval similar re-
sults have been found, which seem to reinforce the idea that
«rugged» is an adjective typically used by English native speakers



source of linguistic information, which can be seen as only partially
connected with the corpus linguistics approach as a whole. «Google
linguistics», or rather «Googleology», as Kilgarriff has recently
dubbed the practice of using web search engines for linguistic pur-
poses, still remains «bad science» (2007). For specific corpus lin-
guistics oriented tasks the web is an unsuitable and inhospitable
corpus, if accessed through ordinary search engines only. To exploit
its potential, the best thing to do is to turn to linguistically oriented
tools, as we will do ourselves in the following chapters.

Conclusion

The issues discussed and the examples reported in this chapter sug-
gest that the web can be used as a «quick-and-dirty» source of lin-
guistic information, at least for specific tasks, provided that one is
well-equipped to face the challenge posed by the web’s «anarchy»,
and by the limits of ordinary search engines. It is indeed of crucial
importance, when accessing the web as a corpus via ordinary search
engines, that cautionary procedures are adopted not only in inter-
preting the results, but also in submitting the query. The complex
query thus becomes the place where the corpus linguistics approach
– as a way to conceive of language and not only as a method for in-
vestigating it – and the common practice of web search can signifi-
cantly interact. It could be argued that it is by virtue of such inter-
action, and not so much in its own right, that the web can claim a
status as a corpus despite so many obvious shortcomings.

Note
1 Particularly for Machine Translation, Word Sense Disambiguation,

Prepositional Phrase Attachment, the idea of using large text collections as an
alternative (or complement) to sophisticated algorithms has become increas-
ingly popular. A pioneer study by Grefenstette tested the possibility of using the
web as a corpus to improve the performance of example-based machine trans-
lation and set up a model for further research (Grefenstette 1999). More re-
cently, studies by Keller and Lapata have found a high correlation between the
number of page hits found by a search engine (web frequency) for a given group
of words and the frequency of the same group in a standard reference corpus
like the BNC, as well as between web frequency and human plausibility judg-
ments. This supports the hypothesis that web frequency can be used as a base-
line for many Natural Language Processing tasks including machine translation

in a description of the Sardinian landscape somehow connected
with tourism discourse. It is worth pointing out that the results
obtained in subsequent searches for the same string all feature
«rugged landscapes» among the results ranked higher by the
search engine, but these are by no means in the same web pages.
In fig. 2.17 are the results from a more recent search (September
2007), where, apart from a couple of irrelevant results (Cuba and
Costa del Sol), Sardinian landscapes are almost invariably re-
ferred to as «rugged» and «mountainous», especially in the phrase
«mounatainous rugged landscapes»:
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Comparable results were obtained by submitting the same
query to another search engine (www.alltheweb.com): 

This seems to provide evidence of the fact that, in English,
when thinking of the Sardinian landscapes one of the adjectives
most likely to come to the speaker’s mind is «rugged». While it is
obvious that replicating the same search at fixed interval (or us-
ing different engines) is a dubious way to claim standards of «re-
producibility» and «verifiability» for research carried on the web
as corpus, the value of such results in term of a confirmation of
the methodology adopted cannot be altogether dismissed.

The examples reported still represent however a very limited use
of the web for corpus research, and should rather be seen as special
cases representing the many opportunities offered by the web as a

Fig. 2.17.



Chapter III

Webcorp: the Web as Corpus

Introduction

This chapter introduces WebCorp, one of the tools devised to
make the web more useful for linguistic research. Thanks to a lin-
guist-friendly user interface, WebCorp makes it easier to formu-
late linguistically useful queries to search engines (Lüdeling et al.
2007: 16) and returns results which are already tailored for lin-
guistic analysis. Despite some limitations, depending primarily on
the system’s exclusive reliance on ordinary search engines and a
rather limited storage/processing performance, WebCorp has al-
ready proved an excellent tool to obtain data for linguistic pur-
poses, especially in a teaching context (Kübler 2003), and in the
context of research on neologisms, rare or obsolete terms, and
phrasal creativity (Renouf et al. 2007).

Section 1 and 2 provide background information on the tool
and briefly comment on its technical features. Section 3 reports
classroom activities based on the use of WebCorp that show how
the tool can be used not only to obtain information otherwise re-
quiring longer and more complex research activities, but also to of-
fer students thought-provoking data to prompt classroom discus-
sion and shift their attention from language to society and culture.

1. Beyond ordinary search engines

Ordinary search engines provide immediate but admittedly limited
access to the enormous potential of the web as a ready-made cor-
pus, and it is precisely such limitations that have prompted increas-
ing interest in the development of specific tools and methods aimed
at making the web a more hospitable place for linguistic research. A

candidate selection, spelling correction, adjective ordering, article generation,
noun-compound bracketing, noun compound interpretation, countability de-
tection and prepositional phrase attachment (Keller-Lapata 2003; Lapata-Keller
2004). Research by Nakov and Hearst has confirmed encouraging results, with
particular reference to the use of web counts for noun-compound bracketing
and interpretation (Nakov and Hearst 2005b).

2 According to Broder (2002) an «informational» need can be defined as the
search for information assumed to be available on the web in a static form, so that
no further interaction is predicted except reading. A «navigational» need is rep-
resented by the attempt to a reach a particular site that the user has in mind – ei-
ther because it has been already visited or because the user assumes that such a
site exists. A «transactional» need is the search for a site where further interaction
(e.g booking a hotel or buying a book or downloading a file) can take place.

3 For a simple overview of how search engines work see Hock 2007. A sim-
ple and detailed account of the way Google works can be also found in Bergh
(2005: 29-34).

4 When not otherwise stated, all Google searches where carried out in Sep-
tember 2007.

5 These data are based on research carried out in May 2005.
6 Tasks of this kind are common in Natural Language Processing (NLP)

where web texts have started playing a major role to improve automatic parsing
by offering data which may help the decisional process. Two typical examples
are noun compound bracketing and prepositional phrase attachment (Volk
2002; Calvo and Gelbukh 2003; Nakov-Hearst 2005b).

7 For further details on this topic see also the thread Problems with Google
Counts in «Corpora List» (2005)

8 Again, this is a typical NLP task using the web as corpus. One of the pio-
neer studies on the web as a corpus was in fact a study by Grefenstette who first
used the web to improve the performance of example-based Machine Transla-
tion (Grefenstette 1999). His case study was based on the evaluation of transla-
tion candidates for the French compound groupe de travail into English. Start-
ing from five translations of the word groupe and three translations for the word
travail into English fifteen potential candidates for the translation of the com-
pound were hypothesized. Only one, however, proved to have high corpus fre-
quency (i.e. work group) both in a standard reference corpus and in the web,
and this was therefore taken as the best translation candidate.

9 The author wishes to thank Dr. Lucio Milillo for allowing her to quote
from his Ph.D. thesis in Clinical Dentistry: L. Milillo, Il ruolo della laminina-5
nel carcinoma orale: diagnosi, patogenesi, terapia, Tesi di Dottorato di Ricerca In-
ternazionale Multicentrico, Università di Bari, A.A. 2003-2004

10 http://www.marenostrum.it/turismo-vacanze-sardegna/concerti-sarde-
gna.html.
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only the output format, so that the result page of an ordinary search
engine like Altavista or Google is transformed into a concordance
table that can be immediately used to explore web data from a cor-
pus linguistics perspective as in the table reported below: 

Tab. 3.1. A sample from Webcorp concordances for «landscape»

ac.uk/ Sapling: architecture, planning landscape information gateway Web sites are
For larger scale site planning landscape architects also use geographic 

nformation
capable of altering the political landscape . The voting system broke down

significant changes in the political landscape appears to have little direct
Includes prehistoric and pre-Hispanic landscape design. ENVI SB477 M6 K57

Such a result is achieved through the simple architecture rep-
resented in fig. 3.2.

As the graph clearly shows, the starting point is the WebCorp
user interface, which receives the request for linguistic informa-
tion. The linguist’s query is then converted into a format accept-
able to the selected search engine, which finds the term through
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number of projects facing the challenge posed by the anarchism of
the web and by the limits of search engines as a gateway to linguis-
tic information on the other are thus in progress. Such projects in-
terpret in different ways the umbrella phrase «web as/for corpus»,
depending on the kind of access they provide to web data, the de-
gree of dependence on existing commercial search engines, the sta-
bility and verifiability of results, and the flexibility and variety of the
linguistically-oriented processing options offered. In this context, a
useful distinction has more specifically been drawn between those
tools which work as «intermediaries» between the linguists’ needs
and the information retrieval services already available on the web
(pre-/post-processing systems), and tools which try to dispense
with ordinary search engines completely, by autonomously crawl-
ing the web in order to build and index their own corpora (Lüdel-
ing et al. 2007: 16). One of the most remarkable achievements in the
former category is WebCorp (Kehoe and Renouf 2002), to which
the present chapter is specifically devoted1.

2. WebCorp: using the web as a corpus

Designed by the Research and Development Unit of English Stud-
ies (formerly at the University of Liverpool, now at the University
of Birmingham) and available as a free service on the Internet, the
WebCorp project (www.webcorp.org.uk) was established in the
late ‘90s  «to test the hypothesis that the web could be used as a large
‘corpus’ of text for linguistic study» (Morley 2006: 283). Today it
is perhaps the most famous web concordancer, i.e. a suite of tools
which provides contextualized examples of language usage from
the web in a form tailored for linguistic analysis.

Searching a word or phrase using WebCorp is not in principle
different from searching the web through an ordinary search en-
gine, and the system’s user interface is in fact very similar to the
interfaces provided by standard web search tools. (Fig. 3.1.)

Strikingly different, however, is the format of the result page,
which is presented to the user in the so-called Key-Word-In-Con-
text (KWiC) format familiar to linguists, with the chosen word
aligned and highlighted as «node word» within a context of be-
tween 1 and 50 words to the left and to the right. Neither the con-
tent of the web nor the search engine functions are modified, but
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Fig. 3.1. WebCorp user interface.
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Fig. 3.2. Diagram of current WebCorp architecture (Renouf et al. 2007).

its index and provides a URL for the relevant text. The system
temporarily downloads the text, extracts the search term and the
appropriate linguistic context, collates it, and presents it to the
user in the desired format (Renouf 2003; Renouf et al. 2005).

WebCorp can thus be seen as doing no more than adding «a
layer of refinement to standard web search» (Kehoe and Renouf
2002), by framing some of the advanced options of commercial
search engines into a new linguist-friendly environment, pre-pro-
cessing the user’s query before it is submitted to the search en-
gine, and finally post-processing the results. The advantage of
WebCorp lies therefore in the possibility it offers for a deeper lin-
guistically-oriented exploitation of ordinary web search, which
becomes particularly evident when turning to the system’s Ad-
vanced Search Option interface. (Fig. 3.3.)

While some of the system’s options clearly match the corre-
sponding options offered by ordinary search engines (e.g. domain
restriction, directory search), it is evident how WebCorp «makes
it easier for linguists to formulate linguistically useful queries to
search engines» (Lüdeling 2007: 16). Thanks to specific pre-pro-
cessing functionalities the linguist’s requests are in fact translated
into complex queries (e.g. the search for a pattern is translated in-
to a query containing wildcards), while post-processing function-
alities of specific interest to linguists (e.g. KWiC format, compu-
tation of collocates, exclusion of stopwords, case sensitiveness) Fig. 3.3. WebCorp Advanced Search Option Interface.



which is required to meet the needs of its prospective users (Re-
nouf et al. 2005), especially in the case of simultaneous use by
more people, a condition which is to be considered a default for
online tools. Finally, as a system subject to the technology of com-
mercial search engines, WebCorp also suffers from typical limita-
tions of web search such as ranking according to algorithms which
the user cannot control; presence of duplicates in results, which
need to be discarded manually; unreliable word count statistics;
limited and/or inconsistent support for wildcard search.

Notwithstanding the above limitations, the WebCorp system
has already proved an excellent tool to process web data for lin-
guistic analysis, especially in the teaching context, where its user-
friendliness and ease of access have made it a valuable resource
from the start (Kübler 2004). Moreover, specific case studies con-
cerning neologisms and coinages, rare or possibly obsolete terms
and constructions, as well as phrasal variability and creativity,
have also shown that in many cases the web can be a unique
source of linguistic information which a tool like WebCorp can
exploit to the full (Renouf et al. 2005; 2007).

By way of example an analysis of linguistic information ob-
tained through classroom activities is reported below to demon-
strate how using the web as a ready-made corpus through Web-
corp can immediately improve students’ language awareness, and
also provide the basis for further explorations.

3. WebCorp in the classroom: the case of English 
for tourism

In recent years increasing emphasis has been placed on corpus lin-
guistics approaches to language teaching, especially with refer-
ence to translation and LSP discourse (Tognini Bonelli 2001;
Bowker-Pearson 2002; Laviosa 2002; Zanettin et al. 2003; Sinclair
2004). Drawing on such seminal notions as «data-driven learn-
ing» and «discovery learning» (Johns 1991; Bernardini 2002), it
can be argued that also using the web as a ready-made corpus
through a simple tool like WebCorp can result in an extremely re-
warding learning experience, which can be easily reproduced out-
side the classroom context.
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transform the results into data similar to data obtained through a
concordancer from conventional off-line corpora.

It is certainly beyond the scope of the present work to go into
further technical details and to survey all the options offered by
WebCorp – information that can be easily obtained from the
tool’s guide and in the growing body of research articles pub-
lished in the past few years2. By way of example, here is a short list
of its most important features, based on recent publications de-
scribing the system (Renouf et. al 2005; Morley 2006; Renouf et
al. 2007). Key features include: 

– the possibility of preselecting a site domain as an indirect way to
specify language variety;

– a choice of 4 newspaper site groups (UK broadsheet, UK tabloid,
French news, US news), to allow specification of register;

– a choice of textual domain based on the Open Directory cate-
gorisation, to control language register and probable topic range;

– a selection of data-subset according to last date of modification;
– restriction of the number of instances of an item to one per site,

to avoid domination and skewing of results by one author or source;
– concordance filtering, so that the user can control which con-

cordance lines will be processed by removing irrelevant concordances
or duplicates;

– sorting left and right co-text;
– keyword extraction;
– removal of non-linguistic content, such as URLs, isolated hyper-

links, e-mail addresses and other distracters;
– use of a word filter, to improve recall or precision in search re-

sults, by allowing or suppressing particular words occurring in the
same text as the main search term.

Despite such an extensive range of functions, WebCorp is
nonetheless also characterized by some limitations. While ordi-
nary search engines are able to process millions of search string
matches, WebCorp is limited to treating results from a limited
number of pages for reasons of processing speed (Bergh 2005:
28). This means that the proportion of potentially relevant web
texts that is actually searched can be too low, and that recall can
accordingly be rather poor (Renouf et al. 2007: 57). Moreover the
system lacks the degree of processing and storage performance
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Google were not particularly encouraging, pointing instead to the
shortcomings of the web as such for linguistic purposes: 
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The following pages report classroom activities carried out with
undergraduate students of English for Tourism in the A.Y. 2004-
5 at the University of Bari. Although largely dependent on the
teaching context, the choice of language for tourism proved a good
starting point for more than one reason. This variety seems indeed
to be one of the fields of enquiry where the web can be profitably
used as a corpus – or where, at least, its uses as a corpus can be eas-
ily tested. The tourism industry has actually been a leader in the
field of e-commerce for several years (Werthner – Klein 1999), with
figures constantly on the increase, so that many acts of communi-
cation and economic transactions take place over the Internet. This
suggests that the language of tourism available on the web can be
considered reasonably «representative» for this specific domain.

3.1. From «scenery» to «some of the most spectacular
scenery»: exploring collocation and colligation

This case study starts from an investigation of the collocational pro-
file of the word «scenery» in the context of tourism discourse. To
help the students appreciate the specific kind of linguistic evidence
offered by WebCorp in this case, the warming-up phase for the ac-
tivity consisted in the analysis of information on the word «scenery»
derived from dictionaries with which the students were already fa-
miliar, such as the Oxford English Dictionaryand the Collins Cobuild
English Dictionary. Students observed that dictionary definitions
perfectly explain the meaning of the word but provide limited in-
formation in terms of usage, even though, as a corpus-based dictio-
nary, the Collins Cobuild suggests some typical phraseology and
common collocates. Then the students were introduced to some ba-
sic corpus linguistics principles, before being shown the collocates
for «scenery» provided by the Oxford Collocations Dictionary.

After commenting on the list of collocates provided by the dic-
tionary, students were invited to use WebCorp as an alternative or
complementary source of linguistic information. Before turning
specifically to the tool, however, they were given the opportunity to
consider what general information could be retrieved from the web
through ordinary search engines such as Google and Altavista. Even
using advanced search options and by specifying not only language
(English), but also provenance (UK) pages, and imposing co-oc-
currence with the words «travel OR tourism», results obtained from
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Fig. 3.4.

None of the results produced by the search engine in this case
seems to be relevant or particularly reliable, neither seemed the
information they provide any useful from a linguistic point of
view. Using a different engine did not result in better data. Here
are, for instance, the results obtained from a similar search
through Altavista: 

Fig. 3.5.



to provide a basis of manageable size for further considerations
on the linguistic behaviour of the word «scenery». The concor-
dance table is only a mouse-click away from the original web page,
since each node word is a hypertextual link to the page itself, and
reports such useful information as URL, date and even a link to a
word list for each page. This makes it very easy for students to
check the original webpage for relevance and reliability, and to
discard irrelevant/unreliable results. Finally, the concordances
produced can easily be re-sorted according to left/right co-text by
means of a special button at the end of the page, to provide evi-
dence of different patterns (See Appendix 1)

Beyond mere concordancing, however, the most important
property of WebCorp is the possibility of producing a colloca-
tional profile for the node word, which is reported immediately
after the concordance table. In this case it is crystal-clear to stu-
dents that in texts including the words «travel OR tourism», tak-
en – for the sake of greater, although by no means absolute, reli-
ability – only from .uk sites, the word «scenery» is often accom-
panied by such words as beautiful (23), spectacular (22), stunning
(19), breathtaking (13), dramatic (10), magnificent (7), as the
table below clearly shows: 
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Nonetheless it was evident that some of these pages could still
be appropriate candidates for inclusion in an ad hoc corpus made
up of web texts relating to tourism. To obtain relevant linguistic in-
formation concerning usage, however, it would have been neces-
sary to go through all the basic stages of corpus compilation (even
in the quick-and-dirty formula of Do-It-Yourself and disposable
corpora put forward in Zanettin 2002; Varantola 2003) in order to
explore the resulting corpus using specific tools. It is at this stage
that students were given the option of using the WebCorp system.

After considering the meaning of each option in the system’s
advanced search interface, the students submitted a query for the
word «scenery», also asking the system to return only pages in-
cluding the words «travel OR tourism» (word filter) and from .uk
sites (site domain). Here are the first few entries in the first page
of the WebCorp output: 
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Fig. 3.6. A sample from WebCorp output for «scenery».

As the reported sample shows, students were this time pre-
sented with results displayed in clear KWiC format. A number of
interesting collocates can be identified at a glance (e.g. fabulous,
superb, breathtaking...) while the number of matches (258) seem Fig. 3.7. Webcorp table of collocates for the word «scenery».



much students could learn by simply exploring the concordance
lines produced for this phrase (for which one would find only 20
occurrences in the BNC). With nearly 180 concordances out of
200 pages, WebCorp in fact provides in fact enough data for a re-
warding exploration. Here is an overview of the kind of linguistic
information retrieved for this phrase in classroom activities by the
students4: 

1. verbs most frequently accompanying the phrase «spectacu-
lar scenery» are «boast» (8) and «enjoy» (10), pointing to phrase-
ology of this kind: 

as well as boasting a spectacular scenery of coastal walks, towns, beaches
Boasting award-winning spectacular scenery and a rich historical heritage

beaches, unspoilt and
boasts some of the most spectacular scenery and few places can compare

out enjoying some of Devon’s spectacular scenery is now on offer to
earth and enjoy the most spectacular scenery ,breathtaking views, 

golden beaches, majestic
mention. In this area of spectacular scenery , you can enjoy walking, 

climbing

2. a «spectacular scenery» is something you appreciate best by
walking rather than by driving (walk* 12; driv* 4);

3. it relates both to the coastal areas (coast* 10, island 4, cliff 4,
beach 15, sand 3, sea*4), and to mountain or countryside areas
(rock* 3, mountain* 10, valley 4, lake 3, river 1, loch 3, park 4);

4. it has less to do with cities (0) than with towns (5) and vil-
lages (5)

5. it relates to a world of unspoilt natural life (wildlife 9, un-
spoilt 4, natur* 5)

6. it also comprises histor* (6) and heritage (5)
7. it evokes variety: varied (4), divers* (3)

This is obviously only a fraction of the insight into usage that
a detailed analysis of web concordances for «spectacular scenery»
yields. Information of this kind could be complemented with ex-
ploration of the colligational profile of this phrase, obtained again
with the help of the WebCorp system. By including function
words (or «stopwords») in the count of collocates, for instance,
the students could get a quite clear picture of what happens in the
immediate co-text of our phrase in terms of colligation: 
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These results were considered by students as immediately use-
ful, in so far as they provided them with a wide a range of adjec-
tives typically used in the description of scenery which they could
compare with data gained from introspection, and with the data
from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary previously considered.
As to the reliability of these results, it is even more striking to con-
sider the similarity that these data obtained from the web in a few
minutes through WebCorp bear with the results from the BNC
for the collocates of «scenery» in the subcorpus of Miscellaneous
writing3: 

Tab. 3.2. Collocates for scenery from the BNC and from WebCorp
output

BNC WebCorp

Adjectives in the immediate co-text Search for: «scenery» filter: 
(+5/-5 words) of «scenery» in the travel OR tourism domain: 
sub-corpus Miscellaneous .uk excluding stopwords

Beautiful Beautiful
Spectacular Spectacular
Dramatic Stunning
Breathtaking Coastal
Magnificent Breathtaking
Stunning Dramatic
Coastal Magnificent

This seems to suggest that however chaotic and anarchic, the
web can provide, at least in specific situations, linguistic evidence
which is comparable to evidence obtained from a conventional
reference corpus. This finding could enhance confidence about
the possibility of moving a further step towards the exploration of
the different modifiers accompanying the word scenery. When
for instance is «dramatic scenery» more suitable than «breathtak-
ing scenery» or «stunning scenery»? How are these phrases used
in the discourse of tourism? How can phraseology be further ex-
plored starting from such data?

Taking as an example «spectacular scenery», quite a common
phrase in the language of tourist promotion, it is easy to see how
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In this specific case, exploring colligation proved to be of cru-
cial importance. Unlike collocation, which students quite easily
understand and whose immediate utility they readily acknowledge,
colligation seemed in fact at first a less appealing concept to them.
As however it turned out, the table quickly produced using Web-
Corp could really help the students see to what extent lexis and
grammar constitute a unified whole, so that words and grammati-
cal structures tend to co-select each other, and this indirectly con-
tributed to their language competence in more general terms.

3.2. «Dramatic landscapes» and «paesaggi suggestivi»: 
from collocation to semantic preference and beyond

In this second example the starting point for the classroom activ-
ity was the comparison between the phrase «dramatic land-
scapes», a recurring phrase in English for tourism which is not al-
ways confidently used by learners, and the Italian phrase «pae-
saggi suggestivi». Both phrases are widely used, but none seems
to have a direct equivalent in the other language, since neither
«paesaggi drammatici» as an equivalent for «dramatic land-
scapes» nor «suggestive landscapes» as an equivalent for «pae-
saggi suggestivi» would sound as fluent to a native speaker. On in-
tuitive grounds, however, the hypothesis was put forward that the
two phrases could be used in similar contexts. It was therefore
one of the aims of the comparison to see if, and to what extent,
«dramatic landscapes» and «paesaggi suggestivi» could be con-
sidered as functionally equivalent.

As far as «dramatic landscapes» (for which one finds only 3 oc-
currences in the BNC) is concerned, the list of collocates pro-
duced by WebCorp seems to point to a marked preference for co-
occurrence with words relating to historical and cultural heritage,
such as «history», «architecture», «past», «ancient».

Here is an overview of further linguistic information retrieved
by students for this phrase exploring all the concordance lines
produced by the system: 

– the phrase «dramatic landscapes» is related both to nature
(nature 7, coast* 6, beach 5, mountain 9), and to culture and histo-
ry (history 10, culture 8, architectur* 6, heritage 5)
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With the help of this table the students could find out by them-
selves that: 

– the most frequent function word occurring to the left of
spectacular scenery is «most» (45), followed by «the» (29), and
then by «and» (20);

– «and» is twice as frequent in the immediate right co-text (R1
position) of «spectacular scenery» than in the left co-text (L1 po-
sition), which suggests a preference for the pattern «spectacular
scenery and X» rather than «X and spectacular scenery»;

– «spectacular scenery» is very often followed (and seldom
preceded) by «of» or «in», which are almost invariably followed
by place names;

– other fairly frequent words preceding «spectacular scenery»
are «through» and «with», pointing to such phrases as «through
spectacular scenery» and «with spectacular scenery;

– «spectacular scenery» is used frequently in the pattern «some
of the most spectacular scenery», as the table clearly shows when not
only the frequency of colligates but also their position is considered.
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Fig. 3.8. Table of collocates for «spectacular scenery» including stopwords.



tratturi che consentono di paesaggi suggestivi senza causare inquinamento 
ammirare atmosferico ed

da dove si possono ammirare paesaggi suggestivi e concedersi tranquille 
passeggiate. Vicino

Europa, che permette di ammirare paesaggi suggestivi come il lago di Bolsena
appuntamenti che consentiranno paesaggi suggestivi e incontaminati, di gustare 

di apprezzare invitanti

or the frequent use of the preposition «dai» with the meaning of
«with»: 

costa del mar Adriatico dai paesaggi suggestivi , per non dimenticare 
dell’entroterra raccontata

flora e fauna e dai paesaggi suggestivi . Più a Sud si trovano
una delle zone d’Italia dai paesaggi suggestivi che la rendono tra le

ed attraversa zone selvagge dai paesaggi suggestivi dove vivono, nella natura intatta
sabbiose, coste e litorali dai paesaggi suggestivi e dal mare cristallino ed

flora e fauna e dai paesaggi suggestivi . Più a Sud si trovano

On the basis of their analysis the students concluded that cer-
tain similarities, especially concerning semantic preference (e.g. a
tendency to co-occur with words relating to tradition, history and
heritage), could support a relation of equivalence between the
two phrases. Nonetheless the two items still displayed language-
specific phraseology which suggest only partial coincidence.
More specifically, the students noticed, «paesaggi suggestivi»
seems to cover a wider spectrum, including features more typi-
cally associated with the phrase «spectacular scenery» or «breath-
taking scenery». The task thus triggered further questions in the
students, who decided to compare/contrast the Italian «paesaggi
suggestivi» with such English phrases as «spectacular
scenery/landscapes», «breathtaking scenery/landscapes», «dra-
matic scenery/landscapes», via further WebCorp searches.

In more general terms, it could be pointed out that apart from
the learning outcomes outlined above, most students acknowl-
edged the benefits of direct exposure to a large number of in-
stances of authentic language use in a relatively short time, and in
a learning context which could be easily replicated at home. This
had indirectly resulted, in their opinion, in a feeling of greater fa-
miliarity with some aspects of this specific language variety. More-
over, as the students again acknowledged, the feeling of having
taken part in the process of retrieving data from the web, rather
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– it relates to a world of the past (ancient 6, past 5, old 2, re-
mote 2)

– it evokes variety and contrast (varied/variety 4, divers* 3,
combin* 4, blend 2, mix 2).

A similar analysis was then carried out on paesaggi suggestivi.
It is in fact an obvious, and valuable, consequence of WebCorp’s
dependence on ordinary search engines that concordances can be
produced for virtually any language available on the Internet.

Here are some of the data retrieved: 

– the verbs most frequently accompanying the phrase «pae-
saggi suggestivi» are offrire 12, regalare 4, ammirare 3;

– the phrase has a semantic preference for both nature (natu-
ra 8, coste 4, mare 8, monti 4, boschi 3, valli 2, vette 2) and histo-
ry (stor* 12, art* 5, tradizion* 4, memoria ?);

– «richness» is another recurring semantic area, since ricco/a di
and arricchire clearly emerge as recurring elements in the phraseolo-
gy of «paesaggi suggestivi», which seems to indirectly point to the
deep link between the undisputed wealth of historical and natural
heritage in Italy, and the appeal of its landscapes and scenery.

At the level of colligation, some patterns seemed to emerge
quite clearly. An interesting example is modalization through con-
sentire/potere in co-occurrence with ammirare/apprezzare: 
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Fig. 3.9.



but also indicative in more general terms of all that is crucial to
the holiday experience of the disabled. A key word in this respect
is obviously «needs», which actually ranks first in the list of col-
locates. Other words which significantly occur very often in the
immediate co-text of the phrase are «access/accessible», undeni-
ably a key concept in the discourse of mobility for people with dis-
abilities; and then «facilities»; «difficulties», «service/services»,
«special» and «group», all words which triggered students’ re-
flections concerning the actual experience of the people involved.
Interestingly, the second most frequent word immediately fol-
lowing «needs» is «information». It is indeed quite often the case
that a specific need for people with disabilities in general, and for
travellers/tourists with disabilities in particular, is obtaining pre-
cise information concerning facilities, options and services avail-
able in their holiday destination. Also significantly frequent in the
immediate co-text of the phrase is the word «improving», which
seems to point to a reality of work-in-progress in the field of ac-
cessible tourism.

As to the data revealed by a more detailed exploration of the
concordance lines, it is also worth mentioning the recurring rela-
tion established between disabled tourists and other categories of
citizens (elderly, older, senior unemployed, pensioners, working
mothers, small children). As shown by the language data these are
all people that share in some way or other the «special needs» of
disabled tourists: 

accessible for the older and disabled tourists . To give you a better
economic impact of senior and disabled tourists . Even that information was 

helpful
the area; the elderly and disabled tourists wanting to get the most

such as the unemployed, the disabled tourists , pensioners, etc. It appeared 
that

As to the colligational profile students noticed the occurrence
of prepositional phrases introduced by «for» in patterns such as
«access/information/service for disabled tourists», which repre-
sents «disabled tourists» mainly as beneficiaries/recipients rather
than actors. Also frequent was the occurrence of prepositional
phrases introduced by «of», almost invariably in phrases such as
«the needs of disabled tourists».
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than being simply presented with off-line concordances, had sig-
nificantly contributed to their involvement in the learning
process, and accordingly, to its actual results.

3.3. Not only scenery: the experience of tourists 
with disabilities

As seen in the examples reported so far, WebCorp definitely rep-
resents a step forward in the attempt of exploiting the web’s po-
tential for linguistic ends, in so far as it is capable of transforming
web data into an object amenable to analysis informed by the cor-
pus linguistics approach. In many cases the results provided are
however not only immediately useful but also, as has been argued,
«thought-provoking» (Bergh 2005: 38). This was the case of the
evidence provided by the concordance lines and collocational
profile produced to prompt classroom discussion on the specific
question of accessible tourism5.

The starting point was WebCorp’s collocational profile for the
phrase «disabled tourists», as a specific group of people within
the more general category of «disabled people»: 
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Fig. 3.10.

In this case, students could appreciate how the collocational
profile provides evidence which is not only linguistically relevant



Tourism that aims to attract tourists with disabilities from the major world markets
serve the market segment of tourists with disabilities . They operate basically in 

Cusco
for the niche market of tourists with disabilities , but his broadened market 

allowed

Thus, rather than providing the students only with answers,
the activity had again triggered more questions. Why this differ-
ence in the collocational profile of apparently equivalent terms?
What about issues of politically correct language in this field? Or,
more specifically, when do people refer to «tourist with disabili-
ties» and when is «disabled tourists» to be preferred? in which
context? under which pragmatic constraints? These questions
prompted further research by the students who, taking advantage
of all the options provided by the system, went on refining their
queries in an endless discovery journey.

Conclusion

The examples reported show that linguistic data obtained from
WebCorp are tailored enough to meet specific needs on the lin-
guist’s part, thus confirming the hypothesis that web data can be
a very useful resource for linguistic analysis. As a tool which re-
quires no specific computer skills, which is extremely flexible and
relatively quick in providing results, WebCorp proves particular-
ly good in prompting classroom discussion on specific lexical
items and in providing the starting point for data-driven and dis-
covery learning activities. Although not exhaustive, the informa-
tion obtained from web data in the context of the suggested class-
room activities, does seem indeed to provide evidence that using
WebCorp to produce quick ad hoc concordance lines can really
contribute to students’ awareness of specific language issues, and
constitute the basis for a rewarding learning experience which
they can easily repeat on their own.

In other respects, however, WebCorp remains a rather limit-
ed tool, which does no more than allow better exploitation of
commercial search engines without removing their intrinsic short-
comings. It is precisely out of awareness of such limitations and
«with an eye to the long-term sustainability of the WebCorp sys-
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Finally the data offered by the concordances also allowed
some considerations about semantic prosody, closely related to an
«unsatisfactory situation». This was made evident by a number of
phrases containing negatives, such as: 

unfriendly and discriminating disabled tourists . The experience of disabled 
against students

offered less than nothing for disabled tourists . But recently, our company 
worked

serious lack of information for disabled; tourists and that often disabled visitors
was still largely inaccessible to disabled tourists ,» Hendi told Al-Ahram Weekly.

«But
lack of information about where disabled tourists can visit, stay or eat

It is unavailable to the disabled tourists (inclined drifts, railways, stairs), 
The

In other cases, reference was simply to a situation of improve-
mente and/or work-in-progress: 

Scotland «can do more» for disabled tourists MP points finger No support
constantly improving its facilities  disabled tourists and many places of interest

for
project to improve access for disabled tourists . The Heart of England Tourist

aim to improve facilities for disabled tourists By Soteris Charalambous 
PLANS are

strides in improving access for disabled tourists , so there’s no reason to

Having analysed the data for «disabled tourists», students
were invited to consider the alternative «tourists with disabili-
ties», a phrase which, on the basis of corresponding «people with
disabilities», has a wide currency in the discourse of accessible
tourism. By examining the collocational profile of the corre-
sponding phrase «tourists with disabilities», they noticed that
apart from words such as accommodation, access, attract, inform
provide, co-occurring with comparable frequency in the immedi-
ate co-text of both «disabled tourists» and «tourists with disabil-
ities», the most interesting differences in the collocational profile
seemed to be related to the absence of other categories such as se-
nior citizens, families, elderly people, and to an increased fre-
quency of terms relating to the provision of services/holidays for
these travellers, no longer seen as members of a wider category
sharing similar problems, but rather as specific customers, i.e.
stakeholders in a specific economic activity: 
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Chapter IV

Bootcat: Building Corpora from the Web

Introduction

The present chapter introduces one of the most interesting tools
devised in the attempt at making the web more useful as a cor-
pus linguistics resource. Created as a suite of Perl programs
freely available for download and further developed as a web
service, BootCaT is a system capable of «bootstrapping», i.e.
creating virtually ex-nihilo, specialized corpora and term lists
from the web in a few minutes (Baroni and Bernardini 2004; Ba-
roni et al. 2006). Section 1 introduces the tool as the natural de-
velopment of the widespread practice of building Do-It-Your-
self, «quick-and-dirty», disposable corpora (Zanettin 2002;
Varantola 2003). Section 2 illustrates the compilation of a cor-
pus made up of medical English texts on a specific topic (ORAL
CANCER corpus), and discusses basic properties of the tool as
well as the usefulness of the results for translation purposes. Fi-
nally, Section 3 reports data obtained with the creation of a sec-
ond comparable corpus made up of Italian texts on the same
topic (CANCRO ORALE corpus), showing to what extent the
accessibility of the system and the relatively short time required
for corpus compilation, make it an extremely useful tool for
studies or tasks involving work with and across different lan-
guages. The examples reported in the present chapter, along
with previous studies testing the tool in translation training and
for terminology (Castagnoli 2006; Fantinuoli 2006) seem to pro-
vide evidence that the advantages of using BooCaT, especially in
the context of specialized translation, largely outweigh potential
limitations of the tool.

tem» (Renouf et al.: 58), that the Research and Development Unit
of English Studies team at the University of Birmingham has been
working in the past few years on the ambitious project of design-
ing and assembling an independent linguistically-tailored search
engine. Progress on this project can be followed at the following
address: www.webcorp.org.uk/webcorp_linguistic_search_engi-
ne.html

Note
1 Other renowned pre-/post-processing systems are KWiCFinder and We-

bKwic (Fletcher 2001) and the Linguist’s Search Engine (Elkiss and Resnik
2004).

2 The link «Publications» in WebCorp website is regularly updated with
new publications.

3 These results were obtained by accessing BNC through BYU-BNC inter-
face (http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc). See Appendix 2 for a complete list of BNC
results for this search.

4 See Appendix 1 for the complete output produced by WebCorp.
5 «Accessibile tourism» refers here to the specific market segment in the

tourism industry addressing the tourism needs of people with disabilities.
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the final result of such effort is meant to be a single-use corpus», as
is often the case with corpora created for a specific translation task,
and not for a wider research project.

When creating a corpus from the web for a specific task, lin-
guists generally query an ordinary search engine for a combina-
tion of search terms which are deemed relevant to the task at
hand. In this case they take advantage of the options offered by
the engine to focus the query, such as language or domain speci-
fication, selection of URLs, Boolean search, etc. (Pearson 2000;
Zanettin 2002), and download the texts to create a small highly
focused corpus to be explored with a concordancer. With Boot-
CaT, rather then having the linguist manually querying the web,
choosing relevant results to be included in the corpus, and final-
ly performing the necessary format changes and archiving proce-
dures, the whole process is automated by means of a suite of tools
performing all these tasks together in a few minutes. It could be
said, therefore, that the system has a bias towards customization,
in the sense that it is primarily conceived as a tool helping lan-
guage professionals build the corpus they need, whenever they
need and as quickly as possible. It is this intrinsic feature that has
perhaps suggested categorization of BootCaT under the label
«web as corpus shop» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 11) by its cre-
ators. Certainly this is a very interesting feature from the point of
view of its contribution to the changing face of corpus linguistics:
by making the creation of ad hoc temporary corpora an easily
achievable goal, BootCaT brings the reality of the web as a sort of
virtual multilingual multipurpose corpus on demand a bit closer.

2. WebBootCat and Medical English: the ORAL CANCER
corpus

Created by Baroni and Bernardini, BootCaT was born as a suite of
Perl programs freely available for download at the Scuola Superi-
ore di Lingue Moderne per Interpreti e Traduttori, University of
Bologna website (http://sslmit.unibo.it/~baroni/bootcat.html).
Despite extensive use for corpus creation, research on terminolo-
gy and to assist translation tasks (Baroni and Bernardini 2004; Ba-
roni and Ueyama. 2004; Sharoff 2006; Castagnoli 2006; Fantinuoli
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1. BootCaT: the web as corpus «shop»

While uses of the web as a corpus «surrogate» (Baroni and Bernar-
dini 2006: 10) through a pre/post-processing tool like WebCorp
undoubtedly represent a step forward in terms of exploitation of
the web’s potential from a corpus linguistics perspective, the sys-
tem still displays some limitations typical of tools which mainly
work on the output format of ordinary search engines and virtual-
ly download a temporary corpus for each searched item. It is there-
fore self-evident that using a tool like WebCorp to assist a language
professional in a specific task requiring constant reference to one
or more corpora becomes frustrating maybe when the task at hand
requires repeated searches for several items.

A remarkable achievement in the attempt at making the web
more useful as a corpus linguistics resource is BootCaT, which
keeps the advantages of speed, size and topicality typical of the web
while limiting some of its shortcomings. As its name promises, al-
luding to a well-known metaphor in the language of information
technology1, BootCaT is a suite of programs capable of creating
virtually ex-nihilo specialized corpora and term lists from the web
in a very short time. In its underlying «philosophy», the tool can be
seen as the natural development of the widespread practice of
building Do-It-Yourself, «quick-and-dirty» disposable corpora
(Zanettin 2002; Varantola 2003), i.e. corpora created ad hoc from
the web for a specific purpose, such as assisting a language profes-
sional in some translation task or in the compilation of a termino-
logical database. As the creators of BootCaT have observed, such
short-life corpora have indeed become basic resources for lan-
guage professionals who routinely work with specialized languages
(Baroni and Bernardini 2004). It is in fact often very difficult to find
ready-made resources for highly specialized domains, and the very
rate at which specific language domains grow, with new terms in-
troduced virtually on a daily basis, seem to make standard refer-
ence corpora useless tools for tasks which must definitely rely on
more focused and up-to-date text collections. On the other hand,
the compilation of a web-based corpus through manual queries
and downloads is notoriously an extremely time-consuming
process and time investment of this kind, Baroni and Bernardini
(2004) argue, is «particularly unjustified when the corpus which is
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In the present case study the compilation of a corpus on «oral
squamous cell cancer» started from the four terms «oral», «squa-
mous», «cell», and «cancer», which were used as seeds assuming
that each term could to some extent be considered as a keyword
for this specific domain: 
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2006), the tool was apparently not sufficiently user-friendly for
non-technical people, since installing and running the program re-
quired a little more than basic computer system skills. In 2006,
therefore, a new tool based on BootCaT was launched, WebBoot-
Cat, as «a web service for quickly producing corpora for specialist
areas, in any of a range of languages, from the web» (Baroni et al.
2006). Through a clear web-based user interface, now available
through the Sketch Engine website (www.sketchengine.co.uk),
WebBootCaT has made the procedure of compiling and down-
loading disposable corpora from the web a really simple task. With
the new web interface the user no longer needs to download or in-
stall any software, but rather uses the program which is installed on
a remote server. The same server also keeps a copy of the corpus
created by the user, which can be loaded into and analysed through
a specific corpus query tool, the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al.
2004), or downloaded in .txt format to one’s own personal com-
puter for analysis with other tools (e.g. Wordsmith Tools). In the
following pages, the procedure used to compile a corpus of med-
ical texts dealing with a specific disease («oral squamous cell can-
cer» or OSCC) is reported by way of example.

2.1. From «seeds» to corpus: the bootstrap process

The only thing WebBootCaT needs to start is a number of key
words which the linguist considers particularly likely to occur in
the specialized domain for which a corpus is going to be built. As
already noticed in the present study, any choice of words can in-
deed be seen as evocative of «a mini-world or universe of dis-
course», as Stubbs (2002: 7) reminds us, and this is probably what
triggered in the authors of the BootCaT system the idea that a
handful of words could be enough to create from scratch, i.e. to
bootstrap, a linguistic corpus focused on whatever domain re-
quired.

The words chosen to start the process are called «seeds» (Ba-
roni and Bernardini 2004) and are transformed by the system in-
to a set of automated queries submitted to an ordinary search en-
gine. The search engine then retrieves and downloads relevant
pages, post-processes them, and finally produces a corpus from
which a new word list is extracted containing new terms to be
used as seeds to build a larger corpus, and so forth.
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Fig. 4.1.

As the user interface of WebBootCaT shows, all the linguist has
to do is to key in the chosen seed terms, which are then randomly
combined by the system and turned into Google query strings. The
system automatically downloads as text (i.e. in .txt format) the top
pages returned for each query (ten by default), to make up the first
nucleus of the corpus. From this nucleus, a wordlist is created and
a list of keyword terms is extracted, by comparing the frequency of
occurrence of each word in the list with its frequency of occurrence
in a reference corpus2. The keywords extracted are then turned in-
to new seeds to be used in random combinations to build a larger
corpus via more automated queries. This recursive procedure can
be repeated several times, i.e. until the corpus reaches the desired
size, though, as the system’s creators suggest, two or three times is
generally enough (Baroni and Bernardini 2004).



In the case of dubious or suspect pages, checking for rele-
vance/reliability is quite easy because the original page is only one
mouse-click away, so the user can have a quick look at it before
deciding whether it should be included or excluded from the cor-
pus. This was the case, for instance, with a number of results from
the site http://cat.inist.fr which appeared at first non-convincing
since their relevance to the topic and reliability in terms of lan-
guage usage could not be easily guessed from the website address
alone. By simply clicking on the link, however, it turned out that
the address was that of a French portal for scientific information
(Institut de l’Information Scientifique et Technique) leading to a
specific journal article, which was both reliable and relevant, as
the following example clearly reveals: 
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A key feature of BootCaT is that, although mainly automated,
the process of corpus creation and term list extraction is clearly di-
vided into different phases, allowing the user to interact with the
system throughout the process. At each phase the user can in fact
control several important parameters, such as the number of
queries issued for each iteration, the number of seeds used in a sin-
gle query, the number of pages to be retrieved. It is also possible to
pre-view web pages that are going to be included in the corpus, and
so exclude undesired pages before they are further processed. The
latter is a particularly important option because it can really con-
tribute to enhancing the relevance/reliability of the pages which fi-
nally make up the corpus. As the sample reported below shows, in
the case of our ORAL CANCER corpus many of the pages select-
ed in the first run came from.org or.gov sites, with some.com sites
leading to web pages devoted to health information, and from por-
tals dedicated to specialized journals such as PubMed
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). These pages were considered as fairly re-
liable/relevant, while other pages required further inspection: 
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Fig. 4.2. A sample from the «Select URLs» page produced by WebBootCaT
in the first run.

Fig. 4.3.

Once suspect links have been checked for relevance/reliabili-
ty the process of corpus creation can start. It is not the purpose of
the present study to go into further technical detail concerning



The table above reports information relating to the first run.
The corpus compiled by the system can be downloaded or di-
rectly accessed through the Sketch Engine website. Clearly visible
is the «Extract keywords» option: by clicking on the link the user
is provided with a set of key terms that can be turned into new
seeds, if considered appropriate. Here is a sample of single-word
key terms extracted by the system from the provisional 78.000 to-
kens ORAL CANCER corpus after the first run: 
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the pre/post-processing work «going on behind the scenes». It is
perhaps useful, though, to consider at least the following key fea-
tures (Baroni et al. 2006): 

– the system uses the seeds to send a number of queries (ten by default)
to Google, each containing a randomly selected triple of the seed terms;

– each query returns up to 100 hits, the top ten of which are taken
by the system;

– the system also filters out very short (less than 5 kB) and very long
(over 2MB) web pages on the assumption that these rarely contain use-
ful samples of language;

– duplicate and near-duplicate web pages are deleted, while the re-
maining pages are further processed to filter out the so called boiler-
plate (HTML markup, javascript, navigation bars, etc.).

The decisive importance of the post-processing performed by
the system can hardly be overemphasized, and will be readily ac-
knowledged by anyone who has attempted to use the web as a cor-
pus either through ordinary search engines or through a simpler
tool like WebCorp. By filtering out duplicates and near duplicates
and by excluding pages which, on the basis of size alone, can be
assumed to contain little genuine text (Fletcher 2004b), the sys-
tem does perhaps more, if not better, than the linguist manually
can do, and all this in a shorter time. The result is a clean enough
text collection which comes to the user in a few minutes as a ba-
sis for the iterative process: 
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Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.5. A sample from the list of single-word terms from the provisional
78.000 token ORAL CANCER corpus.

As the sample clearly shows, there are almost no terms which
seem to be irrelevant or that could seriously impair the value of
results in the following phases. On the contrary, most terms seem
to be definitely relevant and suitable as new seed terms. Some
were nonetheless deselected before running the process a second
time, such as Roman numerals referring to stages of the disease,
and the name of a specific portal for life sciences and biomedical
bibliographic information.

With nearly one hundred new seeds, the system was ready to run
again and produce a second corpus of 238,000 tokens, obtained in
4 minutes. This in turn provided interesting new key terms:
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As the sample reported shows, key terms that were considered
irrelevant or that could falsify the results were again deselected be-
fore running the process for the third time. This was the case, for in-
stance, of such words as «study» or «abstract». While confirming
that the corpus included a fair number of reliable texts such as sci-
entific/academic articles, these terms were crossed out as no longer
necessary to boost reliability/relevance in the following phases.

Besides extracting single-word terms, BootCaT is also de-
signed for extracting multi-word terms. For the system’s purpos-
es multi-word terms are specifically defined by Baroni and
Bernardini (2004) as sequences of words that: 

– contain at least one of the terms extracted in the first phase;
– do not contain stop words; may contain connectors, (such as of,

of the, and... but never at the edges nor adjacent to each other;have
frequency above a certain threshold (dependent on length);

– cannot be part of longer multi-word terms orcontain shorter mul-
ti-word terms having similar frequency.

Here is a sample of the list of multi-word terms retrieved by
the system in its second run: 
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Fig. 4.7. A sample from the list of multi-word terms extracted from the pro-
visional 238.000 token ORAL CANCER corpus.

The multi-word terms extracted appear not only relevant to
the domain but also mostly well-formed, thus providing further
evidence of the system’s reliability. The list includes specific two-
or three-word terms such as «bone marrow», «skin cancer»,
«breast cancer», «cell lines», «blood cells» and «sentinel lymph
node» as well as easily recognizable collocations such as «risk fac-
tors» and clusters that point to distinct phraseology (as in the case
of «cancer has spread» or «cancer is found»).

As in the previous phase, some terms were excluded before
running the process again, for the third time, such as «et al.», an-
other clue of the presence of texts belonging to the specific genre
of the scientific article, «cancer Cancer» (an ill formed com-
pound), «stage II» (which could result in unnecessary focus on
one specific stage of the disease) and «Medical Rantal» (the name
of a blog). All the single- and the multi-word terms selected by the
user were then turned into new automated Google queries in or-
der to complete the process.

Using the procedure described, a corpus of 444,231 tokens
was built following a cyclical process, in three phases, taking less
than 10 minutes in all. This was considered a large enough corpus

Fig. 4.6. A sample from the list of single-word terms extracted from the pro-
visional 238.000 token ORAL CANCER corpus.



2.2. The ORAL CANCER corpus and translation practice

Having explored the process of corpus compilation using Web-
BootCaT, we can now see to what extent the data obtained con-
tribute to the solution of specific translation problems. To this
end, the corpus was downloaded in .txt format for analysis offline
with the Wordsmith Tools (Scott anno). It should be reminded
however, that the corpus could have been also explored online us-
ing the Sketch Engine, the corpus query tool installed on the
SketchEngine website, which currently hosts WebBootCaT.

The importance of using corpora for translation hardly needs
to be explained, and virtually any aspect of translation theory and
practice can benefit from the use corpora. More specifically, as far
as specialized translation is concerned, corpora can be extremely
useful for checking terms and collocations and identifying text-
type specific forms (Ohlan 2004: 172). It is with reference to such
tasks that our corpus was tested in the present work.

The basis for the case study was the translation of an Interna-
tional Ph.D. thesis in Clinical Dentistry3. Here is a sample passage
from the Italian text: 

Il carcinoma squamoso (SSC) presenta una tendenza all’infil-
trazione loco-regionale con l’interruzione della membrana basale e
l’invasione del tessuto stromale sottostante fino al raggiungimento
delle reti linfatiche ed ematiche.

In the excerpt reported above, some multi-word terms such as
«infiltrazione loco-regionale» «membrana basale», «tessuto stro-
male» e «reti linfatiche ed ematiche», seemed at first to pose trans-
lation problems which could not be solved only on the basis of in-
formation provided by medical bilingual dictionaries, or by the
many glossaries available on the Internet. A solution was there-
fore sought for in our ORAL CANCER corpus.

The first problem which reference to the corpus helped solve
rather quickly was related to the term «membrana basale». The
Italian adjective «basale» is generally translated as «basal» in Eng-
lish (Dizionario Medico Italiano-Inglese Inglese-Italiano Garzanti
1987; Multilingual Glossary of technical and popular medical term,
online). The bilingual dictionary also reports the term «basilem-
ma» for the compound «membrana basale». This suggests that the
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Evidence for the usefulness of data so quickly and easily ob-
tained from the web as a source of linguistic information is pro-
vided in the following paragraph.
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Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.8.

to allow a rewarding exploration of phraseology as samples from
the list of single and multi-word terms reported below suggest: 



Reference to the corpus was also helpful in the search for
translation equivalent for «tessuto stromale» and «reti linfatiche
ed ematiche», which resulted in translation with «stromal cells»
and«lymphatic and blood vessels», rather than «stromal tissue»
«lymphatic and blood networks» on the basis of corpus evidence.

Less straightforward was finding a solution for the problems
posed by «infiltrazione loco-regionale». The only instance of lo-
co-regional found in our corpus was in fact not enough to support
«loco-regional infiltration» as a translation candidate for «infil-
trazione loco-regionale», nor was significant evidence for a dif-
ferent wording provided by the concordance lines for «infiltra-
tion». Analysis of the immediate right co-text of both «regional»
and «local», however, highlighted the presence of words which
could be considered as synonyms of infiltration (such as «inva-
sion», «spread» and «metastasis»). The concordance of «local» in
particular seemed to suggest «local spread» and «local invasion»
as suitable translation candidates.

The English ORAL CANCER corpus was also used as a re-
source to improve the target text in more general terms. In the
opening sentence of the quoted paragraph, for instance, the Ital-
ian «presenta una tendenza» is a typical example of phraseology
which might lead the translator into the trap set up by false-
friends. The word «presents» displays in fact patterns of usage, in
our ORAL CANCER corpus, which only partially coincide with
the Italian «presenta».
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only translation candidates for the term «membrana basale» are
«basal membrane» and «basilemma». However, no instance of
«basilemma» was found in our ORAL CANCER corpus and, out
of the 146 occurrences for the word «basal», no instance was found
for «basal membrane», «basal» being mainly used as a modifier for
the word «cell», especially in «basal cell carcinoma» (see Appen-
dix 3). By looking instead at concordances for «membrane», our
corpus suggested «basement membrane» as a plausible equivalent
for «membrana basale», including the phrases «infiltrate/invade/
breaking through/spread through the basement membrane»,
which could all be considered as suitable equivalents for the Ital-
ian «con l’interruzione della membrane basale»: 
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Fig. 4.11. 

Fig. 4.10. A sample of concordances for «membrane» (L1-L2).

The very fact that such a large number of occurrences come
from a corpus meant to be domain-specific suggests that we are
faced in this case with specific terminology in the context of a spe-
cific topic. As to further evidence of attestation of usage, it was
very useful to double-check the bilingual dictionary, which actu-
ally reported «basement membrane» in the English into Italian
section, suggesting «membrane basale» as its Italian equivalent. It
could be argued therefore that useful information was already
there in traditional resources, but the translator could retrieve it
only via further research through a corpus.



evidence provided by our ORAL CANCER corpus could not be
taken for granted. Again, however, the corpus performed very well.
A search for «immunoistochem*» yielded in fact immediate evi-
dence of fair a number of occurrences (60), including «immuno-
histochemical staining» (11) which was then taken as a translation
candidate for «colorazione con immunoistochimica»: 
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Thus, on the basis of information obtained from our ORAL
CANCER corpus, a first draft translation was revised into a more
fluent and accurate target text: 

Source Text: 
Il carcinoma squamoso (SSC) presenta una tendenza all’infil-

trazione loco-regionale con l’interruzione della membrana basale e
l’invasione del tessuto stromale sottostante fino al raggiungimento
delle reti linfatiche ed ematiche.

Target Text 1 (draft)
Squamous cell cancer (SSC) presents a tendency to loco-regional

infiltration with the interruption of the basal membrane and invasion
of the underlying stromal tissue, until reaching the lymphatic and
blood networks.

Target Text 2 (revised)
Squamous cell cancer (SSC) has a tendency for local spread, break-

ing through the basement membrane and invading the underlying
stromal cells, thus reaching the lymphatic and blood vessels.

Referring to the corpus was also extremely useful to find equiv-
alents for specific terms pertaining to methods discussed in the
Ph.D under translation. The phrase «colorazione con immunois-
tochimica», for instance, occurring 7 times in the source text, could
be considered as highly specific terminology for which an equiva-
lent could not be found in common references such as dictionaries
and glossaries. As a term not necessary relating to the domain of
«oral cancer», finding an English equivalent for it on the basis of
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Fig. 4.13. 

Fig. 4.12. 

A solution was found therefore by exploring the left co-text of
the word «tendency». In this case evidence from the corpus sug-
gests «has» as a good translation equivalent for «presenta».

Elsewhere in the source text, the translator was faced with the
need to solve problems related to genre specific phraseology. This
is the case for instance of the sentence beginning with «Da una at-
tenta disamina della letteratura emerge...». Using the ORAL
CANCER corpus as a resource, a first draft literal and clumsy
translation with «From an attentive review of the literature...» was
in fact replaced with the plainer «Review of the literature indi-
cates...», thus resulting in a more fluent target text.

With no pretence at exhaustiveness, the examples reported seem
to suggest that our ORAL CANCER corpus proved more than use-
ful, both as a source of evidence of attested usage to test translation
candidates and to elicit solutions to translation problems. It goes
without saying, however, that what these examples aim to prove is
not the usefulness of corpus data for the solution of translation prob-
lems in general, which – as already suggested – hardly needs to be
demonstrated; they rather aim to test the «performance» of a corpus
quickly and easily obtained through the automated process de-
scribed in the first part of this chapter, whose real usefulness for a
specific translation task could not be taken a priori for granted.

3. Comparing corpora: «diagnos»* in English and Italian

To further assess the value of the corpora compiled using Web-
BootCat, a second comparable corpus on «oral squamous cell can-
cer», this time composed of Italian texts, was created following the



were compared. By way of example here are the first 45 content
words in each list (numbers to left and right refer to the position in
the frequency list and to the number of occurrences respectively):

7 cancer 4605 26 tumore 1014
16 may 1833 27 cellule 986
17 oral 1795 33 può 799
18 radiation 1746 35 trattamento 720
19 cell 1642 37 pazienti 684
20 treatment 1528 39 rischio 588
23 patients 1379 43 tumori 537
25 cells 1346 44 malattia 531
26 therapy 1289 46 cancro 512
27 lung 1247 47 terapia 505
28 carcinoma 1211 49 anni 483
33 can 1155 51 orale 472
53 surgery 705 52 casi 464
54 cancers 684 71 radioterapia 327
55 head 682 75 dolore 314
56 used 681 78 chirurgia 309
59 disease 646 79 tessuto 309
60 tumors 637 81 farmaci 304
65 lymph 539 82 tipo 302
66 use 539 83 caso 295
67 mouth 531 85 medico 292
71 blood 505 86 due 290
73 survival 497 89 prima 275
74 chemotherapy 494 90 lesioni 274
79 information 472 91 sintomi 270
81 body 458 96 fattori 256
84 clinical 452 98 linfonodi 247
86 should 446 100 possibile 242
88 nodes 441 102 collo 239
90 tobacco 422 106 modo 231
91 patient 417 107 cavo 230
94 called 415 108 grado 225
97 small 391 111 effetti 220
99 stage 390 112 tempo 220
100 type 389 113 chemioterapia 219
102 lesions 377 119 donne 205
103 tissue 370 120 sopravvivenza 203
106 common 365 121 test 202
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same criteria as those followed for the English ORAL CANCER cor-
pus. The two corpora were then used to explore phraseology in the
two languages. The basic idea was that the two data sets obtained
could provide a good basis for the creation of a glossary to be used
throughout a translation task similar to the one referred to in the pre-
vious paragraph, without requiring a prohibitive investment in time.

The Italian CANCRO ORALE corpus is a 260.460 token cor-
pus obtained using the words «cancro», «orale», «cellule» e
«squamose» as seed terms. It was compiled in four phases, going
through the same steps described for the creation of the English
corpus, including single-word and multi-word terms extraction. In
the process, many similarities between the two corpora emerged,
especially concerning key terms. If we compare, for instance, the
list of key terms automatically extracted by the system in the sec-
ond run of the process for the compilation of the English ORAL
CANCER corpus (see fig. 4.9, p. 112) and the list of key terms ex-
tracted in the second run of the process for the compilation of the
Italian corpus, similarities seem to be self-evident:
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Fig. 4.14. 

The similarities were confirmed at the end of the process when
wordlists obtained from the two corpora using the Wordsmith Tools



– diagnose (27)
– diagnoses (12)

By way of example, here is some insights into usage of the two
most frequent forms «diagnosis» and «diagnosed», as suggested
from an analysis of concordance lines. It goes without saying,
again, that it is not the purpose of this work to provide an ex-
haustive analysis of the data reported but rather to show how con-
sistent they are.

3.1.1. DIAGNOSIS In the ORAL CANCER corpus, the noun
«diagnosis»: 

– is often premodified by such words as definitive/delayed/dif-
ferential/definitive (L1): 
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111 effects 342 122 tumorali 199
112 smoking 341 124 meno 192
113 include 327 125 mammella 190
114 health 326 127 forma 186
115 medical 326 128 tessuti 186
117 node 323 129 numero 184
118 cavity 322 130 secondo 184

As anybody with a knowledge of the two languages can im-
mediately appreciate, most words in one list have their equivalent
in the other list (e.g.: cancer/cancro; may/può-possono; oral/
orale; treatment/trattamento; surgery/chirurgia and so on). Clos-
er inspection of the complete word lists in both languages reveals
that they are fairly consistent with each other, even though equiv-
alent words occupy different positions in the two lists, depending
on their relative frequency, and assuming that equivalence needs
to be postulated also between words with different grammar
functions: e.g. lung = polmone (noun)/polmonare (adjective);
cell=cellula (noun)/cellulare (adjective), and so on (see Appendix
4 for a longer sample of the two word lists). Comparing the two
wordlists seems to suggest, therefore, that the two corpora could
well provide a basis for the creation of a specific glossary and/or
phraseological dictionary. It is of course not the purpose of the
present study to discuss methods for glossary creation and term
extraction based on corpora, which are discussed elsewhere in de-
tail (e.g. Pearson and Bowker 2002), and have been dealt with al-
so with specific reference to the use of BootCaT (Castagnoli 2006;
Fantinuoli 2006). By way of example, however, the following
pages report information retrieved from the English and Italian
corpora for DIAGNOS*, to illustrate the kind of linguistic infor-
mation that can be derived from the two data sets.

3.1. DIAGNOS* in the English ORAL CANCER corpus

A search for DIAGNOS* in the English ORAL CANCER corpus
yields in the first place evidence of a number of different realiza-
tions: 

– diagnosis (290)
– diagnosed (126)
– diagnostic (47)
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Fig. 4.15. 

– has a tendency to co-occurr with time references (years,
weeks, time), especially in L2 position;

– is often accompanied by such verbs as «confirm» and «es-
tablish»;



in the first pattern and to the disease (tumour, cancer, cases...) in
the second pattern: 

– N + (BE) diagnosed with: 
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– is often found in association with the words «treatment» and
«staging», especially in R2 position: 
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Fig. 4.19. 

Fig. 4.20. 

3.1.2. DIAGNOSE In our corpus, the verb, «diagnose» appears
as almost invariably used in the past participle (see Appendix X
for the complete concordance table), and often occurs in the pat-
terns «N + (BE) diagnosed with» and «N + (BE) diagnosed in»
where N is a noun referring to human beings (patients, people...)

Fig. 4.16. 

Fig. 4.17. 

Fig. 4.18. 

– N + (BE) diagnosed in: 



In the left co-text (L2-L1), one notices a fair number of oc-
currences for the patterns «della diagnosi», «nella diagnosi», «al-
la diagnosi», «dalla diagnosi» e «per la diagnosi».
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The base form of the verb is mainly used, instead, in the in-
finitive form «to diagnose», in such phrases as «BE used to diag-
nose» or «failure to diagnose»:
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Fig. 4.22. 

Fig. 4.23. 

3.2. DIAGNOS* in the Italian CANCRO ORALE corpus

Occurrences of «diagnos*» from the Italian CANCRO ORALE
corpus provide evidence, again, of several different forms: 

Diagonosi (382)
Diagnostico /Diagnostici/ Diagnostiche (89)
Diagnosticato / Diagnosticata/ Diagnosticati/Diagnosticate (50)
Diagnosticare (23)
Diagnostica (40)

On the basis of frequency data, it seems that the most frequent
form is the noun «diagnosi», which is comparatively more fre-
quent in the Italian corpus than in the English one. Bearing in
mind that the Italian corpus is smaller, this is a datum which could
be accounted for with a preference for nominal style in Italian,
leaving room for further investigations.

3.2.1. DIAGNOSI Analysis of the immediate right co-text (R1)
of the word «diagnosi» reveals frequent co-occurrence with such
adjectives as «precoce», «definitiva», «accurata», «precisa». Here
is a sample of concordances for «diagnosi precoce», «precoce»
being the first collocate of «diagnosis» in our corpus.

Also evident is a tendency of the word «diagnosi» to co-occur
with time references («anni», «momento», and also «età»), which
can be compared to similar behaviour of the word «diagnosis» in
the English corpus: 

Fig. 4.21. 

Fig. 4.24. 



As to the infinitive form «diagnosticare», it tends to occur in
final clauses such as «a/per diagnosticare» (e.g. «serve a/si usa per
diagnosticare»).

Another similarity with the English equivalent is the colloca-
tion with such verbs as «effettuare», «formulare», «emettere»,
«confermare», which can be considered as equivalents for «es-
tablish» and «confirm»: 
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Fig. 4.27. 
Fig. 4.25. 

3.2.2. DIAGNOSTICARE Turning to the Italian verb «diag-
nosticare», it should be noted that the past participle form be-
haves rather differently from the equivalent English form. As the
following concordance lines clearly show, it is the disease (tumori,
casi) that is «diagnosticato». The basic pattern is «essere/venire
diagnosticat*», preceded or followed by the subject (the disease),
and often accompanied by time adverbials (e.g. «Ogni anno ven-
gono diagnosticati circa 2 nuovi casi...»): 

Fig. 4.26. 

The concordances provided also reveal some shortcomings of
our Italian corpus. This is the case of the sentence reported among
the concordances for «diagnostocat*» (Fig. 4.26): «circa 15-25%
di tutti i pazienti che sono diagosticati con il cancro polmonare»,
which is obviously the outcome of a mistranslation from the Eng-
lish «nearly 15-25% of all the patients diagnosed with lung can-
cer», probably the results of a machine translation.

Conclusion

On the basis of the examples reported so far it can be argued that,
despite some obvious limitations, WebBootCaT performs well for
several tasks, especially when the time spent in creating the corpo-
ra and the usefulness of the information that can be retrieved are
considered. Furthermore, the fact that the process of corpus com-
pilation takes place on a remote server and that corpus data could
be analysed both offline, by downloading it on one’s own comput-
er, and online, using the corpus query tool (Sketch Engine) in-
stalled on the remote server, really make WebBootCaT a telling ex-
ample of how some aspects of corpus work have been changing un-
der the impact of the web. With WebBootCat, corpus work is not
only relying more and more on a «distributed architecture», thus
embodying one of the changes envisaged by Martin Wynne with
reference to the changing face of linguistic resources as a whole in
the 21st century (Wynne 2002), but also appears to be moving to-
wards «mass-customization», a keyword in contemporary society.



Chapter V

Exploring Large Web Corpora: 
from Web as Corpus to Corpus as Web

Introduction

This final chapter explores one of the most radical ways of un-
derstanding the relationship between corpus linguistics and the
web. This corresponds to the «mega-corpus mini-Web» category
among the possible meanings suggested by Baroni and Bernardi-
ni for the umbrella phrase web as/for corpus (2006: 13) and re-
lates to the creation of large general-purpose corpora from the
web via automated web crawling.

Drawing on descriptions by the creators of the 2 billion word
itWaC corpus of Italian, Section 1 briefly introduces large gener-
al-purpose web corpora as a new object possessing both web-de-
rived and corpus-like features. Secyion 2 describes the Sketch En-
gine as a web-based corpus query tool through which a number
of recently compiled web corpora, including itWaC, can be ac-
cessed and explored. Finally, Section 3 paragraph reports
«sketches» for the words «natura» and «nature», obtained from
the itWaC and ukWaC corpora respectively, as an example of the
variety of linguistic information that can be derived from the re-
sources and tools described in the chapter.

1. Large web corpora and corpus query tools

In their collection of papers resulting from the First Internation-
al Workshop on the Web as Corpus (Forlì, 14th January 2005),
Baroni and Bernardini argue that «the most radical way of un-
derstanding the expression Web as a corpus refers to attempts to
create a new object, «a sort of mini-Web (or mega-corpus) adapt-
ed to language research» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 13). This

Note
1 A bootstrap is a leather or fabric loop on the back or side of a boot to help

pull it on. By extension bootstrap means «self-reliant and self-sustaining: rely-
ing solely on somebody’s own efforts and resources» and «starting business
from scratch: the building of a business from nothing, with minimum outside
capital». In information technology the word synonymous with start up proce-
dure (MSN Encarta 2007: online).

2 The reference corpora used by BootCaT for key term extraction are large
general corpora developed from the web using similar methods on a larger scale.
The system currently includes five reference corpora (English, German, French,
Italian and Spanish) of about 500 million words in average. (Baroni et al. 2006).

3 The author wishes to thank Dr. Lucio Milillo for allowing her to quote
from his Ph.D. thesis in Clinical Dentistry: L. Milillo, Il ruolo della laminina-5
nel carcinoma orale: diagnosi, patogenesi, terapia, Tesi di Dottorato di Ricerca In-
ternazionale Multicentrico, Università di Bari, A.A. 2003-2004.
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eral corpora from the web are generally created via automated
crawling, which makes the linguist as independent as possible
from commercial search engines, allowing a certain degree of con-
trol over the corpus construction procedure. This is however a
more difficult approach to using the web as a corpus than the ones
described so far in the present study. Dispensing with commer-
cial search engines and performing an autonomous crawl of the
web obviously requires considerable computational skills and re-
sources. Then there is the problem of cleaning the data produced
by the crawl (removing undesired pages; discarding duplicates;
removing mark-up language and other features typical associated
with web documents). Finally, if the result is meant to be a very
large corpus, the data should be annotated so as to allow analysis
through specific corpus query tools.

It is nonetheless out of conviction of the feasibility of such a
project that in the past few years a number of large general cor-
pora from the web have been compiled, including the itWaC cor-
pus of Italian and the ukWaC corpus of English. The basic steps
involved in the compilation of large general purpose corpora from
the web via automated crawling are described in Baroni and
Bernardini (2006), Baroni and Kilgarriff (2006) and – as far as the
itWaC and ukWaC corpora in particular are concerned – in Ba-
roni and Ueyama (2006) and in Ferraresi (2007)1. These steps can
be summed up as follows: 

– Selecting «seed» URLs and crawling
– Data cleaning
– Annotation

Crawling the web for the compilation of a large general corpus
requires a number of pre-selected URLs (or crawl «seeds») to start
form. This means that the process starts with a program retrieving
the pages corresponding to the seed URLs, extracts new URLs
from the links in the retrieved pages, follows the new links to re-
trieve more pages, and so on. While for special purpose corpora as
the ones created using BootCaT it seems to be relatively easy to find
seed terms (and hence URLs), this is obviously not the case with a
general-purpose corpus where, as Baroni and Bernardini point
out, one would ideally have a number of «representative» URLs to
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object, they suggest, should be characterized by both web-derived
and corpus-like features, to answer the widely-felt need for a re-
source that combines the potential for size, variety and topicality
offered by the Web with the reliability of conventional corpora
and corpus tools. This seems to represent a stage when linguists
finally come to terms with the limitations of the web as a linguis-
tic resource and come to view such limitations as a sort of ‘neces-
sary evil’which needs to be addressed if one is willing to exploit
to the full the web’s otherwise enormous potential. More specifi-
cally, the typical disadvantages of web corpora are accepted, as-
suming that none of these disadvantages are specific to web cor-
pora per se (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 31) but are rather simply
foregrounded by such corpora, while they are in fact common to
all «quick and dirty» large corpora: 

If one collected a Web corpus of about 100M words spending the
same amount of time and resources that were invested in the creation
of the BNC, there is no reason to think that the resulting corpus would
be less clean, its contents less controlled or its copyright status less
clear than in the case of the BNC. Vice versa, collecting a 1 billion
word multi-source corpus from non-Web sources in a few days is
probably not possible, but, if it were possible, the resulting corpus
would almost certainly have exactly the same problems of noise, con-
trol over the corpus contents and copyright that we listed above [...].
Thus, we would like to stress that it is not correct to refer to the prob-
lems above as «problems of Web corpora»; rather, they are problems
of large corpora built in short time and with little resources, and they
emerge clearly with Web corpora since the Web makes it possible to
build «quick and dirty» large corpora (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 32).

As to the advantages, apart from size and timeliness, a funda-
mental advantage of creating large corpora from the web is that
this allows «fast and cheap construction of corpora in many lan-
guages for which no standard reference corpus such as the BNC
is available to researchers». Such languages, Baroni and Ueyama
observe, do not simply include so-called «minority languages»,
but also well studied languages such as Italian and German (2006:
32). As to disadvantages, the only one which seems to be unique
to web corpora is related to the necessity of accessing web data
through ordinary search engines. This is the reason why large gen-
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process also includes removal of near-duplicates, i.e. documents
that differ only in trivial details, such as a date or a header.

After this phase the «noise» of non-linguistic material is re-
moved from the documents. This generally means separating gen-
uine language text from HTML code and from the so-called boil-
erplate, i.e. linguistically uninteresting material such as navigation
information, copyright notices, advertisement, link lists, fixed no-
tices and other sections lacking in human-produced connected text
(Baroni and Kilgarriff 2006). The reasons for data cleaning need no
explanation. As pointed out by Baroni and Bernardini (2006: 20) it
is highly unlikely that one wants the bigram «click here» to come up
as the most frequent bigram in a corpus of English, unless the aim
of the corpus is precisely the study of the linguistic characteristics of
web pages per se, which in turn corresponds to an altogether dif-
ferent way of conceiving of the web as a corpus, i.e. the «Web as cor-
pus proper» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 13).

The final step is to filter for language and pornography. Even
though web crawling for large corpora generally takes place with-
in one single domain (.it in the case of the itWaC corpus, .uk for
ukWaC, .de for the deWaC German corpus, and so on) and this
should, ideally at least, by itself ensure that most pages are in the
desired language, other strategies are generally adopted for filter-
ing out pages in languages different from the target language. One
such strategy is based on the assumption that connected text
should contain a high proportion of function words (Baayen
2001, quoted in Ferraresi 2006: 38). Therefore in the compilation
of the itWaC corpus a further step in the cleaning of the data was
represented by the removal of pages which did not contain suffi-
cient occurrences of function words. This process also worked as
a language filter and further contributed to the removal of pages
that mostly contained word lists, numbers, and other non-lin-
guistic material (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 35).

The importance of removing pages containing pornography is
also generally acknowledged and stressed. This is done not «out
of prudery», as Kilgarriff and Baroni argue, «but because they
tend to contain randomly generated text, long keyword lists and
other linguistically problematic elements» (2006). For the itWaC
corpus, a stop list of 146 words typical of pornographic sites was
used to identify and eliminate documents containing more than a
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start from (2006: 16). It is in fact self-evident that, as the starting
point of the whole process, this is the step most closely related to
problems of representativeness, an issue, as already argued in the
present work, extremely controversial with the web (Leech 2007).
Here, again, «the fact that the notion of ‘representativeness’ of a
corpus (and how to measure it) is far from well-understood» (Ba-
roni and Bernardini 2006: 16, quoting Kilgarriff and Grefenstette
2003) complicates matters at a theoretical level. When it comes to
web corpora it seems that the problem can only be addressed on
applicative grounds, and in this context post-hoc methods to eval-
uate the composition of corpora have emerged as new crucial con-
cerns (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 32; Ferraresi 2007: 43; Sharoff
2007), replacing design based on a priori criteria, which was of
paramount importance for traditional corpora. Accordingly, the
apparently totalizing concept of representativeness is addressed
through the related (and relative) concepts of «balance» and «un-
biasedness»2 (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette 2003; Ciaramita and Ba-
roni 2006).

For the compilation of the itWaC corpus of Italian, the seed
URLs were retrieved from Google with combinations of words
extracted both from traditional newspaper corpora and from «ba-
sic vocabulary» lists for language learners, to ensure that both
higher/public and lower/private registers were included3. The re-
sulting list of over 5000 URLs was used to start a crawl which went
on for nearly 10 days (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 34).

Once the crawl is over, the linguist is presented with a vast set of
HTML documents which have to be post-processed and cleaned
before being converted into a linguistic corpus. The first step entails
identifying and discarding potentially irrelevant documents on the
basis of size, i.e. both small documents (below 5Kb) and large doc-
uments (over 200Kb) are removed on the assumption that they tend
to contain little genuine text (Fletcher 2004). Then, removal of per-
fect duplicates is performed. In this phase not only the duplicates of
a given document but also the document itself is removed, since it
is an overt policy in the compilation of large web corpora to privi-
lege precision over recall – a strategy which can be afforded owing
to the vastness of the web (Baroni and Kilgarriff 2006). Besides re-
moving duplicates, which are rather easy to identify, the cleaning
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web as corpus to the new horizons of corpus as web. As Baroni and
Bernardini argue, discussing the project for a corpus query tool
specifically designed for large web corpora (Wacky query engine)
and commenting on the Google’s popularity among linguists: 

[the] enormous popularity that Google enjoys among linguists can on-
ly in part be explained by the fact that it makes an unprecedented
amount of language data available. We believe that an equally impor-
tant role is played by the fact that Google search is easy to use and can
be accessed through a familiar user interface, presents results in a clear
and tidy way, and that no installation procedure is necessary. For these
reasons, we conjecture that the success of the WaCky query engine
and its acceptance among linguists will hinge on its ability to offer a
similarly userfriendly, intuitive and familiar interface. As in the case of
Google, a Web interface has the potential to satisfy all three criteria.
In other words, we should not only use the Web as a corpus, but also
present the corpus as Web, i.e. provide access to Web corpora in the
style of a Web search engine (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 37).

It is perhaps worth emphasizing that the authors are here not
simply advocating the development of new corpus tools, but also in-
dicating a shift in the expectations of users, as a consequence of a
growing and widespread familiarity with ordinary web search. This
seems to point to a metamorphosis in our way of conceiving of cor-
pora and corpus tools under the impact of the web, which in turn
brings about interesting changes also as far as the basic activities of
accessing, distributing and querying corpora are concerned. Some
of these changes can be partly seen at work in the Sketch Engine,
which will be briefly described in the following pages.

2. The Sketch Engine: an overview

As corpora become larger and require more sophisticated tools,
the tendency for a working scenario where the linguist no longer
downloads corpora and tools to his/her personal computer but
rather works from any computer on data and query tools made
available through a remote server has become more typical and
desired than it was with traditional corpora. In this new context,
corpora and corpus tools are apparently undergoing a process of
transformation that seems to be related to similar changes taking
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certain number of pornographic words. The whole filtering phase
took about one week (Baroni and Ueyama 2006: 35).

The last step in the process is lemmatization and part-of-
speech (POS) annotation of the corpus. Given the size of such
web corpora this task has to be performed through automated
machine-learning techniques. In the case of the itWaC corpus
POS tagging was performed with the widely used TreeTagger and
lemmatization using the free Morph-it! lexicon. Morphosyntactic
annotation of the itWaC corpus took about two days, and result-
ed in a corpus of about 1.9 billion tokens (Baroni and Ueyama
2006: 35-36).

Using the procedure described above, a number of large gen-
eral-purpose corpora from the web have been complied in a rela-
tively short time. This is indeed a remarkable achievement whose
success however also requires that adequate tools are devised to
exploit the full potential of such corpora as sources of linguistic
information. The minimum requirement for the tools is of course
that «users must be able to browse the query results (displayed
with varying amounts of context), sort the matches according to
different criteria, and look at random subsets of the results to get
a broad overview» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 35). Given that
the user is very likely, in the case of large web corpora, to be pre-
sented with an overwhelming set of results, it is also desirable «to
reduce and structure the massive amounts of data brought up by
the corpus query, such as computing frequency lists, identify col-
locations, etc...» (Baroni and Bernardini 2006: 35). Many linguists
could in fact lack the necessary technical skills to access and query
such large web corpora, while copyright problems could refrain
the compilers from publicly distributing the corpora for offline
analysis (Baroni and Kilgarriff 2006). This seems to suggest the
opportunity of adopting an advanced user-friendly web interface
that allows linguists to do actual research on the corpus (includ-
ing the possibility of saving settings and results across sessions)
while allowing the compilers to make the corpus widely available
through their servers. The requirements of corpus tools specifi-
cally designed for large web corpora seem thus to be making cor-
pus search more and more similar to web search, to the extent of
signifying a Copernican revolution from the seminal notion of
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made available through the website itself. As the Home Page user
interface shows, the first step for the user is therefore to select one
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place in society at large as far as the distribution of goods and re-
sources, including linguistic resources, are concerned. While cor-
pora and tools like BNC and the Wordsmith Tools can be con-
sidered finite products in a conventional way, in the sense that they
are goods reproduced in several copies which can be sold and
purchased, this is no longer the case with some of the recently
compiled large web corpora and web-based corpus query tools,
for which it would be in fact more correct to talk about services.
Furthermore, as the notion of «mega-corpus mini-web» becomes
a reality, even the basic act of reading, interpreting and drawing
conclusions from concordance lines can become a problem.
However «refined» and «detailed», mere concordancing and sta-
tistics relating to collocates, clusters or patterns may be no longer
enough with corpora where words can have thousands of occur-
rences and the plethora of data with which the linguist is likely to
work definitely requires some form of summarising.

This changing scenario is perhaps the best way to introduce
the Sketch Engine in the present survey. The service provided by
the Sketch Engine website can in fact be seen as a telling example
of a different way of conceiving the basic activities of accessing,
distributing and querying corpora. More specifically, the service
provided through the Sketch Engine website makes a number of
large web corpora available for online analysis and exploration,
besides allowing the creation of smaller specialized corpora. Cor-
pus analysis can be performed using a web-based corpus query
tool, the Sketch Engine, which contributes to a thorough explo-
ration of concordance lines by supporting complex queries and
by providing statistics relating to the collocational profile and to
the grammatical relations that each word in the corpus partici-
pates in. It is of course not the purpose of the present study to ex-
plain in detail how the Sketch Engine works but it is perhaps use-
ful to outline some of its key functions, namely the generation of
«Concordances», the «Word Sketch» function, and the «Sketch
Difference» function4.

2.1. Generating concordances

The Sketch Engine mainly works on a number of pre-loaded cor-
pora for several languages, including the BNC, besides allowing
the exploration of customized corpora created using the tools
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Fig. 5.1.

of the corpora made available by the service, or one of the tools
for the creation of customized corpora: 

The basic function provided by the Sketch Engine to explore
each of these corpora is the generation of concordances. Here is,

Fig. 5.2. A sample of concordances for the lemma RISK from the itWaC cor-
pus.



For each collocate the system also allows immediate visualiza-
tion of recurring patterns. This can be obtained by simply click-
ing on the letter «p» in the «p/n» button left of each collocate.
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for instance, a sample of concordances for the 429063 occur-
rences of the lemma RISK in the ukWaC corpus: 

Besides reporting concordances in clear KWiC format, the
concordance page features a number of buttons which allow fur-
ther exploration. The «Sample» button, for instance, can be used
to create a random sample of the concordances, an option that is
particular useful when the number of hits is particularly high, as
in this case. The «Sort» button can be used for a simple sort (sort
by node word, or one position to the left, or one position to the
right); more complex sort procedures can be specified through an
advanced sort screen. The «Filter» button allows to a specify a
word or lemma whose presence or absence is a condition to be
satisfied before the concordances are displayed. Here is, for in-
stance, a sample of concordances for RISK from the BNC using
the word «cancer» as a positive filter, i.e. displaying only those
lines where Risk occurs with «cancer»: 
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Fig. 5.3. A sample of concordances for RISK from the BNC using the word
«cancer» as a positive filter.

Finally the «Collocation» button generates a list collocates for
the node word, which can be sorted according to a number of pa-
rameters set by the user. Here is a sample of the collocates for RISK
from the ORAL CANCER corpus created with WebBootCat (see
Chapter 4) and accessed online through the Sketch Engine.

Fig. 5.4. A sample of the collocates for
RISK from the ORAL CANCER corpus.

Fig. 5.5. A sample of patterns for the collocation RISK + ASSOCIATED
from the ORAL CANCER corpus.

Here are, by way of example, patterns for the collocation RISK +
ASSOCIATED, again from the ORAL CANCER corpus: 



And here is a sample from the tool’s output: 
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Finally, information about the source-text of a particular con-
cordance line can be obtained by clicking the document-id code
at the left-hand end of the relevant line.

While in principle not different from information that can be
obtained by querying a corpus with ordinary tools like Word-
smith, the way information from several corpora can be accessed
using the Sketch Engine makes it a good example of the corpus-
as-web metaphor. Whether the linguist is querying the BNC, or
one of the new large web corpora such as ukWaC, or one of the
customized corpora created by the user thorough WebBootCaT,
the service proves quick, flexible and user-friendly in a way that
reminds those Google-like features which should apparently
characterize the shift from web as corpus to corpus as web.

2.2. Word Sketches

Besides producing concordances and providing information on
the collocational profile of a word, in a way not dissimilar from oth-
er typical corpus tools, the Sketch Engine is specifically designed
for offering the linguist «word sketches», i.e. «one-page automat-
ic, corpus-based summaries of a word’s grammatical and colloca-
tional behaviour» (Kilgarriff 2004 et al.). More specifically, a
«word sketch» reports a list of collocates for each grammatical pat-
tern so that, for each collocate, the user can see the corpus contexts
in which the node word and its collocate co-occur (Kilgarriff et al.
2004). To provide a comprehensive sketch for whichever word a
user inputs, the Sketch Engine needs in the first place to start from
the corresponding lemma and the correct word class. This implies
that to perform this specific function the Sketch Engine presup-
poses an annotated corpus as its basic input. By way of example,
here is the Word Sketch entry form compiled so as to obtain a
sketch for the lemma PAESAGGIO from the itWaC corpus: 
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Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.7a-b. 

Clearly reported in each column are the words that typically
combine with PAESAGGIO in a particular grammatical relation.
The «AofN» lists reports adjectives that frequently accompany the
PAESAGGIO/I, the «postN_V» column reports verbs that fre-



with the web, a system that can provide such a summary of a
word’s behaviour is an appropriate answer not only to the need of
processing large amounts of data, as in the case of large web cor-
pora, but also to the desire of exploiting the inclusiveness, variety
and accessibility of web data, without renouncing high standards
of linguistic investigation. Furthermore, the very fact that both
the corpus query tool and the corpora made available for analysis
are offered as an integrated web-based service seems to make the
Sketch Engine a good example of what it might mean to present
the corpus as web, rather than simply using the web as a corpus.

2.3.The Sketch Difference function

With the Sketch Difference function the user has the opportuni-
ty to compare sketches for two similar words. The patterns and
combinations shared by the two items are highlighted, while pat-
terns and combinations typical of one or the other are contrasted.
Here is, by way of example, a comparison between SCENERY
and LANDSCAPE from ukWac: 
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quently follow PAESAGGIO/I, the «preN_V» column reports
verbs that frequently precede PAESAGGIO/I, and so on. When
compared with information that could be obtained for the same
word from the same corpus only through concordance lines the
qualitative difference of information obtained through word
sketches hardly needs to be demonstrated. The «sketch» for PAE-
SAGGIO is useful and thought-provoking, indicative as it is – at a
glance – of phraseological patterns, such as «paesaggio agrario»,
«paesaggio incantevole», «paesaggio circostante», «paesaggio ur-
bano», but also «paesaggio da favola» or «paesaggio da cartolina».

An invaluable option provided by the tool is the possibility of
switching at any time between Word Sketch mode and the Con-
cordance mode, so that for each pattern a number of examples are
available at a mouse-click. Thus, if interested in examples for the
phrase «paesaggi di bellezza», the user only has to click on the
number next to «bellezza» in the pattern «pp_di» to be shown all
the 107 concordances for this collocation: 
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Fig. 5.8. 

All patterns can of course be further explored using the op-
tions already illustrated for concordance lines, such as sorting or
using filters.

In the case of Word Sketches the information provided by the
system is definitely different from that obtained from an ordinary
concordancer and this is to some extent related to the changes
brought about by a closer relationship between corpus linguistics
and the web. Although not specifically designed for interaction

Fig. 5.9. 

As this sample from the Sketch Engine report shows, collocates
for which the two lemmas share patterns and combinations are
sorted according to salience scores and coloured according to dif-



Again, the qualitative difference between information that could
be obtained by simply exploring concordance lines is self evident, es-
pecially if one considers that these data were obtained by summariz-
ing (in a matter of seconds) information relating to the 25445 occur-
rences of «scenery» and the 110908 occurrences of «landscapes» in
the ukWaC corpus. These examples definitely testify to the rich po-
tential for linguistic information stored in the interaction between
large web corpora and sophisticated web-based corpus query tools,
but also indicates the great potential for linguistic information that
lies in the possibility of processing more data when the tool per-
forming the analysis can contribute information of this kind.

As to the immediate usefulness of the data, this can hardly be
overemphasized. By comparing, for instance, the quickly pro-
duced sketch difference for LANDSCAPE and SCENERY with
the word sketch produced for PAESAGGIO in the previous
paragraph, one can see at a glance how the word «paesaggio» in
Italian covers phraseological patterns which in English are cov-
ered by either «landscape» or «scenery», such as «paesaggio agri-
colo/urbano» and «agricultural/urban landscape» vs «paesaggio
mozzafiato/ spettacolare» and «breathtaking/spectacular».

3. Exploring large web corpora. Sketches of NATURA
and NATURE

The brief overview of the Sketch Engine functions can only sug-
gest the scope and variety of information which can be gained by
exploring mega-corpora from the web using a tool summarizing
data in a way that is meaningful from the linguist’s point of view.
By way of example, this closing paragraph reports information de-
rived from a brief analysis of sketches for NATURA and NA-
TURE, obtained from the itWaC and ukWaC corpora. Again, the
main purpose is not so much to provide an exhaustive analysis of
the data, but rather to give an idea of the insight into language,
and possibly into culture, provided by corpora which have been
created with an automated procedure from the web.

3.1. NATURA

The word NATURA occurs 333722 times in the itWaC corpus,
clearly a number of occurrences which could hardly be explored
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ference between the scores, so as to emphasize ‘preference’ for one
or other lemma. Thus, from the «a_modifier» (adjective_modifier)
column one can deduce a preference for adjectives such as «breath-
taking», «spectacular», «stunning» and «magnificent» to modify
SCENERY rather than LANDSCAPE, which in turn is more typ-
ically modified by such adjectives as «urban», «historic» or «agri-
cultural».

Patterns or combinations that can be considered unique to one
or other lemma are reported in separate columns. Here are, for in-
stance, the «scenery only» and «landscape only» patterns given by
the Sketch Engine: 
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Fig. 5.10a-b. 



Another recurring pattern, «natura del/dell’», seems to be
linked to man («uomo», «anima», «animo») or activities («attiv-
ità», «atto», «intervento», «operazione», «lavoro», «servizio») as
well as to areas apparently related to the legal or economic do-
main («appalto, «assicurazione, «rapporto, «rischio», «prodot-
to», «provvedimento», «reato», «denaro») and to health (handi-
cap, infermità, embrione). These contextual features and differ-
ent patterns seem to provide evidence that web data cover in this
case a wide variety of lexical realizations perfectly corresponding
to the meaning of the word as reported in Italian Dictionaries (e.g.
Zanichelli 2005). Corpus data, however, apparently enrich dic-
tionary meaning by providing phraseology hinting at more topi-
cal uses of the word: «natura incontaminata» and «preservare la
natura», for instance, seem to be related to contemporary con-
cerns about environmental protection, while «natura dell’embri-
one» might be related to recent ethic concerns about scientific re-
search relating to infertility or to the use of stem cells obtained
from embryos.

3.2. NATURE

The word nature occurs 273784 times in the ukWaC corpus. The
sketch reported by the Sketch Engine shows that the word tends to
occur as object of verbs such as «understand, reflect, explore, ex-
amine, reveal, investigate» (see the Object_of pattern in the 1st col-
umn), which seem to point to a level of high abstraction for the
meaning of the NATURE, as already seen for the Italian corpus.

The pattern Adjective + N (4th column) is characterized by
such words as «human», «true», «divine», pointing to the spiri-
tual/philosophical meaning of the word NATURE, whereas no
instance is reported of adjectives similar to the ones co-occuring
with NATURA in Italian, such as «incontaminato» or
«rigoglioso». This seems to suggest that the word nature does not
necessarily cover the same semantic area of its Italian dictionary
equivalent, at least as far as its concrete meaning related to the
idea of landscape is concerned. The only collocates of NATURE
which seem to point to a meaning of the word connected with the
idea of landscape are those in which NATURE premodifies such
words as «reserve, protection, trail, park, tourism» (5th column),
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without a tool contributing to the extraction of linguistic infor-
mation. According to data reported by the Sketch Engine, in the
itWaC corpus NATURA shows a clear tendency (126605 occur-
rences) to occur in the pattern Adjective + N (1st column), the first
modifier in order of statistical significance being «incontamina-
ta», followed by a number of other adjectives connecting NATU-
RA to the legal and economic domain (e.g. «privatistico», «pub-
blicistico», «giuridico», «patrimoniale», «tributario», «economi-
co, «finanziario», etc.) or to the philosophical domain (e.g.
«umano», «divino», «naturata», «naturans»,...). Other words tak-
ing on again the meanings connected with «incontaminata», and
therefore pointing to a more concrete reference to landscape, are
«selvaggio» and «lussureggiante». A less dominant, yet signifi-
cant, set of collocates preceding the noun NATURA in the Verb
+ N pattern (4th column) cluster around the concept of respect
and suggest such phrases as «rispettare... preservare... salva-
guardare... la NATURA».

Also worth exploring in the same pattern is a tendency of
NATURA to co-occur with verbs pointing to mental processes in
such patterns as «chiarire, rivelare, svelare, capire, conoscere,
specificare, comprendere, precisare, scoprire la natura». Indeed
most verbs preceding the NATURA can be seen as pointing to its
abstract meaning as a synonymous of «reality» or «characteristic»: 
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Fig. 5.11. 



promising research field is definitely opening up new horizons
for linguistic research.

Conclusion

As this last chapter has shown charting the latest achievements of
the web as corpus, the development of new methods for doing
corpus linguistics is not simply a matter of new corpora and new
tools, but rather of changing ways of conceiving of corpora and
corpus tools under the impact of the web and of web search.
While the notion of the web as corpus might be giving way to a
complementary view of corpus as web, other significant changes
are apparently occurring in terms of availability and distribution
of tools and resources, such as for instance the shift of both from
products to services. This seems indeed to connect the changes
taking place in contemporary corpus linguistics to similar changes
taking place in society at large, and possibly represents the best
way to sum up the real significance of the achievements present-
ed in our itinerary.

Note
1 Information about large web corpora for other languages can be found in

the Sketch Engine (www.sketchengine.co.uk) and the Wacky project (wacky.
sslmit.unibo.it) websites.

2 The notion of «unbiasedness» is based on the comparison of the word fre-
quency distribution of a corpus to those of deliberately biased corpora. (Cia-
ramita and Baroni 2006).

3 Detailed information on this aspect of corpus creation is reported in the
Wacky project website: http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=seed_words_
and_tuples.

4 For a comprehensive overview of the Sketch Engine see Getting started
with the Sketch Engine, http: //trac.sketchengine.co.uk/wiki/SkE/GettingStart-
ed.

thus resulting in such patterns as «nature reserve» (apparently the
most frequent collocation) or «nature tourism».

This seems to point to a gap between the behaviour, and
hence the meanings, of NATURA and NATURE which are ap-
parently perfect equivalents in Italian and English. Such differ-
ences, which are to some extent genre- and domain-specific,
have been partly explored by Manca (2002) with reference to
tourism discourse. It is this supposed gap, for instance, that ac-
counts for lack of correspondence between typical phraseology
in the language of tourism in Italian and in English, as is the
case with such phrases as «circondati dalla natura» or «la tran-
quillità della natura» in which «natura» cannot be translated
with «nature» but rather with its hyponym «countryside». This
gap, which apparently lays bare interesting differences at the
level of context of culture, might deserve further exploration for
which the huge amount of data made available by such corpora
as ukWaC and itWaC, and the information provided by the
Sketch Engine might prove extremely appropriate. It seems
therefore that the latest development within this exciting and
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Fig. 5.11. 



Conclusion

The steps taken throughout the book have shown how the notion
of the web as a corpus is to some extent grounded on a migration
of issues (Gatto forthcoming) between corpus linguistics and in-
formation technology, under whose impact the way we conceive
of a corpus has been moving away from the somewhat reassuring
standards subsumed under the corpus-as-body metaphor, to a new
web-as-corpus image, and possibly moving a further step towards
the new horizons of the corpus-as-web. On the one hand the no-
tion of a linguistic corpus as a body of texts rests on some related
issues such as finite size, balance, part-whole relationship and per-
manence; on the other hand the very idea of a web of texts brings
about notions of non-finiteness, flexibility, de-centering and re-
centering and provisionality. In terms of methodology, this ques-
tions issues which could be taken for granted when working with
traditional corpora, such as the stability of the data, the repro-
ducibility of the research, and the reliability of the results, but has
also created the conditions for the development of specific tools
that help make the «webscape» a more hospitable space for cor-
pus research. By either exploiting to the full the potential of ordi-
nary search engines, or by reworking their output format to make
it suitable for linguistic analysis (e.g. WebCorp), or by allowing
the creation of quick, flexible, small, specialized and customized
multilingual corpora from the web (e.g. WebBootCaT), these
tools seems to be redirecting the way we conceive of corpus work
in the new Millennium along those lines envisaged by Martin
Wynne as characterizing linguistic resources in the 21st century:
multilinguality, dynamic content, distributed architecture, virtu-
al corpora, connection with web search (Wynne 2002).
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Appendix

As the issues, tools, and methods so far discussed have already
shown, the emerging notion of the web as corpus can be seen as
the outcome of a wider process of redefinition in terms of flexi-
bility, multiplicity, and «mass-customization» which corpus lin-
guistics is undergoing along with other fields of human activity, in
a sort of «convergence of technologies and standards in several re-
lated fields which have in common the goal of delivering linguis-
tic content through electronic means» (Wynne 2002: 1207). It is
indeed owing to such a convergence that one is tempted to argue
that changes in corpus work under the impact of the web are re-
lated to the new styles and approaches to the sharing/distribution
of knowledge, goods and resources which are everyday experi-
ence in contemporary society. This seems to be particularly evi-
dent in the latest development relating to the creation and explo-
ration of large web corpora where corpus resources and corpus
tools seem to be undergoing a process of transformations from
products into services.

By way of conclusion is perhaps worth emphasizing again that
while the web as a corpus is a promising field of research it can by
no means aim at questioning the fundamental tenets of corpus lin-
guistics. As Baroni and Ueyama (2006) suggest, it is only «a mat-
ter of research policy, time constraints and funding» that deter-
mines whether a certain project requires building a thoroughly
controlled conventional corpus, or if it is better to methods that
in a way or another take advantage of the web’s controversial sta-
tus as a linguistic corpus. What is certain is that, as any other field
of human knowledge, linguistic research can only profit from the
tension created between established theoretical positions and the
new tools and methods devised from the needs of practicality and
pragmatism. It seems more than desirable, then, that traditional
corpus linguistics and studies on the web as corpus should coex-
ist for time to come, providing the linguistic community with a
wider spectrum of resources to choose from.
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